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Getting Started
How to Use the Teaching Notes
1. The most crucial thing to remember about using the Teaching Notes is the importance of
reading the entire set of notes for a story all the way through in advance of the Reading Session
for that story. This will give you the following advantages:
a. It will let you be sure that you have all the supplies you might need—for example,
craft supplies, and pages that have to be photocopied.
b. It will give you time to choose an appropriate activity or game if that’s suggested as
part of the session.
c. It will give you ample warning about possible problems that might come up when
you’re teaching a particular story.
d. It will give you information about parts of the biblical narrative that had to be left out
of the books because of lack of space.
e. It will give you time to look for additional information if any part of the story is
unfamiliar to you and you feel that you might have difficulty answering a student’s
questions about it.
f. It will give you time to decide—based on your knowledge of your own group of students—
how much of the material you could reasonably plan to include in your session.
2. You’re not required—or even expected—to complete everything that’s included in the
Teaching Notes for a particular story. The Teaching Notes are designed to contain more than
enough material for a single Reading Session, so that you will be able to choose from what’s
offered, based on your own students’ needs. The amount of work that students can finish in a
single Reading Session will depend on factors such as their age, their literacy skills level, and
their attention span. With some students the work may go so quickly that there’ll be time left
over at the end of the session, during which they could do Student Exercises or play a language
game. With other students things may go much more slowly, and it may not be possible to get to
any of the material in the “Other activities” section. Both of those outcomes, and all of the
possibilities in between, are acceptable.
3. The theoretical goal should always be to do everything in the “phoneme awareness strategies
and activities” section of the Teaching Notes, but in practice that may not always be possible.
You will need to decide which parts of that section to include and which to leave out, depending
on the individual circumstances of your session.
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4. For balanced literacy instruction it’s important to include all four literacy skills—reading,
writing, speaking, and understanding—in every session. If you’re short of time, it’s best to
present one item from the phoneme awareness section and then go on to present an item from
another section. If you try to complete everything in the phoneme awareness section before
moving on, you might end up with no time at all for any other activity. It’s also fine to move back
and forth among the various sections of the Post-Reading Activities.
The Teaching Notes have been carefully designed to offer material that will introduce and review
all of the phonemes of English by the time all 30 sets of the “Phoneme awareness strategies and
activities” instruction have been completed. When it isn’t possible to work through all the
phonemic awareness items in a set, put a Post-It note in the margin beside any items not covered,
so that it will be easy to add them to later Reading Sessions. That way, none of the phonemes
will be skipped accidentally. And if it turns out that you aren’t able to get to all of the items,
remember that you are always teaching phonemic awareness when your students are sounding
out words and when they are engaged in reading and writing.
5. The Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1 (“In the Beginning”) have been prepared
in very thorough detail, so that they can serve as a pattern for presenting all the others.
6. When the Teaching Notes for a story tell you to choose a game or activity from the Reading
Activities and Games section, you’ll want to make your choice well ahead of time to prepare
everything needed for the game or activity. It’s never possible to know exactly how a Reading
Session will go; it may turn out that other parts of the session take so long that there won’t be enough
time for the planned item after all. However, having an assortment of games and activities already
prepared and taking them along to the session is always going to be a plus. When a session goes
more quickly than was expected, the materials will be there and ready for you to use. Trying to pick
out something appropriate to do during the session, while students sit and wait, is always a bad idea.
It’s better not to let the students pick the games and activities. If you do that once, it sets a precedent,
and there’s no way to be sure that the students’ choices will be the ones most likely to result in
stronger literacy skills. Offering a limited choice may be appropriate with some students—for
example, saying, “We have about ten free minutes this time. Would you rather do a “Find the
Words” puzzle or work in your Personal Dictionary?” But it’s unwise to just say to the student,
“We have about ten free minutes this time. What would you like to do?” Students need to have
confidence that the Reading Sessions will always be carefully planned and structured, and that
you will always have everything under control.
When students say “Could we play Word Bingo today?” (or anything of that kind), you should
answer in one of two ways. If you can say it honestly, say, “Sure. That’s one of the activities I
had planned for today” or “Certainly, if it turns out that we have enough time.” Otherwise, say,
“I’m sorry; we can’t do that today because the schedule is already full. But I’ll make a note so
that we can do it sometime soon,” and then be sure to follow through on that commitment.
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7.

Each set of Teaching Notes has the following nine-part structure and content:
a. The text of the story
b. Introduction
c. General Comments
d. Pre-Reading Strategies
e. During-Reading Strategies [usually including: Helping with words and phrases that
may cause difficulties; Helping with structure that may cause difficulties]
f. Post-Reading Strategies [usually including Phoneme awareness strategies and
activities; Writing strategies and activities; Other strategies and activities]
g. Questions You Can Expect To Hear [with suggested answers]
h. An Alphabet and Phonics Book Activity
i. A Bible Context section for the book [Background information related to the story]

8. For definitions and explanations of unfamiliar words and phrases that you may find in the Teaching
Notes, go to “The English Sound System: A Brief Overview” and/or the “Definitions of Terms Used
in Reading Instruction,” in the Road Map book, which is packaged separately in this program.
9. When you use writing activities in a Reading Session, don’t be concerned about correct spelling.
If students who are just getting started with writing have to worry about spelling, they will be
careful to use only very easy words that they’re absolutely certain they know how to spell. The
same thing is true if they have to worry about correct punctuation; they will write only what
they’re positive will be “safe”—very short sentences that won’t need commas, for example. This
restricts their writing and holds them back. The purpose of writing activities in a literacy program
for emergent readers is to strengthen their reading skills. There will be time later for them to
learn writing skills more formally.
10. Every student will need to keep a personal Reading Journal. Any work done during the
Reading Sessions—“on paper” work of any kind—should be signed by the students, dated, and
put away in their Reading Journals. Explain this to the students during the first session, and remind
them in later sessions whenever it’s necessary. The journal is a record of the work done and is
something that the students will eventually take home and keep.
For very young students the best journal format may be a pocket binder, so they can slip their
work into one of the pockets each time. Use your best judgment about this, based on the needs of
the individual student and the supplies available.
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How To Use the Student Exercises
The Student Exercises developed for the American Bible Society Mission: Literacy Program,
English Language Learner Edition, have been written to reinforce the learning principles that are
presented in the Teaching Notes. They are designed so that they can be a part of each Reading
Session, but you will need to assess their importance relative to other reading activities to decide
on the best use of your teaching time. The Student Exercises have been carefully structured to
become progressively harder as the students’ reading skills improve. Some students may be able
to work on them independently; others will need help, especially in the beginning.
The Student Exercises (for which duplication masters are provided in this handbook for you to
copy and distribute) will help your students practice their skills and review information. They
can also be used as activities to fill odd moments—for example, while a student is waiting to be
picked up by a family member after a session.
There are twelve types of Student Exercises included. All of the exercises are linked to one of the
three Reader Books in the series. For most of the exercises, the first item on the page has already
been completed, so that the student can use it as an example. The twelve types are:
1.

Sentences to Finish
A sentence appears on the page with blanks representing missing letters or words, and the
student is instructed to fill in the blanks.

2.

Mixed-Up Words
A word appears on the page with its letters scrambled, and the student is instructed to fill in
the blank with the word, printing its letters in the correct order.

3.

Mixed-Up Sentences
A number of sentences about events in a story appear on the page, but they are not in the
order they appeared in the story. The student is instructed to copy them on the blanks
provided, but in the proper order.

4.

Questions To Answer
Questions (such as “Where did Adam and Eve live?”) appear on the page, and the student is
instructed to write answers on the blanks provided.

5.

Words That Rhyme
A word appears on the page at the left-hand side of a blank; the student is instructed to fill in
the blank with words that rhyme with it.
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6.

True Or False?
A sentence appears on the page—for example, for “The Tower of Babel,” “God came down to see
the tower”—and the student is instructed to circle the word “True” or “False” below the sentence.

7.

Sentences To Fix
A sentence appears on the page—for example, for “A Story of Two Brothers,” “Jacob wanted
to see his mother”—and the student is instructed to fix the sentence and fill in the blank with
the corrected version.

8.

A Story To Finish
A brief paragraph about a story appears on the page, with some blanks where words are
missing. The student is instructed to fill in the blanks.

9.

Find the Words
Sentences appear on the page, and the student is instructed to find all words of a certain type—
for example, all the nouns—and write them on the blanks provided.

10. Write the Story
Blank lines appear on the page, and the student is instructed to fill them by writing one of the
stories in his or her own words.
11. Draw a Picture and Write a Story
The upper half of the page is blank and the lower half has only blank lines. The student is
instructed to write the story in his or her own words and then draw a picture illustrating the
story in the blank space above it.
When you choose a worksheet, you will need to make photocopies on which the students will
do the work. The worksheet doesn’t have to always come from the set for the story the students
are currently working on in the Reading Session. It may be better for students to do a worksheet
from an earlier story, as a review. All completed worksheets should be signed, dated, and stored
in the students’ Reading Journals. There is no requirement for students to complete any fixed
number of worksheets.
It’s important to explain to the students that the worksheets are not tests, and will not be graded.
Explain to the students that the worksheets are just another way to practice their literacy skills.
When worksheets are relied on too heavily, they become counterproductive. Used sparingly,
however, they are useful, especially as a way to discover areas in which a student’s skills are
weak and where extra help is needed.
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How To Use the Alphabet and Phonics Book
The Alphabet and Phonics Book is different from traditional “ABC books” in two ways:
1.

Every keyword (the word chosen to fill the “A is for Apple” pattern) is a word linked to the Bible.

2.

It introduces not only all the English letters but also all the English phonemes.

The book begins with a page for each of the 26 letters of the English alphabet, like every traditional
ABC book, and ends with pages for each of the phonemes that aren’t represented by one of those
letters, plus an extra page for teaching the WH sequence at the beginning of words.
The Hebrew alphabet is different from the English alphabet, and stories in the Bible are about
life in Bible times. That’s why—instead of “Z is for zebra” or “Z is for zoo”—the book has “Z is
for ziggurat.” The Bible says nothing about either zebras or zoos, even in the story of Noah and
the flood.
Each of the Teaching Notes has an “Alphabet and Phonics Book Activity” section for your use.
Whether you need to include that material in your Reading Sessions will depend on your individual
situation and your students. If all your students know the alphabet well and were able to read the
first few sentences on the Reading Pre-Test aloud for you, you can safely go ahead without it.
If you do need to use the section, explain to your students that they are expected to learn the symbols
for the 26 letters of the alphabet, but there’s no need for them to remember the symbols for the
phonemes on pages 27-43. Explain that English has more sounds than it has letters, and that those
symbols are used when someone needs a way to represent the extra sounds. Point out to the students
that they can always tell the difference between the symbols that they’re supposed to remember and
the other ones, because the letters of the alphabet aren’t written between two slashes.
Many of the letters in the alphabet correspond exactly to a phoneme of English. That’s true for B
and M, for example. But it’s not true for all the letters. The letter U, you’ll remember—the first
letter in the keyword “Uriah” on page 21—isn’t a phoneme. The letter Q is never used by itself
except when we’re saying a word from another language, like the word “Iraq.” It’s only used in
English with a U following it, and QU spells out the phoneme /k/ followed by the phoneme /w/.
The students will learn this sort of information gradually, during your presentation of the phoneme
awareness sections of the Teaching Notes, a little at a time, and during their reading and writing.
The Alphabet and Phonics Book isn’t intended to teach it to them directly. And the book’s purpose
is not for the students to add the keywords on each page to their reading vocabulary. If they do
learn the keywords, that’s a bonus, but it’s not required.
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The specific purpose of the Alphabet and Phonics Book is to introduce the students to this set of
five basic principles:
1.

Words are made of sounds.

2.

Letters are spelled out by sounds.

3.

Some letters—B, for example—spell out only one sound; other letters, like A and E and C,
are used to spell out more than one sound.

4.

Some sounds are spelled out by a single letter, but for other sounds—the /ch/ of “church,”
for example—more than one letter is needed.

5.

Although you can’t always tell right away which sound an English letter spells out, and there
are English words that can’t be sounded out at all, there are many regular sound/letter
patterns that you can rely on.

This is a lot of information, but it forms a system, and it is the foundation of the skill of phonemic
awareness. Research tells us that without that skill it’s almost impossible for anyone to become a
competent reader. The Alphabet and Phonics Book introduces this information in a simple form
and gives the student an opportunity to become familiar with it in a nonthreatening context.
It is possible that students may already know the alphabet, in the sense that they can recognize
the letters immediately. But they may not have the skill of phonemic awareness. They need the
foundation of information that is contained in those five principles.
When you can tell that the information in the Alphabet and Phonics Book is essentially all new to
your students, no attempt should be made to hurry through it. Instead, the Alphabet and Phonics
Book section (at the end of each of the Teaching Notes) should be the first activity in each
Reading Session.
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Assessment: How to Measure Progress
How Do I Measure Reading Ability To Find Out Where To Begin?
Each of the thirty stories, in general, build in reading complexity. You may want students to begin
at Book 1 or, if you prefer, to begin at another story in the series of thirty books. To help you
decide where a student might begin reading, the American Bible Society has prepared an informal
test called the “Reading Skills Pre-Test.” It contains thirty example sentences taken from the Bible
(Contemporary English Version). A student who can’t read most of the first ten examples easily
might begin with the first Reader Book of stories (Chapters 1 through 10); any student who can
read all or most of the thirty examples easily could begin with Reader Book 3 (Chapters 1-10).
You will find copies of all the materials that you need for this test in this handbook.
After explaining to the student that he or she isn’t being “graded” but is helping you decide
which book to choose for the first Reading Session, ask the student to read the sentences aloud.
(If you already know that the student cannot read at all, you don’t need to do this assessment. In
a case like that you would just begin with the first story.)
Instructions for Administering the Reading Skills Pre-Test
1.

Welcome the student; make the student as comfortable as possible.

2.

Fill in the date and the student’s full name in the blanks on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.
This is the page that will be kept on file for the student.

3.

Give the student a copy of “Sentences To Read.” Say, “This is an exercise to help us choose
the right book for your first Reading Session. I’d like you to read the sentences on the page
out loud, please, starting with number one and reading as many as you can. Don’t worry
about the sentences not going together to make a story; they’re not supposed to.”

4.

Ask the student, “Do you have any questions?” Answer any questions; then say, “Fine. Let’s begin.”

5.

As the student reads the sentences out loud, circle the number beside each sentence that he
or she can read easily, on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.

6.

When the student comes to a sentence that he or she cannot read easily, say, “That’s fine.
You can stop reading now.”

7.

Write the student’s score—the number of the last sentence that he or she could read easily—
on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.

8.

Print your full name in the “Tutor’s Name” blank at the bottom of your “Tutor’s Record”
sheet; sign your name in the “Tutor’s Signature” blank.
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9.

Ask the student to return the “Sentences to Read” sheet. Explain that the test is over, and
thank the student.

10. Put your “Tutor’s Record” sheet in the student’s file.
Note: What does “read easily” mean? It means that the student can read the sentence without
struggling. A student may hesitate over a word for a moment, read a word incorrectly and then
correct the error, or read a sentence slowly. A student may even make minor errors in reading a
sentence. You would still circle the number beside that sentence and consider that “reading easily.”
Remember that the students are coming to the program because they know they have problems with
their reading; they wouldn’t be in the program if they could read quickly and flawlessly. Any sentence
that a student can only read by struggling, and with obvious difficulty, has not been read easily.
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READING SKILLS PRE-TEST – TUTOR’S RECORD
=====================================================================
Date: .............................................
Student’s Name: .............................................................................................
Student’s Score: ...........................
=====================================================================
1.

Come home with me. [from Genesis 24.31]

2.

I will go where you go. [from Ruth 1.16]

3.

Why are you so good to me? [from Ruth 2.10]

4.

Where did you work today? [from Ruth 2.19]

5.

Please let me buy a piece of land. [from Genesis 23.2]

6.

Please let me have a drink of water. [from Genesis 24.17]

7.

I don’t have any silver or gold. [from Acts 3.6]

8.

We must each carry our own load. [from Galatians 6.5]

9.

I will look for my sheep and take care of them myself. [from Ezekiel 34.11]

10. The king asked, “What do you want me to do?” [from Nehemiah 2.4]
11. Come to my home each day and listen to me. [from Proverbs 8.34]
12. Don’t follow anyone like that or do what they do. [from Proverbs 1.15]
13. If you follow me, you will live a long time. [from Proverbs 9.11]
14. If you join our gang, you’ll get your share. [from Proverbs 1.14]
15. We have a place where you and your men can stay. [from Genesis 24.25]
16. The only animal I took was the donkey I rode on. [from Nehemiah 2.12]
17. Pour water over a cooking pot and set it over a fire. [from Ezekiel 24.3]
18. Try to get along and live peacefully with each other. [from 2 Corinthians 13.11]
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19. Can you catch a sea monster by using a fishhook? Can you tie its mouth shut with a rope?
[from Job 41.1]
20. Where is the home of light, and where does darkness live? [from Job 38.19]
21. Here is a list of the priests who worked on the wall. [from Nehemiah 3.22]
22. Take off your sandals—the ground where you are standing is holy. [from Exodus 3.5]
23. Joseph brought the boys to him, and he hugged and kissed them. [from Genesis 48.10]
24. When the brothers started emptying their sacks of grain, they found their moneybags in
them. [from Genesis 42.35]
25. Before horses are ridden into battle, they paw at the ground, proud of their strength. [from
Job 39.21]
26. There was once a cedar tree in Lebanon with large, strong branches reaching to the sky.
[from Ezekiel 31.3]
27. The man measured the wall of the temple, and it was ten feet thick. [from Ezekiel 41.5]
28. The servant had brought along an expensive ring and two large gold bracelets. [from
Genesis 24.22]
29. To the people, the Lord’s glory looked like a blazing fire on top of the mountain. [from
Exodus 24.17,18]
30. While he was still praying, a beautiful unmarried young woman came by with a water jug on
her shoulder. [from Genesis 24.15]

=====================================================================
Tutor’s Name: ................................................................................................
Tutor’s Signature: ..........................................................................................
=====================================================================
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READING SKILLS PRE-TEST – STUDENT WORKSHEET
=====================================================================
Date: ...............................................................................................................
Student’s Name: .............................................................................................
=====================================================================
Sentences To Read
1.

Come home with me.

2.

I will go where you go.

3.

Why are you so good to me?

4.

Where did you work today?

5.

Please let me buy a piece of land.

6.

Please let me have a drink of water.

7.

I don’t have any silver or gold.

8.

We each must carry our own load.

9.

I will look for my sheep and take care of them myself.

10. The king asked, “What do you want me to do?”
11. Come to my home each day and listen to me.
12. Don’t follow anyone like that or do what they do.
13. If you follow me, you will live a long time.
14. If you join our gang, you’ll get your share.
15. We have a place where you and your men can stay.
16. The only animal I took was the donkey I rode on.
17. Pour water in a cooking pot and set it over a fire.
18. Try to get along and live peacefully with each other.
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19. Can you catch a sea monster by using a fishhook? Can you tie its mouth shut with a rope?
20. Where is the home of light, and where does darkness live?
21. Here is a list of the priests who worked on the wall.
22. Take off your sandals—the ground where you are standing is holy.
23. Joseph brought the boys to him, and he hugged and kissed them.
24. When the brothers started emptying their sacks of grain, they found their moneybags in them.
25. Before horses are ridden into battle, they paw at the ground, proud of their strength.
26. There was once a cedar tree in Lebanon with large, strong branches reaching to the sky.
27. The man measured the wall of the temple, and it was ten feet thick.
28. The servant had brought along an expensive ring and two large gold bracelets.
29. To the people, the Lord’s glory looked like a blazing fire on top of the mountain.
30. While he was still praying, a beautiful unmarried young woman came by with a water jug on
her shoulder.
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How Do I Measure Progress At The End Of The Program?
After the student has completed the thirty books, he or she will take another informal test called the
“Reading Skills Post-Test.” Like the Pre-Test, it has thirty sentences taken from the Bible (Contemporary English Version). As you did with the Pre-Test, begin by explaining to the student that this is
an informal test that can’t be “failed” and ask the student to read the sentences aloud to you.
Instructions for Administering the Reading Skills Post-Test
For each testing session you will need one photocopy of the page titled “Sentences To Read” and
one photocopy of the page titled “Reading Skills Post-Test—Tutor’s Record.” Then follow the
steps below.
1.

Welcome the student; make the student as comfortable as possible.

2.

Fill in the date and the student’s full name in the blanks on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.
This is the page that will be kept on file for the student.

3.

Give the student a copy of the “Sentences To Read” page. Say, “This exercise will give us
some information about how well you read. It’s not a graded test, and it’s not a test that you
could fail. It will just help us find out how you’re doing with your reading. Please read the
sentences out loud for me, starting with number one and reading as many as you can. Don’t
worry about the sentences not going together to make a story; they’re not supposed to.”

4.

Ask the student, “Do you have any questions?” Answer any questions; then say, “Fine.
Let’s begin.”

5.

As the student reads the sentences out loud, circle the number beside each sentence that he
or she can read easily, on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.

6.

When the student comes to a sentence that he or she cannot read easily, say, “That’s fine.
You can stop reading now.”

7.

Write the student’s score—the number of the last sentence that he or she could read easily—
on your “Tutor’s Record” sheet.

8.

Print your full name in the “Tutor’s Name” blank at the bottom of your “Tutor’s Record”
sheet; sign your name in the “Tutor’s Signature” blank.

9.

Ask the student to return the “Sentences to Read” sheet. Explain that the test is over, and
thank the student.

10. Put your “Tutor’s Record” sheet in the student’s file. A student who has successfully completed
the literacy program will have a higher score on this test than he or she had on the Pre-Test. The
greater the difference between the two scores, the more the student’s reading skills have improved.
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Note: What does “read easily” mean? It means that the student can read the sentence without
struggling. A student may hesitate over a word for a moment, read a word incorrectly and then correct
the error, or read a sentence slowly. A student may even make minor errors in reading a sentence. You
would still circle the number beside that sentence and consider that “reading easily.” Remember that
the students are coming to the program because they know they have problems with their reading;
they wouldn’t be in the program if they could read quickly and flawlessly. Any sentence that a student
can only read by struggling, and with obvious difficulty, has not been read easily.
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READING SKILLS POST-TEST – TUTOR’S RECORD
=====================================================================
Date: .............................................
Student’s Name: .............................................................................................
Student’s Score: ...........................
=====================================================================
1.

We will come back. [from Genesis 22.5]

2.

Do you see these stones? [from Luke 21.6]

3.

You will soon be set free. [from Luke 21.28]

4.

This rock will be your house. [from Genesis 28.22]

5.

Why did you do this to me? [from Genesis 29.25]

6.

I want to ask you a question. [from Luke 20.3]

7.

Please tell me who your father is. [from Genesis 24.23]

8.

All of the sick people were healed. [from Acts 19.11]

9.

You will look for me, but you won’t find me. [from John 7.34]

10. We don’t want this man to be our king. [from Luke 19.14]
11. He took her by the hand and helped her to her feet. [from Acts 9.41]
12. Please come with us as quickly as you can! [from Acts 9.38]
13. The man jumped up and started walking around. [from Acts 14.10]
14. You are a hard man, and I was afraid of you. [from Luke 19.21]
15. I came to do what the Father wants me to do. [from John 6.38]
16. My work has always kept me from coming to see you. [from Romans 15.22]
17. He saw an angel from God coming to him and calling him by name. [from Acts 10.3]
18. They waved their clothes around and threw dust into the air. [from Acts 22.23]
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19. Night is almost over, and day will soon appear. [from Romans 13.12]
20. Friends, if you have anything to say that will help the people, please say it. [from Acts
13.15]
21. Look at the sky and see if you can count the stars. [from Genesis 15.5]
22. While they were eating, he stood near them under the trees. [from Genesis 18.8]
23. When he got there, he let the camels rest near the well outside the city. [from Genesis 24.11]
24. It was late afternoon, the time when the women came out for water. [from Genesis 24.11,
continued]
25. Then he set up camp, and his servants started digging a well. [from Genesis 26.25]
26. That evening a lot of quails came and landed everywhere in the camp. [from Exodus 16.13]
27. On the morning of the third day there was thunder and lightning. [from Exodus 19.16]
28. When the meat was done, he put it in a basket and poured the broth into a clay cooking pot.
[from Judges 6.19]
29. Even though what you did was wrong, you don’t need to be afraid. [from 1 Samuel 12.20]
30. They had gone to their Egyptian neighbors and asked for gold and silver and for clothes.
[from Exodus 12.35]

=====================================================================
Tutor’s Name: ................................................................................................
Tutor’s Signature: ..........................................................................................
=====================================================================
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READING SKILLS POST-TEST – STUDENT WORKSHEET
=====================================================================
Date: ...............................................................................................................
Student’s Name: .............................................................................................
=====================================================================
Sentences To Read
1.

We will come back.

2.

Do you see these stones?

3.

You will soon be set free.

4.

This rock will be your house.

5.

Why did you do this to me?

6.

I want to ask you a question.

7.

Please tell me who your father is.

8.

All of the sick people were healed.

9.

You will look for me, but you won’t find me.

10. We don’t want this man to be our king.
11. He took her by the hand and helped her to her feet.
12. Please come with us as quickly as you can!
13. The man jumped up and started walking around.
14. You are a hard man, and I was afraid of you.
15. I came to do what the Father wants me to do.
16. My work has always kept me from coming to see you.
17. He saw an angel from God coming to him and calling him by name.
18. They waved their clothes around and threw dust into the air.
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19. Night is almost over, and day will soon appear.
20. Friends, if you have anything to say that will help the people, please say it.
21. Look at the sky and see if you can count the stars.
22. While they were eating, he stood near them under the trees.
23. When he got there, he let the camels rest near the well outside the city.
24. It was late afternoon, the time when the women came out for water.
25. Then he set up camp, and his servants started digging a well.
26. That evening a lot of quails came and landed everywhere in the camp.
27. On the morning of the third day there was thunder and lightning.
28. When the meat was done, he put it in a basket and poured the broth into a clay cooking pot.
29. Even though what you did was wrong, you don’t need to be afraid.
30. They had gone to their Egyptian neighbors and asked for gold and silver and for clothes.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 1

IN THE BEGINNING
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

In the beginning...
God said, “Light!”
Light came.
God said, “Sky!”
Sky came.
God said, “Water!”
Water came.
God said, “Land!”
Land came.
God said, “Plants!”
Plants came.
God said, “Sun!”
The sun came.
God said, “Moon!”
The moon came.
God said, “Stars!”
The stars came.
God said, “Animals!”
Animals came.
God said, “People!”
People came.
It was all good.

Introduction
This exciting story (based on Genesis 1.1 to 2.4) is about God creating the world and everything
in it, and finding it all good. It sets the stage for all the other stories.
Usually emergent readers (that is, beginning readers) start learning to read with a special type
of book or story written just for that purpose. These stories may use only half a dozen very easy
words like “see” and “go”; often they rely on a set of short rhyming words, like “hop” and “Pop”
and “stop.” When writing such materials, the standard practice is to avoid words that show a
single letter of the English alphabet spelling out more than one English sound.
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General Comments
This first story is different from other first stories for emergent readers. Because its goal is to
present the Creation story, the traditional way of choosing vocabulary words for a beginning
reader had to be ruled out. But several things were done to help students read the story easily,
even though some of the words are not “beginner” words.
1. The language is carefully patterned, with almost-identical sequences
appearing over and over again.
2. There are only a few words on each page.
3. The pictures lead the student through the story and give the student strong
clues to the words.

Pre-Reading Strategies
1. Look at the story’s title page with the student, reading the title aloud. Point to each word in
the title as you say it out loud, and touch the word with your fingertip. Explain that “In The
Beginning” means “at the very beginning of everything there is.”
2. It would be hard for students to answer questions such as “What do you think this story might be
about?” or “What do you think might happen in this story?” just from seeing the cover illustration.
Instead, explain that the book is a Bible story and ask questions like these:
“Have you read any Bible stories before?”
“Do you enjoy Bible stories?”
“Do you have a favorite Bible story?”
To students who say they’ve never heard a Bible story, you might say, “You know, the Christmas
story is a Bible story. You might know something about that one.” For most students, this will be true.
3. Now read the story aloud while the student follows along with the reading. This means that
while you read aloud from your copy of the book the student follows along in his or her copy,
looking at the page as you read it and turning the page when you turn yours. Talk about what
you’re doing as you go along, saying things like, “Now I’m going to turn the page” and “I’m
going to look at the words at the bottom of the page to see what they say.” You don’t have to do
that for every page and every line, of course. Just be natural about it, and remember that you are
modeling reading for the student and showing how reading is done.
This first shared reading will introduce the student to the vocabulary in the book before he or she
tries to read the story alone. It’s fine if the student feels comfortable trying to read aloud with you.
Just listening while you read and following along silently is also fine. The most important things
to accomplish in this first Reading Session are (a) to set up a basic framework for future sessions,
and (b) to make sure the student enjoys the session and has a positive experience with reading.
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Some students may not know things about reading that skilled readers take for granted. They
may not know that they should go from one page to the next, that they should turn the page when
you turn yours, and so on. Unless the situation seems impossible (for example, if the student
looks only at you instead of looking at the page), it’s better not to talk to the student directly
about this. Instead, concentrate on modeling good reading behavior for the student and talking
about what you’re doing as you go along.
A Modified Picture Walk
4. When you’ve finished this shared reading, tell the student that the two of you are going to go
through the story together again one more time, keeping the printed words covered, looking at
the illustrations and discussing them. Then go back and do a modified Picture Walk through the
story, starting again with the title page.
On page 7 the artist has tried to show how things looked before God created the world we know.
There isn’t anything in this picture that a student is likely to be able to name or talk about. So as
you look at this page, say something like, “We can’t really tell what this picture is about yet, can
we? Maybe when we look at some of the other pages they’ll help us figure it out.”
As you look at page 9, say, “What do you see in this picture?” Suppose the student says, “It’s the
sky.” You would say, “That’s right. Good.” Encourage the student to talk about the picture. But
if the student is shy or uneasy (or comes from a culture where students aren’t expected to speak
up in this way), that’s all right. Just talk about the picture yourself, and then move on to the next
page, modeling what is supposed to happen during a Picture Walk. If students hesitate when you
ask about a picture, remember that they may not have the word for what they see in their English
vocabulary. Go ahead and supply the word yourself; don’t let the silence drag on.
Each time you say a word that’s printed on the page, point to it and touch it with a fingertip. On
page 13, for example, when the student says something like: “That’s the sun” or “I see the sun,”
say, “Right, it’s a picture of the sun.” And as you say “sun” out loud, touch the word on the page
with your fingertip. (When you’re certain that a student knows a word, you won’t need to continue touching that word as you say it. In this first session, however, it may be that every word is
new to the student, and you’ll want to proceed on that assumption unless you’re certain that it’s
not the case.)
When you look at page 16, ask the student questions like these:
“Do you know the names of the animals in this picture? What are some of the animal
names that you know?”
“Did you ever ride a horse?”
“Have you ever seen a real live elephant?”
It may be that the student will say something like, “We had that animal in the country where I
used to live.” If that happens, encourage the student to say more; say, “You did? Tell me more
about that.” Don’t worry about “wasting time” in the ELL Reading Session when you do this.
For the ELL student, conversation in English is always valuable. The practice it provides in
using the language helps build a solid foundation for English literacy.
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After you finish with page 18, say, “Remember that picture on page 7? Let’s go back now and
look at that one again.” Help the student understand that page 7 is intended to show the way
everything was before the Creation. Talk about how hard it must have been for the artist to figure
out what that picture should look like.
During the Picture Walk you will want to answer questions that the student asks. You want the student
to know a lot about the book and feel comfortable with it before trying to read it independently.
Then, at the end of the Picture Walk, say, “Very good. Now I’d like you to read this book to me. All
right? I’ll help you if you need help.”

During-Reading Strategies
Now you’re ready to have the student try reading the story aloud to you. Be ready to give as
much help as is needed. Be positive and encouraging. Give the student plenty of time, but don’t
let the student struggle. Be sure the student can see that you’re listening closely, with your full
attention. That shows the student that you believe reading is an important and valuable activity,
and that you are truly interested in hearing the reading as it happens.
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
There’s quite a bit of potential “phonics information conflict” in the vocabulary for this story.
The letter O appears in “God” and “people,” but in one case it spells out the phoneme /a/ and in
the other it’s silent. Double O appears in both “good” and “moon,” spelling out two quite different sounds. The words “light” and “water” and “said” (and of course “people”) can’t be sounded
out. That’s all right, and there’s no need to comment about all these sight words. For this first
session, just let the student become familiar with the reading process, the pattern of a typical
Reading Session, and the way the words look on the page. You’ll have many opportunities later
to review the vocabulary with the student.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
Ask the student, “Do you know what ‘sounding out words’ means?” If the answer is no, explain that
it means looking at a word, saying each of the word’s sounds separately—the way it was done when
you were going through the Alphabet Book—and then putting all of the sounds together to say the
whole word. Say, “Let’s try sounding out a word together. Suppose we start with this word on page
13.” Point to the word “sun,” touching it with your fingertip, and say, “See this word? Let’s sound it
out, one sound at a time. What’s the name of the first letter? S—that’s right. And what sound does S
make? Right—Ssssssssssss. [Repeat for U and for N, saying the sounds they spell out aloud as you
did for the S.] Sssssssss .... uuuuuuuh.... nnnnnnn. Now let’s put all three of them together to make the
word. [Provide help if needed.] Sun! That’s right. Very good. That’s how sounding out words is done.”
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Say to the student: “Now let’s see what happens if we change some of the sounds in the word.
Suppose we take away the S and put an F where it was. [Write ‘fun’ on a piece of paper for the
student, and point to the word.] Could you sound that out for me, please? What word would that
be? [Provide help if needed.] Right—the word would be ‘fun.’ Very good. What if we take away
the F and put a B where it was? What word would that make? [Write ‘bun’ on the piece of paper
and point to the word; provide help if needed.] That’s right; it makes ‘bun.’ Good.”
Note: Because the ELL student is from another culture, it may be that he or she won’t know the
meaning of some word of English that comes up in the Reading Session; this may be true even for
very common words. Always explain the meaning right away. If the student doesn’t seem to know
what a “bun” is, for example, explain that it’s a kind of small bread. When there’s a picture of the
item in the materials you’re using, always take the opportunity to turn to the picture and explain
the word’s meaning that way; this reinforces the idea that information in books is useful.
Sometimes an ELL student won’t understand the meaning of a word used in print even though
it’s a word that is already part of his or her English vocabulary. Consider the word “light,” for
example. The picture on page 8 may not necessarily make the student connect that word with
an electric light or a traffic light or sunlight. You’ll want to be sure the student does understand
the meaning of “light” in the sense that it has in the Creation story. Talk about the fact that we
get light from the sun, and from the moon, and from the stars, use the pages where those items
are shown as a resource. If there’s an electric light in the room where the Reading Session takes
place, point to it and say that it’s another way we get light. Do your best to make the meaning
clear. The student may ask if “light” is equivalent to a word in another language; for example,
a Spanish-speaking student might say, “It’s la luz?” That’s fine. If it seems to you that the two
items have the same meaning, agree with the student. For Spanish, “la luz” would be a correct
translation. If you’re not sure about the meaning correspondence, ask questions and talk to the
student about it, using it as an opportunity for English conversation.
5. Say to the student: “Let’s see if we can find some other words in the story that start with S.
[Help the student find “said” and “stars”; help the student sound them out.] Good.”
6. Now have the student go to page 8. Say, “Now let’s look at this word ‘light.’ [Touch “light”
with your fingertip.] If we tried to sound that one out it would sound like this: “Llllll..... aaaaaay.....
gggggggg..... hhhhhh.... tttttt.” That wouldn’t work; there’s no such word in English. A word like
‘light’ is called a sight word, because it’s impossible to sound it out. People just have to learn to
know sight words when they see them. I’ll be helping you learn the sight words as we go along.”
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Writing strategies and activities
Note: Remember that in your Reading Sessions “write” always means “print.” The point of
writing in this program is to establish in memory the shape the letters have on the page. That
shape will almost never be the shape of “handwriting.”
1. For the student who already knows how to write the letters of the alphabet
Have the student choose three words from the story and write them on a sheet of paper. Provide
any help that’s needed. Help the student write his or her name and the date at the bottom of the
page. Then say, “Now this paper should go in your Literacy Journal.” Explain that all the work
done in the Reading Sessions will be kept in the Literacy Journal, to be taken home after the final
session.
2. For the student who doesn’t know how to write the letters of the alphabet
Have the student copy the word “sun” from the story. Provide any help that’s needed; give the
student as much time as is needed. Then write the student’s name and the date at the bottom of
the page and say, “Now this paper should go in your Literacy Journal.” Explain that all the work
done in the Reading Sessions will be kept in the Literacy Journal, to be taken home after the final
session.
3. If time allows, choose something from the Activities and Games section of this guide. Choose
something that’s not likely to be perceived as difficult or time-consuming, such as the “Find The
Words” puzzle that goes with this story (instructions on page 1.8, game template on page 1.15 of
the Reading Activities and Games section).

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Why didn’t God make dogs?” (Or some other item that’s not in the story.)
Students may not be familiar with the idea of using a few examples to stand for a complete list.
Explain that the story means that God made all the animals and all the plants and all the birds and
so on, but that there’s not enough room in one story to list every single thing with its own name.
2. “God made everything with magic, right?”
Some students, especially those who are teenagers, may think that this is what happened. Explain
that God didn’t and doesn’t use magic, but uses a special power that belongs only to God.
3. It’s possible that a student may bring up the question of evolution versus the Creation, especially if the student has a child in school in a district where this is a matter of public controversy.
Explain to the student that no good purpose would be served by taking up this complicated and
thorny question in a Reading Session. Just say that “In The Beginning” tells us what the Bible says
about the Creation, and that that’s what it means to say that a story is a Bible story. Then suggest
that the question could be discussed further with a teacher or a member of the clergy, and move on.
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Teaching the Alphabet & Phonics Book–Sample Lesson; page 23
Note: The instructions below for teaching the W page from the Alphabet & Phonics Book are
intended to be a pattern that you can use for teaching all the rest of the pages from page 1
through page 26. If your students already know the alphabet well and can both read and write it
easily, you should feel free to skip those parts of the pattern that aren’t needed. If your students
are just starting to learn those skills, however, you should follow the pattern carefully.
For each Reading Session you will need to make a photocopy of the pages for each letter or
phoneme scheduled for that session, for each of your students. Pass out the photocopies. (For the
first lesson, explain that the photocopy is from a book that has a page for each of the sounds needed
for reading English, and that you and the students will be working through that book together.)
Step A. Open your copy of the book to page 23 and hold it up for the students to look at; tell them
that they also have a copy of page 23. Say to the students: “This letter is the letter W. [Point to
the letter W in the upper right hand corner of the page.] Let’s say its name together: ‘double-you’.
Good. This big letter [putting your fingertip on the capital letter] is the capital letter W. And this
letter [putting your fingertip on the small W] is the small letter W. Let’s say their names together.
Capital W. Small W. Good. Now I’m going to trace both Ws with my finger to get a feeling for
their shapes, and then I’d like you to do the same thing. [Put your fingertip on the capital W, saying
“W” aloud, and trace its shape, following the path you would take if you were printing the letter.
Repeat for the small W, again saying “W” aloud as you trace the letter.] Now you try, please...
Good. If you close your eyes, can you see a capital W with your mind’s eye? Can you see a small
W? Try it. ... Good! Now, let’s make a capital W in the air. [Draw a big capital W in the air with
your index finger; encourage the students to do the same.] And let’s make a small W in the air.
[Draw a small W in the air with your index finger; encourage the students to do the same.] Good.”
Note: For pages 27-43 you will have the students look at the page in your book and at their
photocopies of the page, but you will skip the rest of Step A, because none of those pages shows a
letter of the alphabet.
Step B. Say to the students: “Now let’s look at the keyword—the word at the bottom of the page.
[Point to the word “woman.”] Can you tell me the name of the first letter in this word? [Touch
the W in “woman” with your fingertip. If the students say “W,” say “That’s right. It’s a W.” If
the students don’t answer, say the answer yourself.] This word has W for its first letter and for its
first sound. It’s the word ‘woman.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! W is for
‘woman.’ Do you see the woman in the picture? She’s a woman living in Bible times, and she is
sitting outside her house grinding wheat into flour that she will use to bake bread for her family.
Let’s say the word one more time... ‘Woman.’ Good.”
Step C. Say to the students: “Can you think of some other words that use the sound that W
makes? [Help the student think of some examples, like “work” and “word” and “wave.”] Good!”
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Step D. Say to the students: “Now, let’s write the W on our sheets of paper. Let’s start with a
capital W. [Write a capital W on the page as the students do the same.] Good. Now let’s write a
small W. [Write a small W (w) on the page along with the students.] Good! Let’s do it one more
time; I’ll go first, and then you. [Repeat.] Very good.”
Note: If you’re working with students who already know how to write all or most of the alphabet,
have them write “WOMAN” and “woman” instead of just the letters.
Step E. Finally, say, “Now let’s go back to In The Beginning” and see how many words we can
find in the story that have the letter W and the W sound.” Help the students find “was” and “water.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 1
Quotations from Biblical Literacy:
Page 5: “The first and most important fact established in the Bible’s opening chapter, indeed in
its opening sentence, is that God, and God alone, created the world. ... Underscoring God’s supreme and supernatural capabilities, the Bible declares that God can create through words alone.”
Page 7: “The biblical view of creation is optimistic. Genesis’s opening chapter repeatedly describes the Lord as pleased with what he has brought into being...”
Explain to the students that the Bible tells us that the next thing that happened after the Creation
was that God prepared the Garden of Eden for Adam and Eve to live in. It doesn’t tell us exactly
where Eden was, but it does say that a river that flowed through the Garden divided into four
more rivers, including the Tigris River and the Euphrates River.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 2

ADAM AND EVE
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Adam and Eve lived in Eden.
A snake came. It said,
“Eve! Taste the fruit!”
“God told us not to. But I will,” Eve said.
And she did.
Eve said, “Adam!
Taste the fruit!”
Adam said, “God told us not to.
But I will.”
And he did.
Then Adam and Eve hid.
God came.
Adam and Eve said,
“We tasted the fruit.”
God said, “Snake!
Now you have to crawl!”
God said, “Adam and Eve!
“Now you have to leave Eden!”

Introduction
This is a good story (based on Genesis 2 and 3), with lots of action and a strong plot. It starts with
God setting Adam and Eve down in the Garden of Eden in blissful happiness; it ends with the
snake condemned to crawl forever, and Adam and Eve driven out of the Garden. It teaches that
you will surely reap what you sow; it teaches the consequences of disobedience. It teaches the
consequences of giving in to an impulse just because something looks good and a smooth talker
tells you it will be okay. It’s one of the best anti-drug stories, with the serpent as the first dealer.

General Comments
In this chapter, careful attention has been given to using patterned language that will help emergent
readers and serve as a learning “scaffold.” The illustrations provide additional support. Some
of the lines of text are a bit longer than those in Chapter 1. Here, it’s important for the students to
discover that a story isn’t automatically “harder” just because it has more words on a page. Suppose
a student looks at a line of text and says, “I can’t read that! It’s too long!” Explain that nobody
can tell whether a page is hard to read just by how many words it has on it, and offer to read that
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page aloud along with the student. Provide plenty of help and encouragement. When the page has
been read, say something like, “See? Even when there are a lot of words on the page, you can do it!”
In this story you can begin using the phonics approach by demonstrating the “sounding-out”
process to the students. The new words that have to be treated as sight words and memorized
are “to” and “fruit” and “tight.” The names won’t be a problem because you will have told the
students at the beginning of the session that “Today we’re going to read a story about Adam and
Eve.” All other words can be sounded out.
For Chapter 1, you relied primarily on the sight-reading approach; when a student had trouble with
a word you simply helped by saying that word yourself. This time you’ll want to take advantage
of opportunities to demonstrate how sounding out words is done. However, tell the students that
“fruit” is a word that nobody can sound out. Say, “Now that word ‘fruit’ is different. There’s no way
to sound it out. It’s like ‘light’ in Chapter 1; you just have to learn to know it when you see it.”

Pre-Reading Strategies
1. Begin this session with a Picture Walk. Go through the story, starting with the title page, and
covering the printed text on each page with your hand; ask the student to cover the text in the
same way. Explain that this is called a Picture Walk, and that it’s helpful in learning to read. Discuss the pictures as you go, asking questions such as “What do you think might be happening on
this page?” and “What do you suppose Eve is doing?” Say things that will help prepare the student for the vocabulary, by using words in your questions that the student will need to read aloud
later. For example: “What do you think the snake is doing in this picture?” “I wonder if Eve is
supposed to be eating that fruit.” “It looks like Adam and Eve are hiding, doesn’t it? I wonder
why.” “I wonder where Adam and Eve are going now. They don’t look very happy, do they?”
2. Follow the Picture Walk with two more readings. First, do an echo reading: This means that
you read the story again from beginning to end, one page at a time, with you reading the text on
each page aloud and the student then reading it after you, echoing what you said. Then do a choral reading, which means that you and the student read the story aloud together, at the same time,
the way the members of a choir sing a song together.

During-Reading Strategies
Now you’re ready to have the student read the story aloud to you independently. As always,
provide all the help that’s needed, and listen with your full attention.
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The student will realize by this point that when people read English they have to read two different
kinds of words. There are words that clearly follow the rules of the English sound system—words like
“me.” Looking at “me,” you expect it to be made up of the sound of M followed by the sound of E, and
that’s what happens. But then there are words that don’t seem to follow the rules, like “light” and “to.”
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It’s important for the student to understand that there are sound system rules, and that letters
don’t just have sounds attached to them at random. You can safely tell students that every time
they see an English word that has just one letter and then an E—like the word “he” in this story—
it will rhyme with “me.” That’s a rule that can almost always be relied on. (The word “re,” which
is the exception to this rule, is a word borrowed from another language, and is almost never used
anywhere except in legal documents and business correspondence.) On the other hand, the word
“to” will demonstrate to the student that there’s no reliable rule about words that have just one
letter and then an O. Reassure the student about this. Explain that although some words can be
sounded out and others—like “light” and “fruit”—have to be memorized, it’s usually possible to
figure out a sight word from clues in the story and from other words that are close by. Remind
the students that reading, once the very earliest stage is past, isn’t usually a matter of reading just
one word all by itself.
The word “fruit” is a hard sight word to remember. Help the student secure the word in memory,
by tying it to the student’s daily life. Ask questions such as “Do you like to eat fruit?” and “What
is the fruit you like best?” and “Is fruit expensive at the store where you buy groceries?” If the
student has a child, ask “Does your child like to have fruit for lunch?” Mention the names of
some common fruits the student might be familiar with.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. When a student hesitates at a word and looks at you for help, sound out the word aloud. Suppose
the hesitation is at “lived.” Say, “Let’s look at the letters in that word and listen to how they sound,
and then let’s put them all together.” Say, “Llll...i....v....d,” demonstrated each sound, and then
say the whole word. Say, “There’s a silent letter E in there, you notice. You’ll see silent Es all the
time.” Don’t explain why the E is silent at this time. Just mention it and have the students continue
reading. The next time there is hesitation at a word, help by simply saying the word aloud—and
then the next time, demonstrate sounding-out again. Continue that way to the end of the story.
2. Tell the student that you’re going to sound out some words from the story together. Say, “Let’s
go to page 23... and sound out this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘did.’] What’s the first
letter in the word? ... Right; it’s D. And what’s the last letter? Right; D again. And in between the
two Ds, what letter do you see? .... Right; it’s an I. Could you sound the word out for me, please?”
The student may pronounce the word like “died” because the vowel sound in “died” is the sound
that the letter I has in the alphabet. If that happens, say, “That’s almost right. Let’s think about it.
If the word is ‘died,’ then this line of words says, ‘And she died.’ Right? ... But you’ll remember
that in the story Eve didn’t die. Sometimes the letter I spells out another sound—this one. [Say
the vowel sound in ‘did’ by itself.] Try sounding out the word by making the I spell that sound,
please. ... Good! The word is ‘did’, and the line of words says ‘And she did.’ And she did taste
the fruit. Good. That makes more sense than ‘died” would make, right? ... Whenever a letter can
spell out more than one sound and you’re not sure which one to use, the thing to do is to try out
all of those sounds and see which one makes sense in the story you’re reading.” (Don’t worry if
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the student doesn’t seem to understand this strategy statement completely; you’re just introducing
this idea now, and you’ll be coming back to it many times.)
Next, say, “Now let’s go to page 27 and sound out this word. [Put your fingertip on the word
‘hid’.] Can you spell the word for me? .... H, I, D; that’s right. Let’s sound it out together. [Say
‘Hhhh.... iiiiii.... d’ with the student.] Good! The word is ‘hid.’ It’s almost exactly like ‘did,’
right? If you take away the D that comes first in ‘did’ and put an H in its place, you get ‘hid.’
What if you take away the H now, and put an L where it was? Does that give you another word?
[Write ‘lid’ on a piece of paper for the student, and point to the word.] Can you sound it out? ....
Right, it’s ‘lid’! Good. Now you’ve sounded out ‘did’ and ‘hid’ and ‘lid.’ A set of words like that
is called a set of rhyming words. Do you see any other sets of rhyming words in the story? [Help
the student find the set of rhymes that includes ‘he, she, the, we.’] Good.” (This gives you a
chance to mention that we usually say “the” with the same sound as the vowel in “bug,” but that
when we say it all by itself it rhymes with “we.”)
3. Do some phoneme additions, deletions, and substitutions. Say to the student, “Let’s look at
page 23; let’s look at the word ‘told.’ [Put your fingertip on ‘told.’] If you take away the first sound
in ‘told,’ will you still have a word? What would it be?” When the student says the word would be
“old,” say, “That’s right. Now is there some other sound you could put in front of ‘old’ to make
another word?” (As in “bold, cold, fold, gold, hold,” and the like.) Point out to the student that all
of these words also rhyme. Again, don’t worry if the student doesn’t seem to understand the concept
of rhyming completely; that’s all right. You’ll come back to it again in other Reading Sessions.
4. REVIEW: Now do some phoneme additions, deletions and substitutions that review a word
from Chapter 1. Write the word “light” on a sheet of paper. See if the student remembers it; if
not, just say it aloud and remind the student that it’s a sight word and has to be memorized. Then
ask the student, “If you take away the L at the beginning of ‘light’ and put an S in its place, what
will that word be?” [Help the student discover that the word would then be “sight.”] What if
you took away the L and put an N in its place? What would that word be? ... Good! It would be
‘night.’ Notice that ‘light’ and ‘sight’ and ‘right’ all three rhyme, and all three are sight words—
words that can’t be sounded out.”
Writing strategies and activities
1. Ask the students to write down all the rhyming words that they can find in the story.
2. Have the students write down all the words in the story that start with the letter S (or another
consonant letter of your choice).
3. Have the student copy the word “did” from the story. Provide any help that’s needed; give
the student as much time as is needed. Write the student’s name and the date on a separate piece
of paper and have the student copy that information on the page where “did” was written. Say,
“Now this paper can go in your Literacy Journal.” Remind the student that all the work done in
the Reading Sessions will be kept in the Literacy Journal, to be taken home after the final session.
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Other strategies and activities
1. It’s a good idea to mention the punctuation marks now and help students understand that the
marks have something to do with the way a sentence sounds. The student has seen periods and
exclamation points in Chapters 1 and 2. Both stories also use quotation marks and commas. You
don’t need to spend a lot of time on these items in Reading Sessions, but it’s useful to mention
them now and then, and you should always answer questions that are asked about them. If you’re
asked to explain the comma, say, “A comma is usually a picture of a pause. It tells you to pause
just a little in your reading at the place where it is.” And then demonstrate by reading a sentence
and pausing at the commas.
2. If the student is comfortable writing the alphabet, help him or her start a Personal Dictionary.
You’ll find instructions for this activity in this Handbook. Be sure any work that is completed
goes in the student’s Literacy Journal.
3. If time allows, try one of the other reading games or activities in Tab 7 of this guide.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “How did God know that Adam and Eve had tasted that fruit?”
Explain that God knows everything, and that this is another of the powers that only God has.
2. “Where is the Garden of Eden? Is it still there?”
As will be true for many questions about Bible stories, the answer is that we don’t know because
the Bible doesn’t tell us.
3. “What kind of fruit was it that Adam and Eve weren’t supposed to eat?”
Explain that although we often hear the forbidden fruit referred to as an apple, the Bible doesn’t
tell us what kind of fruit it was. Explain that the artist had to be careful to put a fruit in the picture that couldn’t be identified as any particular fruit.
4. In the early pictures for this story Adam and Eve aren’t wearing clothes, but when God sends
them out of Eden they have clothes on. If asked about this, explain that in Eden no clothes were
needed, because it was always warm and pleasant, but that in the outside world Adam and Eve
would have to go through winter and bad weather just as we do today.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 5
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching
Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students: “This word has E for its first letter and its first sound. It’s ‘Eden,’
and it’s a name. The Bible tells us that it’s the name of the place where the first woman lived.
Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! E is for ‘Eden.’ Eve lived in a beautiful place that
was called the Garden of Eden, and that’s what we see in the picture. Let’s say the word one more
time... Good.” Explain to the students that we always use a capital letter for the first letter of a name.

A Bible Context for Chapter 2
Adam and Eve, as the first man and woman, were the pattern for all the people of the world; in the
Hebrew language the way you say “human being” is “ben adam,” which means “a child of Adam.”
As long as Adam and Eve were in the Garden of Eden, God gave them everything they needed.
He also gave them four commandments. Two are found in Genesis 1.28: “Have a lot of children!
Fill the earth with people and bring it under your control.” The third, in Genesis 1.29, tells Adam
and Eve to eat a vegetarian diet, saying, “I have provided all kinds of fruit and grain for you to
eat.” Finally, in Genesis 2.15, God tells Adam: “You may eat fruit from any tree in the garden,
except the one that has the power to let you know the difference between right and wrong.”
After God made Adam and Eve leave Eden, they had to work hard for what they needed, and
the world they lived in was in no way a paradise. They settled down in the countryside, and they
started their family by having two sons, First Cain and then Abel. And a tragedy happened to
Adam and Eve’s family. Cain—because he felt that God had been pleased with Abel’s offering of
a first-born lamb but not with his own offering of part of his harvest—killed his brother. God was
very angry with Cain and punished him severely, telling him that he couldn’t be a farmer any
more and that if he tried to farm, all of his crops would fail. When Cain pleaded with God, saying that because he would have to wander around as a homeless person anybody at all would feel
free to murder him, God put a mark on him that would warn everyone not to kill him. And Cain
had to go away from his family and live east of Eden, in a place called the Land of Wandering.
After Cain went away, Adam and Eve had another son. They named him Seth, a name that
sounds like the Hebrew word for “given.” We know (from Genesis 4.25) that Adam and Eve
said, “God has given us a son to take the place of Abel, who was killed by his brother Cain.”
The Bible then tells us that it was at about this time that people started worshipping the LORD.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 3

NOAH AND THE FLOOD
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

It was a bad time.
But Noah was a good man.
God said, “Noah, make a big boat!”
And Noah did.
Noah put animals in the boat.
Noah put his family in the boat.
NO TEXT
Then God sent a flood.
The water was deep.
Time went by.
And then the flood was over!
The people left the boat.
The animals left the boat.
God said, “Look at the sky!”
“The rainbow means
I won’t do this again!”

Introduction
This story (based on Genesis 6.1 to 9.17) is one of the most familiar and most frequently told
Bible stories. It has a strong plot, and for the main characters it has a happy ending. Like the
story of Adam and Eve in Eden, it teaches that wrongdoing has consequences. It teaches that the
anger of God is to be feared, but that God is also merciful and loving.

General Comments
This chapter is at the same level of difficulty as Chapter 2, but has slightly less patterned
language than the first two chapters. The illustrations will help with the vocabulary.

Pre-Reading Strategies
1. Begin the session with a Picture Walk, as you did for Chapters 1 and 2. It’s very possible that
the student will already have heard the story. Say to the student, “This story is about Noah and
the big flood. Do you know that story?”
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If the student says no, do the Picture Walk as you would for any other story. Starting with the
title page, go through the story with the student, covering the words with your hand or a slip of
paper, discussing the pictures, asking and answering questions, and trying to put all the biblical
names and sight words in your questions so that the student can hear them pronounced.
If the student says yes, ask the student to tell you the story as he or she remembers it. Listen
carefully; say, “Thank you. Now let’s find out whether this book tells the story that same way,”
and then begin the Picture Walk. If there are any differences between the story in the book and
the story the student told you—for example, the student may know the part of the story that has
Noah sending various birds out to look for dry land—discuss the differences as you go along.
When you come to page 41 in the Picture Walk, you may find that the student doesn’t understand
the connection between the picture and the text. Say, “Do you know what those pages in the
picture are?” If the student seems uncertain, say, “They’re calendar pages,” and explain what a
calendar is. Say, “When all of the days in a month have gone by, people tear that page off their
calendar and move to a new page.” Explain that showing calendar pages like that is one of the
common ways used in pictures and films to show that time is going by. If you know ahead of
time that your student probably won’t be familiar with calendars, bring a calendar with you to the
session so that you can use it to help with the explanation. Tell the student that the symbols on
the calendar pages in the picture are meant to suggest a language from long ago, in Bible times.
On page 42, ask the student how the people can tell that the flood is over. Say, “What can you see in the
picture that tells you the flood is over?” Be sure the student understands that the picture shows Noah
and his family looking at rocks and dry land and trees that had previously been under the floodwaters.
2. If you feel that it’s needed, do a choral reading next, before having the student read the story
independently. If you feel that that’s not necessary for the particular students you’re working
with, say, “Now I’m ready to hear you read the story to me,” and move on to the reading.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The new sight words in this story are “Noah,” “were,” “do,” and “flood.” Don’t let the student
struggle with those words; provide all the help that’s needed. Point out that “do” follows the
same sound pattern that “to” followed in Chapter 2, and mention that the two words are another
pair that rhyme.
Seeing “flood” and “look” as new words in the same story is confusing for emergent readers
because the OO is pronounced a different way in each of them. Remind the student that he or she
has already learned that sometimes a letter is used for more than one sound; these OO words just
add the information that this is also true for double letters or pairs of letters. The student already
knows the word “good,” which uses OO to spell out the same vowel sound in “look.” Point out
that someone who started to pronounce “look” with the vowel sound in “flood” would be saying
a word that sounded like “luck,” and could tell right away that that wouldn’t work in the story.
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Say, “Let’s turn to page 45, okay? Suppose we sounded that out with the sound that OO has in
‘flood.’ Then the story would be telling us that God was saying ‘Luck at the sky!’ Would that
make sense? ...You’re right; it wouldn’t make sense. You already know the word ‘good,’ and you
know the way double O sounds in ‘good,’ so you would try that way to sound out the double O.
And that would work, you see. That way, God would be saying ‘Look at the sky!’ Is that okay?
Do you understand?” Then have the student try to sound out “flood” using the OO sound in
“good,” to discover that the result wouldn’t be an English word at all. Say, “ ‘Flood’ and ‘good’
both have a double O, but they don’t rhyme.”
Encourage the student to use this kind of information—information about English and about the
way things work in the real world—to help figure out words. Repeat the strategy statement from
the previous Reading Session: “Whenever a letter can spell out more than one sound and you’re
not sure which one to use, the thing to do is to try out all of the sounds and see which one makes
sense in the story you’re reading.”
Literacy students need to know that they aren’t expected to wait helplessly for someone else to
tell them what a word is. You’ve been showing them ways to figure out words on their own, and
they should be strongly encouraged to do that. It’s especially important to talk about this, because
most students will have been told repeatedly not to guess in a teaching/learning situation. They
need to know that there’s a difference between wild guessing and guessing based on good
information and strategy. Explain that someone who looks at “rainbow” on the page and says
“animals” is making a wild guess based on no information or strategy at all. Explain that trying
several possible ways to pronounce a word, based on good information and strategy, is not wild
guessing. Instead, it’s exactly what highly skilled readers do when they run into a word they’ve
never seen before.
Note: The student may have no trouble sounding out “won’t” on page 46, because it follows the
English sound system rules. But the apostrophe between N and T may cause confusion. If the
student hesitates at the apostrophe or asks you about it, don’t try to explain that the word is a
“contraction” or that it comes from “will” and “not.” Just say, “That little squiggle is called
an apostrophe and it’s part of the way we spell ‘won’t.’ It doesn’t have any sound of its own. We’ll
learn more about apostrophes another time.” If the student doesn’t notice the apostrophe, that’s
all right; don’t mention it at all. Later in the program you’ll provide an explanation of contractions
for the student. Be sure, however, that the student understands what “won’t” means. If you feel
that the word isn’t fully understood, say something like this: “ ‘I won’t leave today’ means that
I’m not going to leave today, I’m going to leave at some other time.”

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. With this story you have an opportunity to mention that when words are brought into English
from other languages they may not follow the sound system rules of English; explain that this is
especially true of the names of people and places. Have the student compare “Noah” and “boat”
to make the concept clear. No native English word would be pronounced like “Noah,” with two
syllables. Remind the student of the page for O in the Alphabet Book, which had the word “oak”
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as keyword, where the student learned that one way to spell the O sound is with the letters OA.
Say, “ ‘Boat’ is like ‘oak,’ and there are lots of words that spell out O with OA like that. For example,
suppose we take away the B at the beginning of ‘boat’ and put a G in its place. What word would
that give us? .... Exactly; that word would be ‘goat.’ ‘Noah’ is different because it’s a word that
comes from another language.”
2. Help the student find some rhymes in this story. [They are “went” and “sent,” and “sky” and
“I” and “by.”]
3. Have the student sound out “sky” for you as “sssss....k....aaaay.” Then have the student compare “sky” and “I” to discover that sometimes that I sound is spelled with the letter Y. Help the
student discover that sounding out the Y in “sky” as the phoneme /y/—that is, with the sound that
Y has in “yes”—wouldn’t work at all. Have the student look again at page 1 in the story and find
the word on that page (“time”) that has the same vowel sound that appears in “sky” and “I” and
“by.” Explain to the student that if you took the letter E off the word “time” and pronounced just
T-I-M you would get the word “Tim,” a man’s name. Write “Tim” and “time” on a piece of paper
and have the student compare them. Say, “If you sound out ‘time,’ do you say the E at the end?
.... That’s right; you don’t say it. It’s a silent E. Very often when an English word has one vowel,
and then one consonant, and then a silent E, the first vowel says its name. Do you see how that
works for “time”? There’s an I, and then an M, and then a silent E, and the letter I is pronounced
by its name. But look at ‘Tim,’ where there’s no silent E; in that word the I doesn’t say its name.”
Help the student see how this rule works, but don’t worry if you aren’t sure it will be remembered. You’ll be coming back to it again in another Reading Session. Explain that the reason why
you put a capital T at the beginning of “Tim” is that English names are always written with a
capital letter at the beginning.
Say to the student, “Let’s go back to page 36 now and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on
the word “make,” but don’t say it aloud.] Would you sound it out for me, please?” If the student
has no trouble sounding it out, say, “That’s right. It’s ‘make.’ And you know how to pronounce
the letter A in ‘make’ because you see the silent E at the end of the word.” If the student hesitates,
provide help. Explain that it’s another word that works the way “time” does. Then say, “Suppose
you replace the M in ‘make’ with a T? What would that word be? .... Right, it would be ‘take.’
And if you put a B at the beginning, what would that be? .... Right; it would be ‘bake.’ Good.”
4. REVIEW: Write the word “came” (from Chapter 1) on a sheet of paper and have the student
sound it out for you. Help the student see that this word is another example of a silent E at the
end of a word telling the reader that the vowel before it in the word says its name. Write the word
“name” on the paper as an additional example, and have the student sound that one out for you.
Ask the student, “Can you think of any other words that rhyme with ‘came’ and ‘name’?” Help
the student think of other examples—“game, fame, lame, tame, shame”—and sound them out.
If “shame” is one of the words you work with, be sure the student understands that although the
SH is two letters long, it spells out only one sound. The student may remember this from having
gone through the Alphabet Book, but it’s a good idea to check and be sure.
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5. If you have time, play a quick word game with the student. Take the -AD sound sequence in
“bad” and go through a few of the consonant letters of the alphabet to see if putting them in front
of “-ad” will make new words. Say “We already know that we can put B in front of ‘-ad’ to get
‘bad,’ so I’ll try with the next letter. If I put C in front of it I get.... ‘cad.’ That’s a real English
word; it means a man who isn’t very nice. Now it’s your turn. You try, please, with the letter D.”
Help the student get to “D....aaaaa.....d. Dad!” Then you take F (“fad”) and tell the student to try
with H (“had”). And so on, taking turns, through “mad” and “pad” and stopping with “sad.”
Writing strategies and activities
1. For the student who already knows how to write the letters of the alphabet
Have the student write the words “went” and “sent” on a piece of paper. Then explain that you’re
going to dictate a sentence using each of those words, and that the student should write the sentences as you dictate them. (Be sure the student understands the meaning of the word “dictate.”) Tell the
student that you will spell any new words that are in the sentences. The two sentences are:
“I sent a note.” [Spell “note” aloud ... N-O-T-E ... for the student.]
“I went to the boat.”
Have the student sign and date the work and put it in the Literacy Journal, as always.
2. For the student who doesn’t how to write the letters of the alphabet
Help the student write the word “sky” on a piece of paper, to go in the Literacy Journal. Say,
“Let’s both write the word ‘sky’; I’ll write on this piece of paper and you can write on that one.
We’ll do it together. It’s all right to copy the word from page 45 in the story if you need to.”
Note: It’s important for you to be writing while the student is writing. A tutoring session isn’t like
the situation in a classroom, where there would be lots of other students sharing the activity.
If you just sit and watch, waiting for the task to be finished, it makes the student nervous and it
interferes with the task. If you go away while the student writes, it looks as if you’re not interested.
When you and the student are both writing, you’re providing a model for good writing behavior,
and the two of you are partners, working together. The fact that you are also writing demonstrates
to the student that you consider writing a useful and desirable activity.
Other strategies and activities
1. If the student is unfamiliar with calendars, making a calendar for the month in which the
Reading Session takes place is a good activity to use with this story. Help the student draw a
calendar for the month, writing the name of the month at the top and putting the numbers for the
dates in the corner of each square. Then show the student how to write things in the squares so
they won’t be forgotten. Show the student how a doctor’s appointment and a family member’s
birthday would be written on the calendar.
2. Have the student do the “Find the Words” puzzle that goes with Chapter 3.
3. If time allows, play one of the reading games in this Handbook with the student.
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Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Did Noah and his family have to clean up all the animal poop and throw it out the window?”
This question isn’t elegant, but it’s very likely to come your way if your student is a teenager.
The answer is that we don’t know how Noah and his family managed this problem with animal
dung, and the Bible doesn’t say anything about it, but we can be sure that there was a way to deal
with it in those days just as there is today.
2. “How could Noah possibly get so many animals and people into that boat?”
The only sensible thing to say is that this is yet another question for which we have no answer.
Reassure the student that no one is expected to be able to answer this question.
3. “Why doesn’t the story talk about Noah’s ark?”
This is a likely question, because the student will probably have heard Noah’s boat called an
“ark” elsewhere. The question offers an opportunity to talk about the fact that the Bible wasn’t
written in English, and that over the years it has been translated into many languages, including
English. Explain that languages change over time, and that the translation used in writing the
story was the American Bible Society’s updated version (the Contemporary English Version).
Explain that “ark” is a long-ago name for a boat, but that we no longer use it in today’s English.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 2 and page 9
Page 2: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching
Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has B for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘Boy.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! B is for ‘boy.’ The boy in the picture
is a boy from Bible times. That’s how boys dressed in those times. Let’s say the word one more
time... Good!”
Page 9: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching
Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has I for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘ibex.’ It looks like a goat, doesn’t it? And that’s right—an ibex is a kind of wild goat. Say ‘ibex,’
please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! I is for ‘ibex.’ In Bible times the ibex was one of the
animals that people hunted for food. Let’s say the word one more time... Good!”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 3
Quotation from Biblical Literacy
Pages 14-15: “The Bible now describes a new era, during which the world’s moral deterioration
has become so extreme that God concludes that he must eradicate humankind and start civilization
anew. ... Yet, as quickly becomes apparent..., the people through whom God has chosen to start
all over are far from flawless.”
The Bible tells us that Noah and his family were the only human beings who survived the flood;
God had chosen them to carry on the human race. After the flood was over and things had returned
to a more normal state, Noah became a farmer. He planted a vineyard, and made wine from the
grapes that grew there. And Genesis 10.32, in a section about Noah’s sons (Shem, Ham, and
Japheth), says: “After the flood their descendants became nations and spread all over the world.”
There were two kinds of family units in biblical society at the time of the flood: the “nuclear
family,” which would include the parents and all their unmarried children, even unmarried
children who were adults; and the “extended family,” made up of two or more related nuclear
families. Children didn’t move away from their homes and families until they had married and
were ready to set up a household of their own. Noah’s family in the story was an example of an
extended family.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 4

THE TOWER OF BABEL
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Some men were talking.
NO TEXT
A man said, “We can make a tower!
We can make it go up to the sky!”
The men started making the tower.
It went up...
and up...
and up!
God came down to see it.
“These men talk well,” God said.
“These men work well.”
“What will they do next?”
God made the men stop.
God had mixed up their talk!
And that was the end of the tower.

Introduction
This story (based on Genesis 11.1-9) is a tale of human pride and the sure downfall that follows
when there’s too much pride. It’s an interesting and fast-moving story, with the men building the
tower higher and higher into the sky, everything going along just fine—and then the sudden confusion
when they discover that they speak different languages and can no longer communicate with one
another. Students whose native language isn’t English will identify with the people in this story.

General Comments
Emergent readers will enjoy this story, which is not at all difficult to read. The questions that
come up are far more likely to be about the story itself than about problems with reading it. Be
sure the students understand what it means when the story says that the men all talked “the same
way” and then later that their talk was “mixed up.” Explain that it means the men had gone from
all speaking the same language—which let them work together efficiently and effectively—to
suddenly speaking a number of different languages. God was angry because the men were building
the tower to make themselves famous and important; as a result, they were punished. You can
contrast this for the students with the work of a group such as Habitat for Humanity, whose
members also work together to build things, but who do that only to help other people.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. Be sure to explain to the student that the Bible tells us this story’s
events happened long after the time of Noah and the flood, when there were once again many
people living on Earth. Help the student realize how hard it would have been to build a tower
many stories high when all the work had to be done with biblical tools and methods instead of
today’s machines.
Note: By this point you may realize that a particular student no longer needs to do a Picture Walk
before reading independently. If you’re sure that’s the case, and especially if the student seems
bored by the Picture Walk activity, it’s all right to stop. Don’t rush this, however; be sure the student
is ready. Some students will need Picture Walks much longer than others. Some students who don’t
need them will want them anyway, because they feel nervous about reading alone and are afraid
they will make mistakes. Use your good judgment. For a student who doesn’t need the Picture
Walk, be ready to help with the sight words during the reading. Don’t let the student struggle.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The new words in this story that may be hard for students to sound out are “talking,” “work,”
“their,” and “Babel. (It doesn’t help matters that students have just learned the word “were,”
which sounds the same as the “wor-” part of “work,” but is spelled differently.) However, none
of these words is hard to learn once it has been talked about, and they offer good opportunities
for presenting phonics information. For “talking,” explain that the L is silent, and that this is an
example of a word for which the pronunciation has changed over time but the spelling hasn’t.
Long ago, people pronounced the L in “talking”; today we don’t say that L, but we still write it.
For “work” and “working,” explain that these are sight words, because of the way the O is pronounced; the students should simply memorize them. And a little help will probably be needed
the first time or two the student tries to read the word “their.”
The problem with “what” is a bit more complicated. In some dialects, it starts with the letter W
followed by the letter H, but the order of the sounds is exactly the other way around—first the H
sound, then the W sound. Native speakers of English rarely even hear the difference, but speakers
of other languages may hear it very clearly and find it puzzling. Once the pattern has been explained
and learned, however, the student will be able to use it for most of the WH words. (It won’t work
for “who,” which is truly a sight word.) Since this has already been discussed during the presentation of the Alphabet Book, there’s no need to take it up again while the student is reading the
story aloud to you. If the student hesitates at “what,” just help out by saying the word yourself, in
your own dialect. It really does not matter whether the student learns to pronounce these words
with /hw/ at the beginning or only /w/; either one will be understood, and both are acceptable.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Write the words “were” and “work” on a piece of paper, saying each one aloud as you write it. Say
to the student, “One of the things people have to get used to when they’re learning to read English
is the fact that when an R comes along right after a vowel it often changes the way that vowel
sounds. That’s what’s going on here with ‘were’ and ‘work.’ We’ll be seeing lots of other words
where this happens.” Write “water” (from Chapter 3) and “tower” on the paper, and point out to
the student that the “-er” at the end of these two words is another example of the same phenomenon.
2. Have the student find all the words in the story that start with TH, which will include “these,
they, their, that, the.” Explain that these TH words are another example of a single sound of
English that is spelled out by more than one letter. Help the student understand that although these
words start with a letter T followed by a letter H, they don’t start with a T sound followed by an
H sound. Say to the student: “Let’s go to page 57 and sound out this word. [Put your fingertip on
“these.”] It has a silent E at the end, by the way—we don’t have to sound out that final E, and the
silent E tells us that the one before it says its name. If we tried sounding out first the T and then
the H and then the rest of the word—T....hhh....eeeee......zzzzzz—we wouldn’t get an English
word at all; that wouldn’t work. Instead, we have to remember that TH is just one sound. Let’s
sound the word out together. TH ..... eeeee ...zzzzz. ‘These.’ Right. Good.”
The student may sound out “these” with the /s/ phoneme at the end instead of the /z/. Say “That’s
almost right. And you’re right to think the word could end with the S sound because it’s spelled
with the letter S. But in this word the last letter is S, but the last sound is the sound of the letter Z.”
The student may have trouble hearing and/or producing the difference between /s/ and /z/. If
that’s the problem, this is a good time to teach the method of checking the sound by putting a
fingertip on the front of the throat and saying “Ssssssssss” and then “Zzzzzzzzz” aloud. Explain
that the student will be able to tell whether the sound he or she is saying is an /s/ or a /z/ because
of the vibration that can be felt with the fingertip when /z/ is pronounced aloud.
3. Say to the student: “Now let’s go to page 56 and sound out the word ‘down’. [Put your fingertip
on “down.”] How many sounds do you hear in ‘down’? ..... Right. It has four letters, but they
spell out three sounds. What’s the first sound that you hear? .... Right; it’s /d/. And the last sound?
... That’s right; it’s /n/. And what’s the other sound, the one in the middle? .... Good. It’s the /au/
sound, and O-W is one of the ways we spell that sound. Now, put them all together and sound
out the word for me, please. .... Right! Down. Can you find another word in this book that has the
/au/ sound in it? [Help the student identify the word “tower” as the other word.] Good.”
4. If you have time, do some phoneme changes with “down.” Say, “Suppose we take away the
D from ‘down’ and put a G there. Would we still have a word? ..... Right, we’d have ‘gown’ and
that’s a word; it’s a word that means something like ‘a fancy dress.’ Does it rhyme with ‘down’?
.... Right; it does. Can you think of another word that rhymes with ‘down’ and ‘gown’? ... [If the
student is stumped, help him or her think of the word ‘town.’] To change ‘gown’ to ‘town,’ what
do we have to do? .... Right … we would take away the G and put a T in its place. Good.”
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5. Write the word “mixed” on a piece of paper for the student; say it aloud, touching it with
your fingertip. Sound it out aloud—‘mmmmmm... iiiiih ... k ... ssss .... t’, ‘mixed.’ Explain to the
student that saying the three consonants K-S-T together at the end of the word is tricky even for
native speakers of English. And if the student has trouble saying the word, let it pass; don’t try to
correct the pronunciation.
Writing strategies and activities
Note: By this time all the students will probably be ready to write material that you dictate. Be sure,
however, that you continue to provide help for any student who is still having trouble printing the
English letters, and that you tell that student that it’s always okay to look at the story for help or to
ask you for help. Say, “If you don’t remember how a word looks, it’s always okay to find the word in
a story and copy it from there. It’s okay to look at the story for help when you need to write a letter
that’s hard for you to remember. And I will always spell any new words that I dictate.”
1. Dictate all or part of the following set of sentences for the students to write down, using your
own good judgment about how many sentences make an appropriate task for the individual
students you’re working with.
“It was time to go to work.”
“It was time to go to church.”[Say, “That’s C-H-U-R-C-H. Church.”]
“I went to work.”
“I went to church.”
2. Have the student decide which three words in the story are the hardest and write those down
on a piece of paper. Then ask the student what it is about those words that make them hard, and
discuss them, trying to clear up any problems that become evident during the discussion.
Other strategies and activities
1. Chapter 4 introduces a new punctuation mark on page 58—the question mark. Point it out to the
student and explain that it’s called a question mark, and that it means that the words it goes with are
asking a question. Be sure the student understands the meaning of the word “question.” If that’s a
problem, give some examples. Say, “Suppose I say, ‘Are you cold?’ That’s a question. It means that
I want to know something and I’m asking you to tell me. Or I might say, ‘Do you like to swim?’ I
want to know if you like to swim, and so I ask you that question.” Then help the student make up a
simple question. Say, “Suppose you want to know what time it is. What could you say to me to find
that out? ..... Right. You could say, ‘What time is it?’ and that would be a question. Good.”
Some languages have special words or morphemes (meaningful parts of words) that mark a
sentence as a question; English doesn’t. It’s true that many questions include a word that starts with
WH, but those same words are used in just as many sentences that aren’t questions, like “I know
what to buy” and “I wondered when the bus would leave.” Spoken English relies on a melody
—a tune—to indicate that a sequence is a question, and the student needs to learn to hear and
produce that tune. The best way to help students do that is to have them say questions out loud with
you, with both of you speaking at the same time. It’s traditional to have students repeat materials
after the teacher or tutor, but it’s much more effective to have them speak right along with you. Tell
the student that you’re going to practice saying a few questions together. Write the questions on a
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piece of paper. Say, “Look at the question so that you’ll be able to remember it, and then we’ll say
it out loud together, both of us at the same time. We’ll do each of the questions together twice.”
The questions to use (all of them WH-word questions) are:
What did the man say?
Where is the picture of the tower?
Why did the men stop making the tower?
Don’t worry if the student has trouble matching the tune for these questions, and don’t try to
correct the tune. However, if you notice that a particular student has a hard time with this, it
would be a good idea to do more choral reading with that student as a way of providing extra
practice with the melodies of English sentences.
2. You will also want to explain briefly the new punctuation that appears on pages 53, 54, and
55 of the book. Write this sentence on a piece of paper: “It went up... and up... and up!” Read the
sentence aloud for the student, pausing at each of the sets of three dots and emphasizing the word
that’s in italics. Say, “The three dots aren’t periods … they don’t mean that you’ve come to the
end of a sentence. They’re a special mark used to tell the reader to pause a little bit longer than
you’d pause for a comma. Let’s read that sentence together, okay? ..... ‘ It went up... and up... and
up!’ Good. Now look at the last word in the sentence ... the last ‘up.’ You’ll notice that it looks
different from the others, right? It’s written that way to tell you to say it a little bit louder than the
other words, to make it stand out. Listen, please. ‘It went up... and up... and up!’ Do you hear the
difference? Good. Let’s go to page 53 in the story and read pages 53, 54, and 55 together.”

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “What does it mean when God wants to know what the men will do next?”
2. “Why did God have to go down and look at the tower, if God knows everything?”
3. “How did God mix up the men’s talking and make them talk different languages?”
4. “Why did God care if the men built a tall tower? What’s wrong with a tall tower?”
5. “What God did about the men’s talking was a miracle, right?”
All these questions, and others of the same kind, can be expected. For all such questions, the
answer is that we don’t know these details. Explain that this story in the Bible is very short, and
that the Bible doesn’t explain any of these things to us but that it’s a terrific story all the same.
You can also point out that the story shows how important languages are, and why it’s important
to speak the same language as the people you want to do things with.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 26 and page 13
Page 26: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has Z for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘ziggurat.’ That’s probably a word you haven’t heard before; we don’t say it very often today. It’s
‘ziggurat.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! Z is for ‘ziggurat.’ A ziggurat was
a kind of building where the second floor was smaller than the first floor, and then the third floor
was smaller than the second floor, and so on all the way to the top. People built ziggurats in Bible
times, and we can see one in the pictures. Let’s say the word one more time... Good!”
Note: “Ziggurat” is pronounced “ZIG-oo-rat,” with the emphasis on the first syllable; the vowel
sound in the final syllable is the phoneme /ae/, as in “cat.”
Page 13: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has M for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘men.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! M is for ‘men.’ The picture tells us
more about how people lived in Bible times. It shows us a group of men sitting under a tree and
talking together. Let’s say the word one more time... Good!”

A Bible Context for Chapter 4
Quotation from Biblical Literacy:
Pp. 18-19: “At the beginning of Genesis 11, we learn that all humans live in close proximity to each
other and speak a single language. Migrating from the east (the text does not record from where) to
the Shinar valley in Babylonia, they develop a plan to build a brick tower ‘with its top in the sky...’”
The area where the Tower of Babel was built was a fertile plain made of mud and clay that was
regularly deposited by the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. These two rivers flow down from mountains to the north and eventually cross the plain and empty into the Persian Gulf.
The builders were facing a difficult task, because they didn’t have the building materials they
needed. What they needed was stone and mortar. But all that was available to them was mud
and straw for making clay bricks, and bitumen tar for holding the bricks together. In spite of this
problem, they were determined to go ahead with their project, which can be seen as yet more
evidence of their excessive pride and ambition.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 5

JONAH AND THE BIG FISH
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Once there was a fine big town.
But the people there did bad things.
God told Jonah, “Go tell the people
I have seen the bad things they do,
and I am very angry with them.”
But Jonah did not do it.
He got on a boat and
ran away from God!
God sent a big storm!
The men on the boat were scared.
“This storm is because of me,” Jonah said.
“It will stop if you
throw me in the water.”
The men didn’t want to do that,
but the storm was very bad.
So they did throw Jonah in the water.
The storm went away.
And God sent a big fish to swallow Jonah!
Jonah was inside that fish for a long time.
He prayed and prayed.
At last God told the fish
to spit Jonah out on the land.
“Now,” God said to Jonah,
“go to that town and warn the people!”
And this time Jonah
did what God told him to do.

Introduction
This story (based on Jonah 1-3) begins with Jonah’s attempt to disobey God and run away (by
boat) from the job God has ordered him to do. Then there is a terrible storm at sea, during which
Jonah has to be thrown overboard to save the lives of everyone else on board. Next Jonah is
swallowed by a huge fish, but God hears his prayers, lets him survive, and finally has the fish
vomit him up onto the land. In the end Jonah—having learned that it’s useless to try to run away
from God—obeys the command to go and warn the people of Nineveh to change their ways.
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This book is a bit more complicated than Chapters 1 through 4, and it’s written with less patterned
language and other scaffolding. But it’s exciting enough to make students want to keep reading to
find out what happens, and the illustrations will help lead emergent readers through the narrative.

General Comments
Be sure it’s clear to your students that the people on the boat weren’t murderers. They really did
not want to throw Jonah overboard, and they didn’t do that to kill him. They did it only because
Jonah himself had asked them to, and because they were afraid that everyone on the ship would
die in the storm if they didn’t do what he said. This part of the plot will provide a good opportunity
for conversation between you and the students.
Ask questions such as “What do you think you would do if you were in that situation? Would
you be willing to throw Jonah into the water?”

Pre-Reading Strategies
1. If it’s needed, do a Picture Walk or a choral reading (or both) with this story before the student
tries reading it independently.
2. Tell the student that Jonah was a prophet and explain a little bit about the duties and actions
of prophets in Old Testament times. This will help lay a foundation for understanding the story.
According to the Harper’s Bible Dictionary, a prophet’s role was complicated and varied. On
page 829 of that book, it says: “Anyone could claim to have received a message from God, but
that person could become a prophet only when a group of people recognized the prophetic claim
as genuine and accepted the prophet’s authority.” Explain that prophets were people who were
recognized in their communities as wise and devout persons whose words should be respected.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
This book has no new words that are likely to cause serious difficulties for emergent readers. You
can safely encourage your students to sound out the words. You may need to explain the meaning
of the word “doomed” to some of your students.
The students may try to sound out “throw” as if it had the vowel sound in “down” and “tower.”
Tell them that that’s a good guess, made for good reasons. Then say: “But does it make sense, do
you think? Could we /thrau/ somebody in the water? .... Right; it doesn’t make sense. What else
could it be?” [Help the student figure it out, if help is needed.] Exactly. It’s ‘throw,’ and O-W is
another way English spells the /o/ sound.”
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The student may also try to sound out “throw” starting with the /TH/ phoneme (the first sound
in “these”). If that happens, say, “The letters TH spell out two different sounds of English. You
already know one of the sounds—the TH in ‘these’ and ‘they’. That’s the one you were trying to
use in this word, and it was a good guess. But this word uses the other TH sound. It’s the word
‘throw.’” Students who are native speakers of languages other than English may have trouble
hearing and/or producing the difference between the /TH/ phoneme in ‘these’ and the /th/ phoneme
in ‘throw.’ You can help with this by showing them how to put their fingertips on the front of
their throats and say the two sounds aloud, the same way you did for /s/ and /z/. They will feel
vibration under their fingertips when they say the /TH/ phoneme aloud and make it last a few
seconds, but not when they do that with the /th/ phoneme.
It may also happen that the student has a really hard time producing either of the TH sounds at
all, and may substitute another sound—for example, /s/ or /z/ or /f/ or /d/—for them. Explain to
the student that when native speakers of English say /th/ and /TH/ they are touching the bottom
surface of their upper front teeth with their tongue just behind the very tip of the tongue. Explain
that the tongue tip can be seen between the teeth, and demonstrate that for the student, saying
first “think” and then “those”—holding the tongue position on the TH sounds each time—and
encouraging the student to watch your tongue closely as you do this. That may be helpful. Once
you’ve done this, don’t make a further effort to correct this pronunciation problem. Just be sure
the student does know the meaning of the word he or she is trying to say, and continue to provide
a model for the English pronunciation in your own speech.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Because this story doesn’t offer any major sounding-out problems, take the opportunity to do
a basic review. Have the students find all the rhyming sets of words in the story. (This includes
“so, throw, go; bad, mad; it, spit; me, the.”) Have the student sound out these words for you, providing all the help that may be needed.
Then say, “Let’s go to page 70 and sound out this word. [Put your fingertip on the word “swallow.”]...
Right, it’s ‘swallow.’ Good. Notice that all the rhyming words we’ve already looked at were onesyllable words, but ‘swallow’ has two syllables. Usually there are as many syllables in an English
word as there are vowel sounds. [Write “Jonah” on a piece of paper for the student.] How many
syllables do you think there are in ‘Jonah’? ... Right. Two syllables, one with the /o/ vowel sound
and one with the /uh/ vowel sound. Can you find any other two-syllable words in the story?
[Help the students find “people” and “away” and “inside.”
2. Help the students sound out the word “long” on page 71. Don’t worry about the vowel sound at
this point. But do call the student’s attention to the NG sound, explaining that this is another example
of two letters spelling one sound in English. Say “What if we took away the L from ‘long’ and put
an S where it was? Like this. [Write “song” on a piece of paper and show it to the student.] Would
that be another word? .... Right! That would be ‘song.’ Good. Can you think of any other words that
are like ‘long’ and ‘song’? [Help the students think of an example; possibilities include “wrong”
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and “belong” and “strong.” The students may suggest “dong” (from “ding dong”) or “bong”; that’s
fine.] Good. That NG sound is never the first sound in an English word, by the way; it can be first in
some languages, but not in English.”
Note: One quick way to find out whether a single sound of a language is a phoneme is to see if it’s
part of a rhymed pair. You know that English has the rhymed pair “bad” and “mad.” If you remove
the B-sound from “bad” and replace it with M, you get another word, “mad”; if you remove the
M-sound from “mad” and replace it with B, you get another word, “bad.” This tells you that both
the B-sound and the M-sound are phonemes of English. You could also make another rhyming word
by using GL to make “glad,” but you know that you can take GL apart into two separate sounds.
Phonemes—like /b/ or /m/ or /TH/—can’t be divided into smaller parts.
Writing strategies and activities
Ask the students to think about Chapter 5 from the point of view of the fish, and to take turns
telling you that story as if the student were the fish talking. Tell the student that you’ll be writing
his or her story down as you hear it. Provide help if needed. When the story is finished, give it to
the student and say, “Now I’d like you to read your story aloud to me, please. I’ll help you with
any words that we haven’t learned yet.”
A possible example might go like this:
“I was just swimming along and suddenly I heard God talking to me. God said, ‘Fish,
there’s a man named Jonah swimming over there. I want you to go swallow him.’ I did what
God said, and then a lot of days went by with that man inside me. Finally, God came back
again and told me to go spit Jonah out on the beach, and I did. I was glad to get rid of him!”
Some students will listen to your instructions and start right away telling the story without any
hesitation. Others will seem to have no idea how to begin. For those who have trouble, provide
help by talking about the way things would have looked to the fish. Ask questions like these:
“How many times do you think God would have talked to the fish?”
“What do you think God would have said to that fish?”
“Do you suppose a fish would enjoy having a man in its stomach for a long time?”
“What would be the first thing that would happen in the story if the fish were telling it?”
“What would happen next?”
Help each student who takes a turn to work out the basic framework of the story. If they still
seem stuck, suggest that the two of you do the task together, and then do as much of the work as
necessary. You don’t want the student to feel like a failure. Just step in and help, and write down
what you and the student work out together as you go along. Then ask the student to read the
finished story aloud to you.
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Other strategies and activities
1. Act out the story as a skit. Let the students take turns acting the roles of Jonah, God, a sailor
on the ship, and the fish. Explain that the fish is a role that probably has as its lines only a loud
gulping noise and a loud spitting sound.
2. Review all of the sight words the students have needed to learn for Chapters 1 through 5,
starting with those in Chapter 1. Write each sight word on a piece of paper and ask the students
to read it for you. Provide as much help as is needed. When you’ve finished with the task, give
the students the list of sight words to use for studying and review.
3. Before the session, make a Word Bingo game that uses all the words that have appeared in
Chapters 1 through 5. Then play the game with the students at the end of the Reading Session.
[You’ll find instructions for making and playing Word Bingo in this Handbook.]
4. Have the students do the “Find The Words” puzzle for Chapter 5.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Why isn’t the story about Jonah and a whale?”
Students may have had a previous encounter with this story where the creature that swallowed
Jonah was identified as a whale. Explain that the Bible says specifically that he was swallowed
by a huge fish, and that in fact whales are not fish.
2. “Why did Jonah think things would get better if they threw him overboard?”
Explain that Jonah knew he had disobeyed God and he believed that the storm was sent to punish
him for that. He was sure that if he were off the ship there’d be no reason for the storm to continue.
3. “Do we still have prophets today, or was that just in Bible times?”
Explain that we no longer have a special social role for prophets. In Old Testament times a town
might have a prophet in the same way that towns today have police officers and fire fighters and
city council members. We no longer do that, although sometimes we may call someone who
seems extremely wise in knowing about the things of God, a prophet.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 37
Say to the students, “This picture shows us a ship—a big boat—from Bible times, sailing on
the water. Let’s look at the word at the bottom of the page. [Put your finger on the word ‘ship.’]
This word is ‘ship,’ and the sound in it that we want to learn is the /I/ sound. [Draw a line under
the letter I with your fingertip.] Let’s say it together. ... Good. Can you think of some words that
rhyme with ‘ship’? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘skip’ and ‘tip’ and ‘hip’ and ‘lip.’]
Good! Can you think of some words that use the /I/ sound but don’t rhyme with ‘ship’? ... [Help
the students think of words like this’ and ‘in’ and ‘sit’ and ‘think.’ Good.. Now let’s go back to
the story and see how many words we can find in it that use this sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 5
Nineveh, on the east bank of the Tigris River, was one of the oldest of the great cities of Mesopotamia.
(Mesopotamia was the region bounded on the east by the Tigris River and on the west by the
Euphrates River.) The reason Jonah didn’t want to go there was because God had ordered him to
warn the people. To Jonah, the people of Nineveh were his enemies; Nineveh was the major city of
Assyria, which in 722 B.C. had destroyed the Northern Kingdom of Israel and exiled everyone who
was living there, and Jonah wanted Nineveh punished. The last thing he wanted was for its people
to repent and change their ways.
However, when Jonah finally obeyed God, Nineveh’s king gave an order forbidding the people
and their animals to eat or drink, ordering both people and animals to wear sackcloth, and ordering
the people to give up their wickedness and pray to God to have mercy on them. (Sackcloth was
made of goat or camel hair, and it was very scratchy and uncomfortable to wear.) The people
obeyed their king, and God answered their prayers and spared them—just what Jonah had been
afraid would happen.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 6

A STORY ABOUT SOLOMON
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Solomon was a king
and a judge.
Some women came to see him,
with a baby.
One said, “This is my baby!”
The other said, “No, this is my baby!”
NO TEXT.
They laid the baby down.
“Get a sword,” Solomon said.
“Cut the baby in two!”
“No!” said the first woman.
“Yes!” said the other woman.
Solomon spoke to the first woman.
“This is your baby!” he said.
They gave the baby to the woman.
All the people said,
“King Solomon is so wise!”

Introduction
This story (based on 1 Kings 3.16-28) is just scary enough to hold a student’s interest, but it ends
happily. It’s the story of a difficult puzzle that was wisely solved. When King Solomon has to
decide which of two quarrelling women will get custody of a baby, he proposes to cut the baby in
two and give each woman half. That’s scary. When he gives the baby to the woman who would
rather give up her child than see it hurt, that is the happy and very satisfying ending. Our media
today often gives us distorted messages which say, “I love you so much that if I can’t have you,
nobody else can.” In all too many plots, that escalates to “I’ll kill you before I’ll let anyone else
have you.” The story of Solomon’s judgment in this story teaches explicitly that those ideas are
not love, and that human beings cannot be treated as possessions.

General Comments
Be sure the students understand that this happened long, long ago, and that no one in our country
today could just order a baby killed, much less order it cut in half with a sword.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
Start the session with a Picture Walk or a choral reading (or both) if needed. If you do a Picture
Walk, ask questions about the story that will help the student predict what might be happening. At
page 79, say “What do you suppose the women are going to do with that baby they’re carrying?”
and “Have you ever seen two women carrying one baby the way those women are doing it? Why do
you suppose they’re carrying it that way?” Be sure to ask questions and make comments that prepare
the student for the harder words in the story like “Solomon,” “judge,” “women,” and “sword.”

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
A number of words in this story are hard for emergent readers. The new words that have to be
learned as sight words in Chapter 6 are almost impossible to sound out. “One” and “women” simply have to be memorized. For “sword” and “two,” explain that long ago people pronounced the
W in both of those words. Today we’ve stopped saying that W, but we haven’t stopped writing it.
The words “said” and “laid” are troublesome because the AI spells out a different sound in each
one. Remind the student that he or she has seen this same sort of thing before—for example, in
Chapter 3, where the OO in “flood” and “good “spelled out two different sounds. Remind the
student again that the strategy to use when this happens is to try sounding out the word and see
if the result makes sense. Point out that if you say the word “laid” on page 82 and make it rhyme
with “said,” the line of words will sound like “They led the baby down.” Say, “Would that make
sense, do you think? ... No. That just wouldn’t work. And that tells you that the AI has to be
spelling out a different sound.” When you discuss this, be sure the student understands the
meaning of “led” and “laid.”
The word “some” (which the student has already seen in Chapter 4) is an exception to the pattern
about a vowel saying its name when it comes before a consonant followed by a silent E. If the
student notices this and mentions it, agree that it’s an exception to that rule. If the student doesn’t
mention it, let it pass; you’ll be coming back to it later.
The student may hesitate at the word ‘first.’ Provide all the help that’s needed, and explain that
this is another example of a word where the sound of a vowel changes because it comes right
before an R.
The word “baby,” with its final Y pronounced as /i/, might be hard for the student if it just
appeared by itself, but the baby is so important in the story and the pictures that the student will
know what that word has to be.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Say “Let’s go to page 78 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘judge.’] Let’s
sound it out together. J....uh...j. Right; it’s judge.’ Is it a hard word, do you think? [If the student
says no, say ‘Good.’ If he student says yes, ask why. Help the student discover that ‘judge’ seems
hard because it has the J sound spelled first as J and then as DG in the same word, and because
it has a silent E at the end. [Write the word on a piece of paper, or have the student write it.]
Suppose you took away the first J and put an N where it was. [Write, “nudge” on the piece of
paper.] Could you sound that out for me, please? ..... Right. It would be “nudge,” and it would
rhyme with “judge.” Do you know what “nudge” means? [If the student says no, explain that it
means to touch another person or an animal very lightly, usually with a fingertip. Demonstrate
if necessary.] Do you know any other words that rhyme with “judge” and “nudge”? [If the student
doesn’t suggest it, mention the word “budge” and write it on the piece of paper. Explain to the student
that “budge” means to move just a tiny bit, and that “Don’t budge!” means not to move at all.] Good.
[Finally, be sure the student understands what the word “judge” means and what a judge does.]
2. Have the student look for words in the story that follow the sound pattern in “came” and
“time.” Help the student find and sound out “spoke” and “gave.” Then draw the student’s
attention to the word “some” on page 79. Say, “If that word followed the same pattern, it would
be pronounced ‘sohm’ and it would rhyme with ‘home.’ But you’ll notice that it doesn’t do that.
In ‘some,’ instead of the O saying its name, it spells out the sound /uh/. That makes it a sight
word; it’s another word that just has to be learned.”
3. Have the student look at the word “gave” on page 87. Say, “If we take away the G at the
beginning of the word and put an S where it was, would that be another word? [Don’t write the
word “save” on a piece of paper right away; wait a few seconds to see if the student says the
word would be “save.” If not, go ahead and write to down and show it to the student.] Right,
it’s the word “save.” And what if we took away the G and put a W at the beginning of the word?
What word would W-A-V-E spell out? [Write ‘wave’ on the piece of paper.] That’s right; it
would be the word ‘wave.’ Notice that all three of those words follow the pattern about the vowel
saying its name before a consonant and a silent E, and they all three rhyme.
4. Write the word “get” (from page 83) on a sheet of paper, and suggest that the student see how
many new words he or she can make by changing the consonant at the beginning of the word.
As the student suggests the changes, write down the new words, and discuss their meaning to be
sure that it’s understood. Help the student think of at least “bet, met, net, set, wet.” If the student
suggests that “det” should be a word, accept that. Say, “That’s right, and it ought to work just
like ‘get’ and ‘wet.’ But it’s a very funny word in English; let me show you. [Write “debt” on the
piece of paper.] It has a silent B right in the middle of it, and that makes it a sight word.”
This is a good time to make sure that when you use the words “vowel” and “consonant” the student
does understand their meaning. Remind the student that in the English alphabet the letters A, E, I,
O, and U are called vowels and all the other letters are called consonants.
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Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the student write any five names of people from the first six chapters on a sheet of paper,
writing each name underneath the previous one. Explain that a set of things written that way is
usually called a list, like a “grocery list.” Say, “You can write any five names that you remember,
or you can look through the stories to help you remember. Either way is fine.”
When the task is finished, help the student write “List of Names” at the top of the sheet of paper
and explain that “List of Names” is the title of the list. Say, “When we write the name of a story
or a news article or a list at the top of a page like that, it’s called a title. When you write a story
yourself, you’ll always want to think of a title for it and write it on the page.”
2. Tell the student that you’re going to dictate some sentences. Remind the student that it’s okay
to look for a word in the stories or to ask you for help. Then dictate the following sentences:
“I gave the baby a toy.” [Say “That’s T-O-Y, toy.”]
“I gave the baby some fruit.”
“I spoke to the baby.”
Other strategies and activities
1. Have the student do the “Find the Words” puzzle that goes with this story.
2. Play a game of “Word Concentration” with the student, using the following set of words when
you make the ten pairs of cards: light, people, fruit, some, one, women, two, sword, talk, work.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “What if the baby’s mother hadn’t said what she said? Would King Solomon really have cut
the baby in two?”
Tell the student that because Solomon was a good and wise man, we can be sure that he wouldn’t
have done that. Explain that this is an example of strategy and that it’s a strategy called bluffing.
It’s reasonable to think that the only reason Solomon gave the order to cut the baby in two was
because he knew the real mother would never let that happen to her child. The student may be
interested in discussing the question of whether bluffing is an ethical strategy or not.
2. “How come there were two women and only one baby? How did that happen?”
Explain that the two women lived together in the same house and that both women had babies at
that house on the same day. When one of the babies died, its mother stole the baby from the other
woman’s bed and put her dead baby in its place. But the other woman knew the baby that was
alive was her own baby. The wicked trick didn’t work. The two women then took the baby and
went to Solomon to have the matter settled legally.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity
For this lesson, review all the letters and sounds that the students have learned up to this point.
Take the opportunity to point out to them that the letter Y in “baby” in the story is pronounced
like the E in “Eden.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 6
Quotation from Biblical Literacy
Pp. 248-249: “Although as a young man Solomon requests but one thing from God, ‘an
understanding mind ... to distinguish between good and bad,’ unfortunately, as he grows older, he
loses his formerly unerring moral compass. ... He also imposed forced labor on his subjects: Ten
thousand men a month are sent to work in Lebanon; another seventy thousand porters and eighty
thousand stone quarriers are assigned to labor in Israel. Perhaps Solomon believed that this was the
only way the Temple and his other ambitious projects could be built; nonetheless, imposing forced
labor on a people whose most significant historical memory was of being slaves in Egypt, could not
have endeared him to his subjects. ... Solomon’s father, David, had spent forty years consolidating the
Israelite empire. Within weeks of Solomon’s death, that empire had been destroyed - permanently.”
After Solomon’s death, the kingdom of Israel split into two separate kingdoms: the kingdom of
Israel and the kingdom of Judah.
Quotation from Harper’s Bible Dictionary
Page 977, of Solomon: “On the one hand, his reign clearly marks the peak of Israelite success,
both politically and religiously. ... On the other hand, syncretism and the influx of foreign practices
under Solomon mark the beginning of religious decay, accompanied by growth in internal dissent
and the emergency of external enemies.”
Note: Syncretism is the combining of elements of more than one religion at a time, often with the
absorbed items transformed by their new context.
One of the actions for which Solomon was most celebrated was the building of the famous temple
that became the heart of Israel’s religious and national life. He began the project in the fourth
year of his reign, assigning an enormous workforce to it; in only seven years, it was finished.
This temple, known as both “The First Temple: and as “Solomon’s Temple,” was destroyed and
rebuilt twice, once at the end of the sixth century, and again during the reign of King Herod. The
temple’s role in Bible times was different from the role of a place of worship in today’s world. It
wasn’t a public building or a place for public worship; it was the house of God. People were only
allowed in the Temple courts; even the clergy had limited access to the building, with the inner
sanctum open only to the chief priest and only on one day each year, the Day of Atonement.
In 70 A.D. the Romans set fire to the Third Temple, destroying it completely; today there is an
Islamic shrine on the site where it stood.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 7

MOSES IS BORN
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.

Moses came from Egypt.
His people were slaves there.
The king of Egypt was a bad man.
He said, “When a boy slave is born,
throw him in the river!”
When Moses was born,
his mother was scared.
She made a basket.
She put the baby in it.
She put the basket in the river.
Soon a princess came to the river.
She sent a slave to get the basket.
When she saw the baby, she said,
“I will keep him!”
Moses was safe.
His mother and sister were so glad.

Introduction
Students will enjoy this story (based on Exodus 1.11 to 2.10) for its excitement and suspense,
and for its happy ending. There is the mother who takes a desperate chance and puts her baby in
the river in a basket. There’s the princess who just happens to see the basket and rescue the baby.
The story introduces one of the greatest heroes of the Bible and teaches an important lesson:
even when everything seems hopeless, something good may still happen. The story also tells us
about the dangers of too much power. The Egyptian king’s order for all the Hebrew baby boys to
be drowned was horrifyingly wicked; no human being should have that kind of power.
Be sure students understand that when Moses’ mother put him in the river she was trying to save his life.
It doesn’t seem like a good plan, since many awful things could have happened to Moses. But she knew
for certain that if she kept the baby any longer he would be killed. None of us can be sure that in such a
situation we would have had a better plan. Explain that she had already defied the king (the Pharaoh) by
keeping her baby for three months; there was no way she could have kept Moses hidden any longer.
Some of the students may wonder exactly what it means when the princess says she’s going to
“keep” Moses. Explain that the princess adopted Moses, but that she needed someone else to
take care of him until he was old enough to live at the palace. Tell the student that Moses’ sister
Miriam offered to find a nurse for the baby and that the princess said yes to that right away. What
the princess didn’t know was that the woman Miriam brought to her was Moses’ own mother.
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General Comments
This is a story that tells us about the dangers of uncontrolled power. The king’s order condemning
every Hebrew baby boy to death is a horrifying example of wickedness and abuse of power. Be
sure the students understand that when Moses’ mother put him into the river in the basket she
was not abandoning him or being cruel to him—she was trying to save his life. And she told his
sister to stay and watch over him. It doesn’t seem like a good plan on the mother’s part, since
many awful things could have happened; on the other hand, she knew that if she kept her baby
any longer his death was certain. None of us can be sure that in such a situation we would have
had a better plan. She had already defied the king by keeping her baby for three months; there
was no way she could have kept him hidden any longer.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk, if needed; this story, with its exciting illustrations, is excellent for
that purpose. As you talk about the pictures and help the student try to predict what might be
going on in the story, be sure to introduce the words that are hard to sound out, like “Egypt” and
“Moses” and “mother.” Ask whether the students know the spiritual that starts with “When Israel
was in Egypt’s land ... let my people go!” If the answer is yes, explain that the king in that song
(called “Pharaoh”) is the same king as the one in the story, and that “Israel” is another word used
in the Bible to refer to the Hebrew people. Encourage the students to talk about what they know
about Egypt from television, movies, and other media. If necessary, do a choral reading before
the student reads independently.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties.
The word “Egypt” has to be memorized; it can’t be sounded out by the rules of the English sound
system. Just teach it as a sight word.
“Mother” is different. It’s hard to sound out, but easy to learn after you talk about it with the student. There are three challenges for the emergent reader. First, the O is pronounced like /uh/. Second, there’s no way to know which of the TH sounds should be used (think of the word “moth”).
And third, the final R changes the sound of the second vowel; however, the student already has
enough information to work this all out. The student has already seen O used to spell out /uh/ in
“one” and “other” and “of.” You have already taught and reviewed the effect that R has when it
follows a vowel. And when the student tries the two TH sounds in the word, it’s
immediately obvious that it has to be the /TH/ in “these” and not the /th/ in “moth.” Help the
student work through the word and understand how it’s put together.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the student find the words in the story that follow the sound pattern you’ve talked about
previously, where a vowel “says its name” in a word that ends with one consonant and a silent
E. (This will include “came,” “slave/slaves,” “made,” and “safe.”) Tell the student that the five
vowel sounds that name the vowel letters—A, E, I, O, U—are usually called the “long vowels.”
Say “Let’s look at that word ‘made’ for a minute. [Write ‘made’ on a piece of paper, or have the
student write it.] Let’s take away the silent E. [Write ‘mad.’] What happens? .... Right! You get
the word ‘mad.’ Notice—the vowel sound in ‘mad’ doesn’t say its name. It’s the /ae/ sound, not
the sound that names the letter A. That sound is usually called a short vowel. Remember when
we talked before about ‘time’ and ‘Tim’? [Write ‘time’ and ‘Tim’ on the paper.] That’s an
example of the same pattern. The letter I in ‘time’ says its name, but the letter I in ‘Tim’ doesn’t.
It changes from the long vowel sound—/ay/—to the short vowel sound /I/. We’re looking at two
patterns here, and they work together. Right? Whenever you have a word that follows the pattern
for vowels saying their name before a silent E and you take away the silent E, the vowel sound
almost always changes from a long vowel—a vowel that says its name—to a short vowel. Look
at these two words, for example. [Write ‘hope’ and ‘hop’ on the paper.] Can you sound them
out? ..... Good. There’s ‘hope,’ with the silent E, following that pattern. And then when you take
away the silent E, you get ‘hop,’ following the other pattern. The silent E’s aren’t there to make
the words longer or to make them hard to read. They’re there to tell you how to say the vowel that
comes before them. Let’s look at one more example. [Write ‘same’ and ‘Sam’ on the paper.] Could
you sound those two words out for me, please? .... Right. They’re ‘same’ and ‘Sam,’ and they
follow the two patterns we’ve been talking about. Good. Is that clear? Do you have any questions?”
When emergent readers think that the silent E’s are there for no reason, they resent them. When
they understand that often they’re there to help readers sound out a vowel—the way an accent
mark works in many other languages—their feelings change. Understanding the reason for the
silent E helps with learning. You don’t need to spend a lot of time on this after you’ve gone
through the explanation above (and the one you did after Chapter 3). Just mention it briefly, and
then remind the student of it from time to time in later sessions.
2. Say “Now let’s go to page 94 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on ‘river.’] Can you
sound that out for me? ..... Good. R.... iiii.... vvvv.......er. River. Notice what happens to the vowel
right before the R. Can you remember some other words where the R changed the vowel? ...
[Help the student think of ‘work’ and ‘water’ and ‘tower’, but accept any word that follows the
pattern.] Can you find another word in the story that follows this pattern? .... [Help the student
find ‘mother’ and ‘sister’. Help the student sound out both of those words.] Good. Notice that
when the R comes right before the vowel, like the R at the beginning of ‘river,’ it doesn’t change
the vowel’s sound, only when it comes right after the vowel. Can you think of some other words
that rhyme with ‘river’? .... [Help the student think of ‘shiver’ and ‘quiver.’ Be sure the student
knows what the words mean.] Good.”
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3. Have the student copy the words “soon” and “princess” from page 99 and sound them both
out. Help the student discover that the two words show three different ways to spell out the /s/
phoneme: S, SS, and C. Remind the student that English has double letters, but not double
sounds, so that when we sound out SS we pronounce only one /s/, not two.
Writing strategies and activities
Have the student copy “I will keep him!” from page 101. Provide all the help that’s needed. Then
talk to the student about the exclamation mark (also called “exclamation point”). Say, “This is
another mark that we use to say that the sentence is finished, the same way we use the period and
the question mark.” Explain that we use the exclamation mark to end sentences that would sound
excited or angry or surprised. Say “Let’s think of another short sentence that could end with an
exclamation mark, and write it down.” .... [Help the student (if necessary) to think of a short
exclamation like “Look at that!” or “I see a snake!” and write it down. Have the student read the
sentence aloud, first as a choral reading with the two of you speaking together (to help the
student learn the English “tune” for exclamations), and then independently.]
Other strategies and activities
1. Have ready some cards or slips of paper on which you’ve written letters that can be put
together to make words. Make a set of cards with one of the following items written on each:
AD; B; M; INE; F; V; GL; S; TH; AT: H; IKE; L; R. Have the student use the cards to make as
many words as he or she can. Write down each word as it’s completed. Have the student copy
the list, sign and date it, and put it in the Literacy Journal.
2. Have the student do the “Find the Words” puzzle that goes with Chapter 7.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Why didn’t the King of Egypt drown Moses when he found out what the princess had done?”
Explain that the Bible doesn’t tell us the answer to this question; we can only guess. The most
likely explanation is probably that the king loved his daughter and was willing to let her do
things she wanted to do, whenever that was possible.
2. “Why doesn’t the story call the king of Egypt ‘Pharaoh’ like in that ‘Go Down, Moses’ song?”
Explain that the Contemporary English Version of the Bible—the version on which all the stories
are based—uses the word ‘king’ instead of ‘Pharaoh,’ just as it uses ‘boat’ instead of ‘ark’ in the
story of Noah.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 34
Say to the students, “This is a picture of a mother from Bible times, walking down the road with
two of her children. The word is ‘mother,’ and the sound we want to learn about in the word is
the /TH/ sound, spelled T-H. Notice that it’s two letters, but it’s only one sound. [Draw a line
under the TH with your fingertip.] Let’s say that sound together. ... Good! It’s the /TH/ sound,
and it’s part of the word ‘mother.’ What are some other words that use that sound? ... [Help the
students think of words like “brother” and “father” and “other” and “weather” and “bother.”]
Good. Now let’s go back to the story and see if we can find some words in it that use this sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 7
One of the reasons the Egyptian king made the cruel law ordering death for newborn Hebrew
boys was that the Egyptians were very worried about the large and rapidly-increasing Hebrew
population in their area. In Exodus 9.10, the king says, “There are too many of those Israelites
in our country... If we don’t outsmart them, their families will keep growing larger. And if our
country goes to war, they could easily fight on the side of our enemies and escape from Egypt.”
[“Israelites” is another word for “Hebrew”; “Hebrews” was the earlier word of the two.]
Moses was the first leader of the Israelites. The Old Testament tells his story, from his birth in the
book of Exodus, through his death in the book of Deuteronomy.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 8

A STORY ABOUT MOSES
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.

Moses was sitting at a well.
NO TEXT
Some women came to the well to get water for their father’s animals.
But a gang was there.
The gang tried to chase the women away.
Moses made the gang stop.
He gave the animals water.
The women went home.
They told their father about Moses.
He said, “Go ask him to eat with us!”
The father asked Moses to stay.
Later, Moses and one of the
women got married...

Introduction
In this story (based on Exodus 2.11-21) Moses—now a young man—sees a group of shepherds
harassing some women who have come to a well to get water for their father’s sheep and goats.
Moses makes the shepherds stop what they’re doing; then he helps the women with their task. And
he is rewarded for his good deed, because when the father hears about it, he takes Moses into his
home. In time, Moses marries one of the daughters. This is a story about having the courage to
do what’s right, even when the odds are against you. It’s a story about standing up to bullies and
defending those who can’t defend themselves, and then being rewarded for doing the right thing.

General Comments
This story offers you a good opportunity to discuss the ethic of hospitality that was so important
in biblical times. People took their obligations toward guests very seriously, and neglecting those
obligations was totally unacceptable. There were also specific customs in those days for hospitality
toward strangers. Harper’s Bible Dictionary (page 408) explains: “In the ancient Near East, hospitality
was the process of ‘receiving’ outsiders and changing them from strangers to guests. ... Since transient
strangers lacked customary or legal standing within the visited community, it was imperative that they
be under the protection of a patron, a host, who was an established community member.” This will
help the student understand why the father was so horrified when his daughters came home without
the man who had helped them at the well. And it will explain why the father asked Moses to stay
with the family even though he had known him only as long as it took to eat one meal.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk or choral reading (or both), if needed.

During-Reading Strategies
Your students are likely to have some background knowledge (from personal experience or from
the media) about gangs trying to cause trouble for innocent people who only want to go about
their daily lives without being bothered. Moses took on the whole gang to protect the women; the
students will understand that this was a dangerous thing to do, since Moses was all alone and was
an outsider. This should lead to a good discussion; encourage the student to participate.
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The only new word in this story that might cause the student to hesitate is the word “married.”
Have the student write down “married” from page 116 and “tried” from page 109. Then write
the words “marry” and “try” on the paper for the student, saying them out loud as you write. Tell
the student that lots of words ending in Y follow this pattern and change the Y to an I when new
pieces are added. Don’t spend much time on this; just mention it briefly and go on.
If the student notices the word “father’s” and asks you about the apostrophe, explain that its
name is apostrophe, that it’s like the apostrophe in “won’t,” and that you’ll be talking about this
in a later session; then move on. If the student doesn’t notice it, don’t mention it at this time.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Say “Let’s go to page 107 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘well.’] You
already know that word, don’t you? .... Right; it’s ‘well.’ We’ve read that word before, in the
story about the Tower of Babel, when God said that the men worked well and talked well.
Sometimes just one word can mean more than one thing, and ‘well’ is like that. It can mean that
the way somebody does something is really good. And it can also mean a well like the one in the
pictures in this story—it can mean a place where people can get water. Okay? Now, sound it out
for me, please. .... Good. Www... eh... lll. Well. How many letters? ... Right—four letters. And
how many sounds? ... Right; only three. The double L is only one L sound. Good. Can you think
of some other words that rhyme with well? [Help the student think of words like ‘bell’ and ‘tell’
and ‘sell.’ Write each one on a piece of paper and have the student sound them out as you go
along.] ... Good. A set of words like that is often called a word “family” because the words look
alike the way members of a family often look alike. We’ve been looking at a lot of word families,
haven’t we? Can you think of another one? [Help the student think of “gave/save/slave” or “get/
bet/met/net/set,” if necessary. Accept any word family the student suggests, even if the suggestion
is for only two words.] Good. Now .... can you find some other words in the story that use the /e/
vowel sound in ‘well’? ... [Help the student find ‘their,’ ‘there,’ and ‘said.’ Talk about the different
spellings the vowel sound has in these three words, very briefly. Mention that “there” doesn’t
follow the pattern of a vowel saying its name before a final consonant and silent E.] Good.”
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Note: Suppose a student suggests that the word “went” uses the /E/ sound. Say “Would you say
that word for me again, please?” and then listen carefully. In most dialects of American English,
the vowel sound in “went” is the /I/ phoneme, not /E/. (This is true for many words where the
letter E comes right before the nasal phonemes /n/, /m/, or /ng/.) If the student really does say
“went” with an /E/, accept it and write it down. Otherwise, help the student discover that he or
she is saying /wInt/, not /wEnt/. Because students who aren’t native speakers of English may have
a hard time hearing (or producing) the difference between /I/ and /E/, it’s better not to bring up
the word ‘went’ at this time unless the student does so on his or her own.
2. Say “Now let’s go to page 113 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘father.’]
Let’s sound it out together. Ffff....ah.....th......er. Good. Father. This is another word where a
vowel changes because it comes right before an R. And it spells out the /a/ sound with an A.
Can you find some other words in this story that use that same /a/ sound? [Help the student find
“stop” and “got.” Write “stop” and “got” on a piece of paper, or have the student write them.]
Right! Those two words have the same /a/ sound, but they both spell it out with the letter O.
So we’re looking at two ways to spell out the /a/—with an A, and with an O.”
Note: Some students may say the word “water” with an /a/ and will suggest “water” as an
example. If a student proposes “water” as one of the words that uses /a/, accept it and write it
down. Other students will say “water” with the /aw/ phoneme, as in the word “law.” In both
cases, the student is following the sound system rules of his or her own dialect of English; both
pronunciations are correct and should be accepted without comment.
3. This is a good time to talk to the student very briefly about syllables and introduce the word.
Explain to the student that the way to find syllables in a word is to find the vowel sounds. There
will be one syllable for each vowel sound —not for each vowel letter —in the word. Have the
student look at a few words in the story and tell you how many syllables they have. Provide as
much help as is needed. Don’t bring up the question of exactly where in a word the divisions
between syllables are; that’s a complicated topic that has little or nothing to do with learning to
read. Focus on helping the student understand that by finding the vowel sounds in a word you
can find and count the syllables.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the student find and write down five one-syllable words from the story and one twosyllable word. Provide all the help that’s needed. When the writing is finished, exchange lists
with the student. Have the student read out loud the list that you wrote; then you read the student’s
list. As always, the student’s work should be signed and dated, and filed in the Literacy Journal.
2. Ask the student to think of a time when he or she faced a situation of the kind that Moses
faced in the story—when something difficult had to be done in spite of the fact that the student
knew the odds weren’t good, and the student went right ahead and did it all the same. [If the student
seems to be stuck, make some suggestions. For example: the student decided to come from
another country to live in the United States, in spite of all the problems; the student had to sing a
solo in church, in front of many strangers; the student had to apply for a job, even while feeling
that he or she didn’t know English well enough to do that; the student had to take a driver’s test,
again without feeling confident of his or her English.] When a situation has been chosen, ask
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the student to tell you about it as a story, so that you can write it down. Write the story as the
student tells it, and then read it aloud. Give it to the student and say, “Now, I’d like to hear you
read your story to me. I’ll help you if there are words you have trouble with.”Listen carefully to
the student’s reading; then help the student choose a title and write it at the top of the page.” If
time allows, have the student copy the story on another sheet of paper, with its title; if there’s not
enough time, save the copying task to be done in another Reading Session.
Other strategies and activities
1. Have a discussion with your student about the concept of hospitality—in Chapter 8, in the
mainstream American culture, and in the student’s native culture. Start by reviewing the situation
in the story: a man sends his daughters on an errand; while they’re doing the errand they run
into trouble and a stranger helps them; they come home without him, and the father is shocked
by their behavior; he sends them back to invite the stranger to come eat a meal with them. Ask,
“In your culture (or “In the country where you used to live”) would the customs be like that?
Would the daughters be expected to bring the stranger who had helped them home for dinner?”
Talk about the different ideas in the three contexts about who should be a guest in the home, how
guests should be treated, and related matters.
2. Help the student start making a personal dictionary. You’ll find instructions for this activity in
this Handbook.

A Question You Can Expect to Hear
“I thought Moses was the adopted child of a princess, and living in a king’s palace. How could
he get into the situation he was in, in the story?”
Moses (who was himself a Hebrew man) had seen an Egyptian overseer whipping a Hebrew
slave. This made him so angry that he hit the overseer, and the man died. The Bible doesn’t tell
us whether Moses meant to kill him. It’s possible that the death was an accident. However, the
attack was certainly not an accident, and it caused the man’s death. When that happened, Moses
ran away into another country, where he was a stranger. If Moses hadn’t run away, the King of
Egypt would almost certainly have sentenced him to death as a murderer.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 42
Say to the students, “This is a picture of a well, in Bible times. It’s right outside the town. What
do you suppose the people in the picture are doing? ... Right; they got water out of the well and
they’re carrying it back to the town where they live. They couldn’t just turn on the water faucet
in those days; they had to go to the well and get their water and carry it home. Good. Now,
let’s look at the word at the bottom of the page. Can you put your fingertip on the word for me,
please? ... Good. The sound we want to learn in this word is the /E/ sound, and one of the ways
it’s spelled is with the letter E. In the word ‘well,’ the E spells out the /E/ sound. Let’s say that
sound together. ... Good! Can you think of some words that rhyme with ‘wall’? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘bell’ and ‘tell’ and ‘fell.’] Good. And can you think of some words that
use the /E/ sound but don’t rhyme with ‘wall’? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘best’
and ‘bed’ and ‘elephant.’] Good! Now let’s go back to the story and see how many words we can
find in it that use this vowel sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 8
The Bible doesn’t give us any information about Moses’ childhood and teenage years. After the
story of his birth, we don’t hear about him again until he is a young man and is forced to flee
into the country of Midian because he has killed an Egyptian and is under a sentence of death.
In Midian, he helps the daughters of Jethro, a Midianite priest, and eventually marries Zipporah,
one of those daughters. Moses couldn’t have gone into Canaan or Syria, because those countries
had extradition treaties with Egypt and he would have been arrested and sent back. Midian had
no such treaty, and so he went there.
The next event in Moses’ life that the Bible tells us about (in Exodus 3) was when he was outside
looking after Jethro’s flocks of sheep and goats and God spoke to him from a burning bush,
telling Moses that he had chosen him for two tasks: first, to go to the king of Egypt and demand
freedom for the Hebrews, and then to lead them out of Egypt.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 9

KING HEZEKIAH ALMOST DIES
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.

King Hezekiah was a good king.
Once he was very sick.
A prophet went to see him.
“God says you will die!” he said.
The king started praying.
He started crying.
God said to the prophet,
“Go tell the king
I will make him well!”
When the king heard that,
he said, “How can I know
this is true?”
There was a shadow on the steps.
It was for telling time.
God made the shadow go back ten steps,
to show the king that it was true.
King Hezekiah got well, and
he lived a long time.

Introduction
We rarely see this story (based on 2 Kings 20.1-11 and Isaiah 38.1-8) in collections for emergent
readers. It should be used more often; it’s an excellent story. King Hezekiah gets sick, and the
prophet Isaiah goes to him with a message from God. The message says that the king’s illness
is fatal and that he should put his affairs in order and prepare to die. But Hezekiah starts crying,
and starts praying to God to spare him. God sees his grief and hears his prayers and grants him
fifteen more years of life. Not only that, God gives the king a confirming sign, a miracle in which
a shadow on a staircase (used to tell time, like a sundial) goes backward ten steps. That is, the
shadow goes backward in time.

General Comments
This story doesn’t have hard vocabulary or complicated structure. However, it has a bit less
scaffolding for the emergent reader than earlier stories in the series, because it doesn’t have as
many exciting “action” items happening one after another. This means that the pictures don’t
provide as many clues to help with the reading as they have up to this point.
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It’s also hard for students to understand the connection between time going by and the shadow
on the steps of the staircase. You will need to explain this carefully. Say, “In Bible times, one
way to know what hour of the day it was, was to set up a tall pole and keep track of where its
shadow fell as the day went by. Suppose you wanted to be able to know every day when it was
time to eat lunch. You would wait until the sun was right over your head, the way it always is at
noon, and you’d go quickly and see what the pole’s shadow looked like then. You’d make a note
about it so that you could remember. And then you’d be able to say, ‘It’s time to eat lunch when
the pole’s shadow is...’ and you would describe the way the shadow looked at noon. When the
sun was in different places in the sky, the shadow would be in different places too, and you could
watch how that went and use it to tell you when it was time to go to school, and when it was time
to go to church or to the temple.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Start with a Picture Walk, if needed. Talking about the title and the story’s title page will help the
student understand what’s happening in the pictures. Use the Picture Walk to introduce the
vocabulary. Remind the student of the information about prophets that was discussed in the Reading
Session for Chapter 5 (the story of Jonah). When you get to pages 126 and 127, help the student
understand how people used the shadow on the stairs to figure out what time it was. Mention the
fact that it wouldn’t have worked at night or on days when there was no sunshine. Discuss with the
student how hard it would be for people to get to work on time, or get their children to school on time,
if they had no clocks or watches or computers and had to rely on a shadow on a staircase instead.
If you’re no longer doing Picture Walks with the student, explain that for this particular story it
would be a good idea to look at pages 126 and 127 before reading it aloud. Then proceed with
the explanation and discussion as described above. One of the differences between American
culture and many other cultures is the major importance that Americans give to maintaining an
exact schedule and being everywhere “on time.” A discussion of this topic will be helpful to your
student, and it’s appropriate in the context of this story.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The word “Hezekiah,” although not a likely English word, is easy to sound out. The student has
already seen a silent final H in biblical names, in “Noah” and “Jonah.” If the student has trouble,
just go ahead and pronounce it.
But the words “prophet,” “once,” “heard,” and “know” have to be learned as sight words. Be sure
to explain that PH is one of the ways the /f/ phoneme is spelled out; write “cell phone” on a piece of
paper for the student as another example. Point out to the student that “once” is very much like the
earlier sight word “one.” Both words have a silent E at the end and an invisible /w/ at the beginning.
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“Know” is a puzzle for the emergent reader. Explain that long ago the K was pronounced in that
word, just as the W was pronounced in “two” and the G-H was pronounced in “light.” Languages
change over time. Speakers of English have stopped saying those items, but they haven’t stopped
writing them. Write the word “knee” for the student as another example, and explain that K
before N will always be silent in today’s English.
Have the student look at the word “very,” on page 120. Point out that this is an example of a word
in which the letter Y is a vowel instead of a consonant. Show the student what “very” would sound
like if the Y were the consonant phoneme /y/; demonstrate that that wouldn’t work. Remind the
student of the word “baby,” in Chapters 6 and 7, as another example of Y serving as a vowel.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Say “Let’s go to page 125 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘true.’] Let’s
sound it out together. T....rrrrr...uuuu. True. [Write ‘true’ on a piece of paper, or have the student
write it.] How many vowels do you hear in that word? .... Good; just one vowel, the vowel /u/.
Can you find a word in this story that rhymes with ‘true’? ... [If necessary, help the student find
the word ‘to’; write it on the paper.] Good! ‘To’ rhymes with ‘true.’ That tells us two of the ways
that we spell out the /u/ sound. Sometimes we spell it as U-E and sometimes we spell it as O.
Can you think of any other way to spell the /u/ sound? ... [Help the student remember the word
‘moon’ from Chapter One, and write it down.] Good! Sometimes we spell /u/ with a double O.
[On the paper, write “do” and ‘blue’ and ‘loop’ and have the student sound out those words as
more examples.] Good work. Which kind of sound do you think gives people the most trouble
when they read English—the vowel sounds or the consonant sounds? .... Right. The vowel
sounds are harder to learn, because there are often several different ways to spell them. But when
we know the consonant sounds that come before and after the vowels we can usually figure out
which vowel sound would make sense in the story that we’re reading.”
2. Say, “Now let’s look at this word on page 125. [Point to the word “how” and touch it with
your fingertip.] What is the first sound you hear in that word? ... Right. It’s the letter H and it
spells out the /h/ sound. How many other sounds do you hear? ... One; that’s right. It’s the /au/
sound. H.... au ... ‘How.’ Suppose you take away the H at the beginning and put an N where it
was. [Write “now” on a piece of paper, or have the student write it.] Can you sound that word out
for me? .... Good. It’s ‘now.’ Can you think of some other words that rhyme with ‘how’ and would
be in the same word family? [Help the student think of ‘cow’ and ‘sow’ and ‘bow.’ If the student
doesn’t know the meaning of the word ‘sow,’ explain that it’s the name for an adult female pig.]
Good. Can you think of some other words that don’t rhyme with ‘how’ but do use the /au/ sound?
[Help the student think of words like “tower” and “round” and “shower” and “town” and “crown.”]
Good.”
3. Play a word-response game with the student. You say a word from the story. The student
responds with another word that starts with the same sound. (Example: You would say “tell” and
the student would answer by saying “true” or “time.”) After a while, change the pattern and have
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the student respond with another word that ends with the same sound. (Example: You would say
“well” and the student would say “will” or “tell.”) You will both have to be looking at the text of
the story in order to play this game, scanning the pages for words that will work in your game.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Tell the student that you’re going to work together to copy the long sentence from page 127.
Explain that you will write one word and the student will write the next word, taking turns until
you get to the end. When the writing is finished, have the student read the sentence aloud. Point
out the comma after “steps” and talk about the difference between the comma and the period:
The comma is a picture of a pause, and so is the period, but a comma never means that you’re at
the end of the sentence.
2. In the “teaching writing” section for Chapter 8 you had the student tell you a story based on
his or her personal experience, while you wrote the story down on a sheet of paper. If the student
didn’t have time to make a copy of that story in the last Reading Session, say, “Remember the
story you told me at the last Reading Session? The one that I wrote down for you? I’d like you to
get that story from your Literacy Journal and copy it—with its title—on a sheet of paper. While
you’re doing that, I’ll be doing some writing that I need to do today.” When the copy is finished,
have the student read it aloud to you. Then say, “Excellent. Good work. Now you can sign and
date your story and put it in your Reading Journal to keep.”
3. Help the student add some new words to his or her Personal Dictionary. Start by asking the
student, “What new English words do you feel as if you need right now?” If the student hesitates,
“What are you going to be doing in the next week or two that you might need some new English
words for?” If the student is truly stuck, suggest adding some words that have to do with going
to church, or going to a football game, or going to see a lawyer, or going to a restaurant. Then
help the student think of five or six words that would be necessary for the situation chosen. Write
them down for the student, to be copied into the Personal Dictionary. Talk about their meaning;
help the student write the definitions.
Other strategies and activities
1. Say “Let’s write down all the words in this story that end with I-N-G.” ... [This will include
“king, praying, crying, telling.” Be sure the student has all four on his or her list.] Good. Can you
sound them all out for me? ..... Good. Now, they all end with I-N-G, but they’re not all just alike.
One of these words is different from the others. Can you tell me which one it is? ... [Don’t let the
student struggle; if there’s hesitation, give the answer yourself.] ... Right; ‘king’ is different from
the other three words. Let’s find out why. Let’s see what happens if we take the I-N-G away from
these words.” Help the student discover that when you drop I-N-G from “praying” and “crying”
and “telling” you still have a complete word. But when you drop it from “king” all you have left
is the letter K. Explain that this is because the I-N-G in the other three words is an ending—that
is, it’s a separate piece that you can add to the end of a word. Explain that we know the I-N-G
in “king” isn’t an ending because we can’t take it away from the word. Help the student think of
another example of each kind, such as “looking” and “ring.”
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Note: The student may say that “king” is different because it’s shorter than the other three
words, or because it has one syllable and the other three words have two syllables. If that happens,
say, “That’s right. It is shorter, and that makes it different. [Or “It doesn’t have as many syllables, and that makes it different.] But there’s something else that makes it different. Can you
figure out what it is?” Then continue as above.
2. Have the student go back to Chapter Four (“The Tower of Babel”) and read it aloud to you
again. Then use that story as the source for a role-playing exercise. You’ll find the instructions
for doing this in this Handbook.
3. Sing a zipper song with the student; encourage the student to make up new verses. You’ll find
the instructions for this activity on page 1.11 of the Reading Activities and Games section of this
handbook.

A Question You Can Expect to Hear
“Why does God answer some people’s prayers to get well and not other people’s?”
Because God answers Hezekiah’s prayers in such a dramatic and unusual way, you’re likely to
hear a question like this one. The best way to answer is to say something like this: “God always
hears our prayers. But sometimes God’s answer to a prayer is going to be no. That’s always a
possible answer. We don’t know why God says yes to some prayers and no to others.”

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 11 and page 3
Note: For this one session, you will need to give the students two photocopied pages: the page
for K, and also the page for C.
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching
Notes for Chapter 1.
Step B: Say to the students, “This word has K for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘king.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! K is for ‘king.’ We can see a king
in this picture, sitting on his throne in his palace. Let’s say the word one more time. ... Good.
And now let’s look at the other page I gave you. Notice that it has a picture of a camel? Let’s
say ‘camel’ and then ‘king’ and listen to the first sound in both words. Let’s do it together King.
Camel. Hear that? They both start with the same sound, but not with the same letter. That happens
sometimes, as you know; sometimes there is more than one way to spell out just one sound. So
... the /k/ sound can be spelled either with a letter K or with a letter C. All right? ... Now, let’s go
back to the page for the letter K. K is for ‘king.’ Let’s say the word one more time.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 9
When Hezekiah became the king of Judah, the kingdom was dominated by Assyria; for the
rest of his life, he worked to get back, and to maintain, Judah’s status as an independent nation.
Fourteen years into his reign, after he had refused to pay the tribute Assyria had required from
his father (King Ahaz), Assyria, under King Sennacherib, invaded Judah. Sennacherib captured
every walled city in Judah except Jerusalem, and then sent a large army to mount a siege against
Jerusalem as well. Hezekiah had been sure this would happen, and had prepared for it by having
a tunnel dug through solid rock that would give Jerusalem underground access to the water of
a spring located outside the city; at the same time, he had sealed wells in the area to keep them
from being used by the Assyrian armies. Hezekiah prayed to God for help, and in 2 Kings 19.35,
36 we are told that “the Lord send an angel to the camp of the Assyrians, and he killed one hundred
eighty-five thousand of them. And so the next morning the camp was full of dead bodies. After
this, King Sennacherib went back to Assyria and lived in the city of Nineveh.” Sennacherib was
assassinated later by his own sons.
It was soon after this crisis, with Judah’s new independence still fragile, that Hezekiah became
so sick that he was in danger of dying. The situation was very grave. Assyria might attack again
at any time, and would surely see the death of the king as an opportunity. To make things even
worse, Hezekiah was dying without an heir, and that would make Judah even more unstable.
Once again, Hezekiah prayed to God for help, and God granted him another fifteen years of life.
It was not unusual for prophets who claimed that they were carrying messages from God to
provide a sign of some kind as evidence. Hezekiah was in a difficult position. He had to choose
between leaving his kingdom in turmoil because there was no heir to become its new king, or
choosing an heir who was not of his own line; he badly needed to be sure that the prophet Isaiah
was right in saying that God would heal him. This is why he asked the prophet how he could
know that God would heal him. When Isaiah told him that the shadow on the stairs would go
back ten steps, and that did happen, Hezekiah knew that the prophet’s words were true.
King Hezekiah was also famous for having brought about three very important religious reforms
in Judah: the practice of concentrating worship in Jerusalem, instead of in local shrines; the end
of idol worship; and the revival of the celebration of Passover.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1
Chapter 10

A STORY OF TWO BROTHERS
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.

Jacob and Esau were brothers.
Their father was blind,
and sick in bed.
Jacob decided to do a bad thing.
It was so bad that
he had to run away.
Time went by.
He wanted to see his brother.
“I have to try,” he said.
He sent a man to tell Esau.
NO TEXT
Jacob left with his family and his animals.
Soon they saw Esau coming
with a lot of men.
Jacob was scared, but he tried to be brave.
He went to meet Esau.
Esau had stopped being mad.
He hugged Jacob.
Jacob hugged Esau back.
They were both glad.

Introduction
This fine story (based on Genesis 27.1-45, 32.1—33.4) is about conflict, and about the resolution
of conflict within the family. Jacob has good reason to be afraid of his older brother Esau, because
when they were young Jacob played an ugly trick on their father and cheated Esau of his rightful
inheritance. Many years later, when Esau is coming toward him with four hundred men, Jacob is
worried. But when the brothers meet, Esau has no interest in getting even. Jacob is courteous and
respectful; Esau is gracious and generous, even affectionate. The two brothers are happily reconciled.
Students will learn from this story that grownups don’t have to hold grudges. They will learn that
keeping a family whole is more important than settling old scores. They will learn that when a
misunderstanding is causing trouble in a family an effort should be made to set things right.
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General Comments
Students will want to know what Jacob did that made him have to run away. They will be puzzled
to hear that what he stole from his brother was “a blessing.” This gives you an opportunity to
explain two important things. First, that the blessing Isaac intended for his oldest son Esau was
the larger share of everything he owned that would pass to his sons when he died. It was normal
in the ancient world to give the oldest son more than any of the other children. Second, explain
that in biblical times blessings (and curses) had a meaning very different from the meaning they
have for us today. In his book Biblical Literacy (page 48), Rabbi Joseph Telushkin writes: “The
blessing... is very important and valuable, for this blessing was believed to determine the recipient’s future destiny.” To be without your father’s blessing was a serious matter in those days.
Like being without a high school diploma today, it could mean that you were likely to have a
hard time in later life.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin the Reading Session with a picture walk, if needed. Word your questions and comments so
that you are able to introduce the names of the characters in the story and make clear what their
relationships to one another were. On page 131, have the student look at the way the brothers are
dressed and the things they are holding or carrying. Help the student notice that Esau is carrying
a bow and a quiver of arrows, while Jacob is holding a shepherd’s crook. Talk about what that
tells the reader about the two men. Be sure the student understands that the indoor scenes in the
pictures show the inside of a large tent. Explain that it was common in Old Testament times for
families to live in tents.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
There aren’t many new words in this story that are likely to cause problems for the student. Both
“Jacob” and “Esau” have to be taught as sight words; they don’t follow the English sound system
rules. The student may hesitate over the words “coming,” and “brother,” which use an O to spell
out the /uh/ phoneme. Provide whatever help is needed.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Draw the students’ attention to the word “question” and explain that English uses QU to spell
the sound of K followed by W. Explain the we never use Q by itself in an English word; it will
always have U with it, and that’s something that should be memorized. Some students may have
seen “Kwik” in the names of products and places, and many will have seen KW in “Kwaanza.”
Explain that this happens only with names.
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2. Have the student look at the word “coming,” on page 139. Point out that when you take away
the I-N-G from “coming” you don’t still have a word, because “coming” is constructed by adding
the I-N-G to the word “come” but taking the ending off “coming” leaves only C-O-M. Say “Here
are two other words that do the same thing. Let’s look at them and see what we can figure out
about what’s happening.” Write “hope, hoping” and “take, taking” on a piece of paper. Have the
student write “come” and “hope” and “take” one above the other and look at them carefully. Say
“They all have four letters, and that makes them alike. Can you tell me another way that they’re
alike?” Help the student discover that all three words end with a silent E, and that when you add
the “-ing” ending to a word that ends in a silent E, the silent E gets dropped. Write “bake, baking”
and “make, making” on the paper as additional examples.
Then say, “Look at ‘come’ and ‘hope’ and ‘take’ again, please. We’ve talked about a way that
they’re alike. Is there a way that they’re different?” Help the student notice that “take” and “hope”
follow the pattern about a vowel saying its name before a consonant and a silent E, but that “come”
doesn’t do that. Write the two words “come” and “home” on the paper. Say, “Those two words look
as if they would rhyme, don’t they? But ‘come’ doesn’t rhyme with ‘home.’ ‘Come’ is an exception.
Do you know that word, ‘exception’? .... It’s the English word for something that breaks a rule, or
doesn’t follow a pattern. Because ‘come’ is an exception, it has to be learned as a sight word.”
3. Say “Let’s go to page 132 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘blind.’ Write
it on a piece of paper, or have the student write it.] Sound it out for me, please. ... Good! It’s
‘blind.’ What’s the vowel sound you hear in that word? .... Right; it’s /ai/. Can you find any other
words in this story that use that sound? .... [Help the student find ‘by’ on page 135 and ‘try’ on
page 136.] Good. ‘By’ and ‘try’ both have the same vowel sound that ‘blind’ has. That tells us
something important, right? What does it tell us? ... [Help the student explain that it shows two
different ways to spell /ai/—as the letter I and as the letter Y.] Good.” Explain to the student that
this is another example of the letter Y being used as a vowel instead of a consonant, the way it
was used in “very” and “baby.” Write the word “you” on the paper next to “by” and “try” and
have the student compare them; be sure the difference between Y as a vowel and Y as a consonant
is understood. Then say “Now, let’s make a list of some more words that rhyme with ‘blind’ and
some more words that rhyme with ‘by’ and ‘try’?”
Write the words as three lists, in columns, as the student suggests them. If the student suggests
‘high’ or ‘sigh,’ point out that this isn’t a different way to spell /ai/. It’s /ai/ spelled with the letter I,
just as it is in “blind,” but the I is followed by a silent GH. Remind the student that this came up in
Story 1, with the word “light.” Explain that a long time ago GH spelled out just one English sound;
we no longer pronounce that sound, but that we still write it in many words. If the student doesn’t
bring up either of these words, suggest them yourself and explain about the GH.] Good work.”
4. Say, “Now let’s go to page 133 and look at this word. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘thing.’]
Sound it out for me, please. ... Good. The word is ‘thing.’ How many sounds do you hear? Right
.… three sounds. Five letters, but only three sounds. Suppose we take away the /th/ sound at
the beginning and put /r/ where it was. Do we have a new word? ... Right. That makes the word
‘ring.’ [Write ‘ring,’ or have the student write it.] Can you think of some other words that rhyme
with ‘thing’? .... [Write the words as the student says them.] Good.
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Can you think of some other words that start with this TH sound? ... [Help the student think of
words like ‘three’ and ‘thanks’ and ‘through.’] Good! Now, can you find any other words in this
story that use this same TH sound? .... Right! The word ‘with’ on page 139 and “both” on page
142 use the same TH sound. Good work.”
This is a good time to remind the student that there are two different sounds spelled as TH:
the /TH/ in “brother” and the /th/ in “both”; it’s also a good time to remind the student of the
technique for checking to find out which of these sounds is being made. Have the student put a
fingertip on the front of the throat and say first /th/ and then /TH/ aloud, making each sound last a
few seconds. The student will feel a vibration when the sound is /TH/, but not when it’s /th/.
Remember that some non-native speakers may have trouble producing either one of the TH
phonemes. If the student is substituting some other phoneme for the two TH sounds—perhaps
/f/ or /s/—stop and demonstrate how the TH sounds are made. Have the student copy the way
that you put your tongue against the bottom edge of your upper teeth as you make the sound. It’s
important not to spend too much time on this task, and not to make the student worry about it or
feel embarrassed about it. Just show the student how you make the TH sounds, give the student a
chance to try copying you, and then move on.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Work with the student to choose a title for the page that has the three lists showing different
ways to spell out the vowel sound of I in “blind.” Have the student write that title at the top of
the page, providing whatever help is needed.
2. Tell the student that the two of you are going to work together to write a paragraph describing a
family. Say that it can be a family the student knows, the student’s own family, or a fictional family.
Provide a simple definition of “paragraph.” Explain that a paragraph is several sentences that go
together because they’re about the same thing. If the student wants to add the word to his or her
Personal Dictionary, take time to help with that. Say to the student: “You’ve learned a lot of words
that have something to do with families that we can use to write our paragraph. I’ll write the first
sentence, and then you can write the next one, and we’ll go on that way—taking turns. If you need
a word and don’t know how to spell it, just tell me what it is and I’ll help. Okay ... let’s get started.”
When the paragraph is finished, help the student choose a title to be written at the top of the page.
There are many possible paragraphs that might be the final result of this activity. One possible
example would go like this:
The Martin Family
The Martin family lives in a city. The father is Bill Martin. The mother is Maria Martin.
They have a baby named Tracy. Mr. Martin is a baker. Mrs. Martin has a part-time job at
a drugstore. Mr. Martin’s mother looks after the baby while they are at work.
Have the student read the paragraph aloud to you before putting it away in the his or her Literacy
Journal. Be sure the student understands the meaning of all the words that were in the sentences
you wrote during your turns.
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Other strategies and activities
Have the student do the “Find the Words” puzzle that goes with Chapter 10.

A Question You Can Expect to Hear
“Why did Jacob bow to his brother?”
Explain that in Old Testament times bowing was a way for one person to show respect for another.
Explain that it was a common way to greet someone, as shaking hands is in the Western world
today. If the student isn’t familiar with the practice of shaking hands, take the opportunity to
discuss it, to explain when it’s appropriate, and to demonstrate it.

Alphabet and Phonics Book Activity; page 20
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has T for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘tent.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! T is for ‘tent.’ In Bible times there
were families that lived all the time in big tents like the one in the picture, instead of living in
houses. Now let’s say the word one more time.”
Note: Be sure that the students understand that words like “their” and “father” and “this”
aren’t examples of words that use the /t/ phoneme, even though they contain the letter T. Remind
them that the letters T-H are used together to spell out the /TH/ phoneme.

A Bible Context for Chapter 10
Many things about this story are puzzling. We know that Esau was Isaac’s favorite, while Rebekah
favored Jacob; still, we can’t help wondering why Rebekah would deliberately conspire with Jacob
against her own husband, and in a matter as serious as her son’s inheritance and blessing. Genesis
25.23 tells us that the Lord’s answer to Rebekah’s question about why her twins were fighting in her
womb was: “Your two sons will become two separate nations. The younger of the two will be stronger, and the older son will be his servant.” Perhaps, when she heard Isaac say that he was going to
give his blessing to Esau, she felt that she had to do something to stop that from happening, so that
what God had told her would not come to pass. There is no way to know. We can’t help wondering
why Isaac was so easily tricked by Jacob, especially after (in Genesis 27.22), Isaac says, “You sound
like Jacob, but your hands feel hairy like Esau’s.” We can’t help wondering why Jacob was so easily
persuaded to do such a shabby act. The Bible leaves us still wondering.
The night before Jacob leaves with his family and his animals to go meet Esau, we are presented
with yet another mystery. In Genesis 32.25,26, the Bible tells us that “a man” came to Jacob and
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wrestled with him the whole night long. Genesis 32.28 tells us that the man said to Jacob, “Your
name will no longer be Jacob. You have wrestled with God and with men, and you have won.
That’s why your name will be Israel.” [One of the meanings of “Israel” in the Hebrew language
is “a man who wrestles with God.”] Hosea 12.4 says, “Jacob wrestled with an angel and won...”
And Jacob himself, in Genesis 32.30 says, “I have seen God face to face, and I am still alive.” So
who was it that wrestled with Jacob all through that night, and gave him his new name? There is
no way to know.
Although Jacob and Esau were reconciled, they didn’t spend time together again until the day
came for them to bury their father. Genesis 36.6-8 explains: “Esau took his children and wives,
his relatives and servants, his animals and possessions he had gotten while in Canaan, and moved
far from Jacob. He did this because the land was too crowded and could not support him and his
brother with their flocks and herds. That’s why Esau made his home in the hill country of Seir.”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 1

MARY AND THE ANGEL
7.

Mary lived in Nazareth.
She was engaged to Joseph.
8.
One day God sent an angel to her.
“Hello, Mary!” the angel said.
		 “You are truly blessed!”
Mary was puzzled.
What could that mean?
9.
NO TEXT
10. “God is pleased with you,” said the angel.
“You will have a son,
and you will name him Jesus.”
11. “How can that happen?” Mary asked.
“I’m not married!”
12. “God can do anything,” the angel said.
“God’s power will make it happen.”
13. “All right,” Mary said.
“I will do what God wants me to do.”
14. Then Mary visited her cousin Elizabeth,
who was having a baby too.
15. She walked to Elizabeth’s house.
She went inside,
calling Elizabeth’s name.
16. Elizabeth said, “Mary, when you spoke,
my baby jumped for joy inside me!”
17. Mary was so happy that she sang a song.
18. Here is part of it.
“With all my heart
		 I praise the Lord.”
“And I rejoice in God
		 my Savior. God has done
		 great things for me...
		 and his name is holy.”
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Introduction

This story (based on Luke 1.26-49) gives a major role to a young woman—a teenager. Up to now,
young female students may have felt a little left out, because so many of the Bible stories have only
adult male characters and adult male heroes. But in this story we see the young Mary show great
courage. She was unmarried, and engaged to Joseph; she was going to become pregnant and would
have to tell her very improbable tale to her family, to Joseph, and to her circle of friends. She couldn’t
have been confident that they would believe her, and she had no way of knowing that an angel would
go to Joseph in a dream and back up her claims. Nevertheless, she does not complain, and (unlike
some of the Old Testament prophets) she doesn’t try to turn down the role God has chosen for her.
In her new status as the mother-to-be of Jesus she praises God and goes on serenely with her life.
There isn’t room in the 12 pages of the story to introduce the subplot of her kinswoman Elizabeth
(mother of John the Baptist), who was also experiencing a miracle—the miracle of a pregnancy in her
old age. But readers do see both women, one young and one old, both with child, rejoicing together.

General Comments
This story is a bit hard to teach, not only because of its vocabulary but because, except for the
angel’s visit, “nothing happens” in it. Today we might call a story like this one a “talking heads”
story; instead of action, there’s a heavy focus on dialogue. This is a problem, but it’s also an
opportunity. People sometimes think of courage as something associated only with physical danger—
in sports, in combat, on city streets, in exotic “adventure” settings, and the like. They need to know
and understand that there is also moral courage, needed in situations where the danger isn’t
physical. They need to know that doing what is right can take just as much courage as climbing a
mountain or fending off an armed attacker. Be sure they understand what Mary, a girl only in her
teens, was facing when she said, “I will do what God wants me to do.”
In order to be faithful to the biblical text, this story had to include many words that are hard
for emergent readers. Nevertheless, it had to appear at this point in the series because it is the
first story in the narrative of the life of Jesus. Depending on your students, you may need to set
phonics methods aside for this session. Don’t let students struggle as they read; don’t ask them to
sound out words they have trouble with; give them plenty of help and encouragement.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk, if needed. Talk about the characters and the setting. To help with the
vocabulary problems, introduce the story by saying something like this: “This story starts in a
town called Nazareth. It’s about a teenage girl named Mary, and one of God’s angels. And
Elizabeth, one of Mary’s relatives, is in the story too.”
After the Picture Walk, tells the students that you are first going to all read the book together. Do
an echo reading; read the text on a page aloud and have the students read aloud after you, echoing
your words. Then move on to having the students read the book to you independently.
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(As always, however, tailor the task to your students. If the students you’re working with don’t
need extra help, skip the Picture Walk and the echo reading and go straight to independent reading.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The list of items that might cause difficulties includes at least the following: “Joseph, Jesus,
Mary, angel, could, engaged, son.” “Nazareth” and “Elizabeth” aren’t very hard to sound out, but
they are like “big words” to emergent readers and are intimidating for that reason. The “Mary/
married” pair is obviously confusing; so is the set that includes “mean” and “pleased.” As stated
above, plenty of help should be provided. Don’t expect your students to be able to sound out the
vocabulary in this story unless they seem comfortable doing so.
Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
The most likely source of difficulty is the unusual nature of the language in the quoted speech.
All of the dialogue has a slightly formal “performance” quality, instead of sounding like natural
speech. Explain to the students that you couldn’t really expect a conversation between and angel
and a human being to sound natural, especially when the angel’s topic is the one in this story. But
the dialogue between Mary and Elizabeth isn’t natural speech either. Explain to the students that
the events taking place were so unusual that unusual ways of talking about them were needed.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find as many sets of rhymes in the story as they can. (This will include “to,
too, you, do, who; sent, went; the, me, she; one, son; I, my”). Then ask the students to suggest
other words that rhyme with the ones in these sets.
2. Have the students find all the words in the story that contain the /I/ phoneme. (/I/ is the symbol
used for the vowel sound in “is.”) This will include “is, with, will, anything, visited, inside.” This
large set of reasonably “regular” words will reassure the student that not everything in Reader
Book 2, Chapter 1 is new and exotic and hard to deal with.
3. If time allows, have the students find all the words in the story that use the /j/ phoneme. (This
will include “angel, jump, joy, engaged, Joseph, Jesus”). Tell the student to say the word “joy”
aloud and to pay very careful attention to how the sound is made in their mouths. Say, “What
does your tongue do when you say /j/?”
Writing strategies and activities
Have the students write a letter from Elizabeth to Mary, saying that Elizabeth’s baby has been
born and that his parents have named him John. Point out that this is yet another word that uses
the /j/ phoneme.
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Other strategies and activities
This is a good time to go over the basic punctuation marks, because the ones that appear in this
story cover the field. Have the students take turns and find a period, a question mark, a comma,
and an exclamation point. Be sure they understand how each one of these is related to the way the
text sounds. Read a quoted statement (a declarative sentence) from the text aloud, and then read a
question; ask the students how their “tunes” are different. Repeat, this time contrasting a quoted
statement with an exclamation. Next, have the students take turns and find a pair of quotation
marks and an apostrophe. Make sure the function of each of the punctuation marks is clear. You
don’t need to spend a lot of time on this process, but try to clear up any confusion that may exist.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. Your students are almost certain to come up with indelicate questions about exactly how the power
of God was going to make Mary pregnant. Many wordings are possible, including the minimal “I
don’t get it,” because the students may not have the vocabulary necessary to make these questions
clear. Explain that the whole thing is a mystery to everyone who reads this story, and point out that
the mysteriousness of it makes Mary’s immediate agreement even more admirable and amazing.
2. “It says the baby jumped for joy. What does that mean?”
Explain that when a woman is going to have a baby she can feel the baby move inside her, and
that this is normal.
3. “Why did Mary sing a song? Why didn’t she just talk about the way she felt?”
Explain that in biblical times it wasn’t unusual for people to make up songs and sing them aloud
in front of other people. The Book of Psalms in the Bible is an excellent example of this. Remind
the students that this was a time long before radio or movies or television or computers, long before even printed books. Explain that people in those long ago times relied much more on “live”
language performances than we do today.
4. “Elizabeth looks like an old person. How come she’s going to have a baby, too?”
Explain that God sent Elizabeth a child in her old age, and that in Elizabeth’s case, an angel was
sent to her husband (Zechariah) to announce that that would happen.
5. “Why doesn’t the angel have wings?”
This is a reasonable question. The images of angels that are seen everywhere today, including
pictures in many illustrated Bibles and in religious art, show angels with wings. But because the
Bible doesn’t say that angels have wings, the American Bible Society decided that it was better
not to show them that way. If a student objects that the angel in the story about Adam and Eve
had wings, explain that that was a special kind of angel—one of the cherubim, different from the
other angels—and that the Bible does say that the cherubim have wings.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 10
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has J for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word ‘Jesus,’
and it’s a name. Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! J is for ‘Jesus.’ We can see Jesus
there in the picture, sitting under the tree, resting and thinking. Let’s say the word one more time.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 1
The Bible doesn’t give us very much information about Mary. We know that she lived in Nazareth,
a rural farming village, presumably with her parents. We know that she was related to Elizabeth,
whose husband Zechariah was a priest, and that her visit with Elizabeth lasted about three months.
We know that she was betrothed to Joseph, and that she and Joseph were married in spite of
Mary’s pregnancy, after an angel told Joseph in a dream that the marriage should go forward.
In New Testament times, saying that Mary was betrothed to Joseph didn’t mean exactly the same
thing as saying that she was engaged to Joseph would mean today. Betrothal meant that a man
and a woman had promised to marry at some time in the future, and that certain conditions for
that marriage had been specified and agreed to. A New Testament marriage had two parts: the
betrothal ceremony and the actual wedding ceremony. The two ceremonies usually were about a
year apart. The woman lived with her parents until after the wedding ceremony, while the man
prepared the couple’s future home. A betrothal was more formally binding than an engagement; a
legal transaction, roughly equivalent to a divorce, was required to break it off.
The next time the Bible mentions Mary is in the story of the birth of Jesus.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 2

JESUS IS BORN
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

It was winter, and it was cold.
It was time for Mary’s baby.
But Mary and Joseph had to go to Bethlehem.
It was a long way!
When they got there, the inn was full.
They had to stay with the animals.
When they were inside,
the baby was born.
Mary dressed the baby
and laid him in a manger to sleep.
Outside the town there were
shepherds, watching over their sheep.
An angel came to them.
“Be glad!” the angel said.
“The Savior is born!
You will find him lying in a manger!”
The shepherds went to the town,
and found Mary and Joseph and the baby.
They went away telling people
what the angel had said.
And Mary and Joseph named the baby Jesus.

Introduction
This story (based on Luke 2.1-21) is one of the most beloved of all Bible stories, and truly needs
no introduction. The students will almost certainly have had some previous exposure to the
narrative, if only in television specials; this story explains to them the true meaning of Christmas.
The pageantry—with the shepherds, the star, the angels, the animals, and more—makes the story
a winner with students.

General Comments
This story is easier to read than Chapter 1 was, and you can safely use a phonics approach in
teaching it; there’s plenty of scaffolding to help the beginner. The illustrations, plus the fact that
the story’s plot is already familiar to some extent, offer substantial support.
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Be sure the students understand that when the innkeeper told Mary and Joseph they could stay
where the animals were sleeping, it wasn’t rude or callous, it was an act of kindness. Explain that
because everybody had been ordered to go to his or her hometown at the same time, there were
very large numbers of travelers on the road and not nearly enough facilities to make them all
comfortable. It wasn’t like the United States today, with motels and hotels everywhere. Hotels,
then called “inns,” were few in number.
If there’s time, or if students ask for an explanation, explain that the reason the government ordered
people to make the trip was to get everybody’s name on a census record for collecting taxes.

Pre-Reading Strategies
If the students are truly not familiar with the Christmas story, do a Picture Walk as for any other
story. Otherwise, go straight to the reading.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Because the students have already seen “Mary, Joseph” and “Jesus” in the previous story, the
only new biblical name they have to deal with is “Bethlehem,” which is easy to sound out.
Encourage them to do that; then point out that although it looks like a big intimidating word
they were able to figure it out all on their own. The new words that might cause difficulties are
“inn” (because its meaning may be unfamiliar, and because it looks almost exactly like “in”),
“manger,” and “shepherds.” Explain that “shepherd” isn’t a word borrowed from Greek, like
“elephant” or “phone”; it comes from “sheep herd(er),” and that’s why it’s not an example of PH
pronounced as F.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
Talk to the students again about the concept of “word families.” Explain that one kind of word
family would be any set of words that are different in only one sound; for example: “bad, sad,
mad,” or “bad, bed, bud,” or “bad, bat, bag.” Another kind would be a set of words beginning
with a particular consonant cluster; for example, “glad, glue, glow; grow, green, grin; stand, still,
stay; strong, stripe, struggle.” Another kind would be a set of words all having the same ending;
for example, “string, thing, bring.” Have the students look for word families in the text of the
story and discuss any that they find, asking them if they can think of any other words to add to
the ones they find.
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Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students think about what kind of conversation Mary and Joseph might have had
when he told her that they had to go to Bethlehem. Talk about what he might have said, and what
she might have said in response. Would she have argued about going? Would he have said that
he was sorry they had to make that hard trip when her baby was due any minute? Would he have
explained why the government said they had to go? Would they have complained? Would they
have made plans? Help the students write a short skit using this conversation. You might want to
write the dialogue for either Mary or Joseph and have the students take turns writing the dialogue
for the other character. Finally, when the task is finished, have the students read their work aloud
to you. If the students wrote independently, so that you were also writing, read your own work
aloud as well.
2. Have the students write a short essay with the title “My Favorite Part of the Christmas Story.”
Offer help with writing the title, since “favorite” and “Christmas” are hard words to spell.
Other strategies and activities
Have the students act out the skit that they wrote for Mary and Joseph’s conversation, taking
turns filling the roles. Then discuss the skit, and talk about the possibility of revising it. Say
something like this: “Now that we’ve acted it out, is there anything you think you might want to
change? Do you think you need to revise your skit?” Talk about proposed revisions; suggest one
or two if you see obvious opportunities. Then have the students act out the revised skit.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Where are the Wise Men [or the Three Kings]?”
Students who have seen a Christmas pageant or watched a television special about the Nativity,
or have seen Christmas cards with pictures of angels, shepherds and the Wise Men, are likely
to wonder why the Wise Men don’t appear in this story. You can explain that the Bible has two
different stories about Jesus’ birth, one written by Luke and one written by Matthew. Chapter 2
is based on Luke’s version, which focuses on the angels and the shepherds. The story about the
wise men who traveled a long way following a star to bring gifts to the baby Jesus comes from
Matthew’s version. If time allows, you might want to read the version by Matthew (Matthew
1.18–2.12) aloud to the group. Point out that although the wise men were wealthy and wore
expensive and elaborate clothing, the Bible never says that they were kings.
2. “Why isn’t there any snow?”
Most popular Christmas art shows snow and winter weather. Explain that in the area where Jesus
was born snow was unusual, and that it’s unlikely that there was any snow, except on top of tall
mountains. It could have been quite cold during the nighttime, however.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 1 and page 35
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has A for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘angel.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! A is for ‘angel.’ Do you see the angel
in the picture, up in the sky? The angel is talking to the shepherds who are in the field with their
sheep. Let’s say the word one more time.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “What do you see in the picture? ... Right! You see some sheep and
a boy is with them, taking care of them. Often in Bible times it was the children who did that
work. The word on this page is ‘sheep.’ [Put your fingertip on the word.] And the sound in the
word that we want to learn is the /sh/ sound. [Draw a line with your fingertip under the letters
SH.] Can you say that sound for me? ... Good! The word is ‘sheep’ and the sound we’re learning
is /sh/. Can you think of some other words that use the /sh/ sound? ... [Help the students think of
words like ‘share’ and ‘shine’ and ‘wish’ and ‘nation.’] Good. Now let’s go back to the story and
see if we can find some words that use this sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 2
At just about the time when Mary was due to give birth, a decree went out from the Roman
Emperor Augustus ordering all the people to go to their hometowns to be registered in a census.
Because Joseph was a descendant of David and Bethlehem had been David’s hometown, Mary
and Joseph had to travel 90 miles from Nazareth to Bethlehem. And that is where Jesus was born.
Traditional nativity scenes and stories give the impression that we know Jesus’ birth took place
in a stable. That’s a misconception. The birthplace could have been a “stable” of some kind, in
the loose sense of being a building where animals are kept; it could have been a cave; it could
have been a space dug into a hill behind or under a building. The Bible tells us that it was a place
where animals were kept, because there was a manger there, but nothing more.
Matthew, Chapter 2, tells us the story of the wise men who came “from the east” to see the infant
Jesus, and to give him gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh. On their way to Bethlehem, following
a bright star in the sky, they stopped at Jerusalem, where King Herod called them in and told
them (in Matthew 2.8), “Go to Bethlehem and search carefully for the child. As soon as you find
him, let me know. I want to go and worship him too.” But they were warned in a dream that they
should not do that, and they went home without seeing the king again.
Eight days after the birth, Mary and Joseph took Jesus to the temple in Jerusalem, as was required
by religious law. While they were at the temple, Jesus drew the attention of two elderly people,
first Simeon, and then Anna. Simeon had been told by the Holy Spirit that he would see the Messiah
before he died, and when he saw Jesus he took the baby in his arms and said (in Luke 2.29),
“Lord, I am your servant, and now I can die in peace, because you have kept your promise to me.”
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Anna, who was a prophet, also spoke about Jesus, and praised God. After this, and after Mary and
Joseph had done everything the law required of new parents, they returned to Nazareth.
The Bible tells us nothing more about the events of Jesus’ childhood until he is twelve years old.
At that time, during a trip to Jerusalem with his family to celebrate Passover, he stays behind in
the temple listening to the teachers there and talking with them. When Mary and Joseph discover
that he isn’t with their group traveling home, they go back to Jerusalem to look for him. Mary
asked him (in Luke 2.48), “Son, why have you done this to us? Your father and I have been very
worried, and we have been searching for you!” And Jesus answered (in Luke 2.49), “Why did
you have to look for me? Didn’t you know that I would be in my Father’s house?” Then he went
back to Nazareth with them.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 3

JESUS AND THE DEVIL
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Jesus went to the desert
for a long time.
He was hungry.
Then the devil came.
“If you are God’s Son,” the devil said,
“turn this stone into food!”
“No,” Jesus said. “God’s Word says no.”
The devil led Jesus up a hill
and showed him cities and towns.
“Bow down to me,” the devil said,
“and I will make you boss of all that!”
“No,” Jesus said. “God’s Word says no.”
The devil took Jesus to Jerusalem,
to the very top of the temple.
“If you are God’s Son,” the devil said,
“jump! God’s angels will catch you!”
“No,” Jesus said.
“God’s Word says not to test God!”
So the devil gave up
and went away.

Introduction
This exciting story (based on Luke 4.1-13) teaches strong moral lessons with direct relevance for
people in today’s world. It shows Jesus resisting the temptations of both hunger and desire for
power. It shows Jesus steadfastly obeying the Word of God. In addition, it shows Jesus resisting
the temptation to show off.
Showing off is one of the most overwhelming temptations youngsters face, especially when others
dare them to do things and taunt them if they don’t take the dare. Children will be deeply impressed
by the idea that Jesus had the power to throw himself off the top of the temple at Jerusalem and call
upon angels to keep him from being dashed to pieces on the stones below, and that he refused to
do that even though the devil goaded him to. They will think about this story and treasure it as a
demonstration of a kind of moral courage that they can imagine needing in their own lives. This
story will serve as a useful springboard for discussion and for writing activities.
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General Comments
This story is a pleasure to teach. It’s not only an exciting tale, and valuable for the lessons it teaches,
it’s also easy to read. It uses a lot of language patterning, and has a patterned narrative structure.
Students who are reading this series of books in sequence will enjoy a welcome break from the
difficulties they faced in reading Chapters 1 and 2, and should feel an increase in confidence
in their mastery of reading. (The reason this easier story is presented after the two harder ones,
unlike what would be done in a traditional reading series, is that the order of the stories has to
match the order of events in the life of Jesus.)
Be sure the students understand that the reason the devil tempted Jesus to turn the stone into food
(instead of into gold, or a flower, or something else) is that Jesus was in the desert fasting. This
gave the devil good reason to believe that food would be a powerful temptation. Explain that
fasting (going without food, and praying) was a common practice in biblical times, something that
devout people often did, and that it’s something still done by many people today as a religious act.
Emphasize that fasting and dieting are not the same thing, since dieting is something students
will have almost certainly heard about in their daily lives.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Do a Picture Walk through the text, covering the printed words on the pages and discussing the
pictures with the students as you go along. Explain that the two figures are Jesus and the devil.
Mention to the students that the story begins in a desert, saying something like, “It doesn’t look
much like the deserts we’re used to seeing, does it? But you can tell that it’s a desert because
almost nothing is growing there.” At the page where students would answer your “What do you
think is happening?” question with something like, “They’re up on top of a big building,” you
can say, “They sure are. That building is the temple, a kind of church building, in the city of
Jerusalem.” This will introduce the two unfamiliar words “temple” and “Jerusalem” to the students.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Two new words that might trouble emergent readers are “turn” and “word.” “Turn” and “word”
have the same vowel sound, but they spell it differently, and neither word can be sounded out.
Treat them both as sight words. The word “Jerusalem” has an intimidating look to it, but can be
sounded out easily.
Some students may understand the word “test” only in the sense of paper-and-pencil tests, spelling
tests, and the like; they may be puzzled by the statement that “God’s Word” says not to test God.
Explain that there are other kinds of tests, and provide examples. For instance, putting someone
into a difficult situation to find out whether he or she can find a way out is a test. Facing pain or
danger is a kind of test. Tempting someone to find out whether he or she will give in to temptation,
as in this story, is a test.
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Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
Students may not quite understand the meaning of sequences that have the “If X, then Y” structure.
Explain that “If you are God’s Son, turn this stone into food!” was a way for the devil to say,
“Prove to me that you’re the Son of God! If it’s true that you are the Son of God, then it’s also
true that you’re able to turn a stone into food. Let’s see you do that!”

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Do some phoneme additions, deletions, and substitutions. Ask the students, “Suppose you
took away the first sound in ‘no.’ Would you still have a word?” “Suppose you took the first
sound in ‘so’ and put it in front of ‘no’ to be the first sound? Would that make a new word?”
“What if you took away the first sound in ‘led’ …would that be a word?” “Suppose you took
away the first sound in ‘led’; is there a sound you could put in its place to make a new word?”
Reinforce for the students the important concept of the difference between English letters and
English sounds. For example, when a students says you could put the S sound of “so” in front
of “no” and get the new word “snow,” write “snow” on a piece of paper and hold it up for the
students to see, saying something like this: “That’s right. You’d have the word ‘snow.’ And
notice that ‘snow’ has only three sounds in it, but we write it with four letters.”
2. Give each of the students a strip of paper with all the English consonants written on it. Have
the students take the phoneme /o/ (the vowel sound in “no”) and write it after each of the consonants
to see if that makes a word. Have the students take turns reading the words aloud to you. Make
sure they understand that they are supposed to focus only on whether they would recognize the
two sounds as an English word, without worrying about how that word might be spelled. Example:
The phoneme /b/ plus the phoneme /o/ makes a word that we spell “bow.” You would accept
either “bo” or “bow” as the spelling, as long as it was read aloud correctly.
Writing Strategies and Activities
Have the students write about the story for their Reading Journals and draw a picture to illustrate
what they write.
Other strategies and activities
1. Have the students act out Jesus and the Devil, taking turns playing the roles. This particular
story is a lot of fun to act out, and easy to do.
2. Ask the students if they can think of times in their lives when they were tested, in the sense of
the word used in the story. If they have examples to offer, lead them in a group discussion of the
incidents they describe.
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Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Why did Jesus go out in the desert and stay there so long?”
The Bible says only that Jesus was led to do so by the Holy Spirit. We know from the Bible that
this took place right after his baptism and just before he began his ministry. You might answer
that Jesus knew what things he needed to do to get ready for his years as a teacher and healer,
and that spending time alone to think and pray and prepare was one of those things. Point out
that a desert is a good place to go to be alone.
2. “What does ‘God’s Word’ mean?”
“God’s Word” in this story refers to the biblical texts as they would have been in Jesus’ time.
Explain briefly that they refer to the parts of the Bible that were available when Jesus was alive,
not to the Bible as it is today.
3. If the students bring up theological questions about the devil, explain that that’s a difficult
subject, one that people have many different opinions about, and that it would be best to set those
questions aside for discussion with clergy.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 12 and page 27
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has L for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘lake.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! L is for ‘lake.’ The lake in the picture
is called Lake Galilee. In Bible times, people would go to the lake to hear Jesus teaching from a
boat close to the shore, and that’s what we can see happening in the picture. Let’s say the word
one more time.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “Remember the page for the letter E, where we saw a picture of Eve
in the Garden of Eden? Do you remember who Eve was? ... Right! Eve was the very first woman.
This is a picture of the very first man. Can you tell me what his name was? ... Yes …his name was
Adam. And one of the stories we’ve read was about Adam and Eve and the Garden of Eden. You
already know the letter that comes first in the word ‘Adam.’ [Touch the letter A with your fingertip.]
The first letter is? ... That’s right; it’s an A. But the first sound in ‘Adam’ isn’t the sound that
comes first in ‘angel.’ It’s a different sound that we also spell with the letter A. It’s the /ae/ sound.
Let’s say it together. ... Good! Can you think of some other words that use the /ae/ sound? ...
[Help the students think of words like ‘cat’ and ‘can’ and ‘man’ and ‘animal.’] Good. /Ae/ is the
first sound in Adam. Now let’s go back to the story and find some words in it that use that sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 3
The temple in Chapter 3 is the one known as the “Third Temple,” built in Jerusalem by King
Herod. Herod was very unpopular with the Jewish population, and he had at least two goals
when he built the new temple. First, he hoped that it might help him in winning over his Jewish subjects; and second, he wanted to make a political statement to his superiors in Rome about
how important his kingdom was. He therefore made the temple much larger and grander than
the First and Second Temples. He built it twice as high as it had been before, with many rows of
Roman-style columns. He had the courtyards paved with marble, and some parts of the building
were even overlaid with gold. When the story says that Jesus and the devil were “at the top of the
temple” and were “high in the air,” that is certainly true; from where they were standing, the drop
was more than four hundred feet down. The Third Temple was a magnificent building, and was
considered one of the wonders of the ancient world.
The Bible (in Matthew 3.21, 22) tells us that the events in the story happened shortly after Jesus was
baptized by John the Baptist, when “the Holy Spirit came down upon him in the form of a dove”
and “a voice from heaven said, ‘You are my own dear Son, and I am pleased with you.’” After the
encounter with the devil in the desert was over, Jesus went back to Galilee and began his ministry.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 4

JESUS HEALS A MAN
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Some men had a sick friend.
They had heard that Jesus healed people.
So they decided to take their friend to Jesus.
At the house where Jesus was,
there was a big crowd.
“How can we get in?” the men said.
“Oh! We can make a hole in the roof!”
They made the hole, put ropes under their friend,
and lowered him down near Jesus.
Jesus was pleased, and he said to the sick man,
“Your sins are forgiven.”
There were some teachers there.
They didn’t like what Jesus had said.
“I can do this,” Jesus told them.
And he said to the man, “You can get up now
and go home.”
The man got up, picked up his mat,
and walked away!
His friends were so glad!
The people who were there said,
“Praise God! This is something new!”

Introduction
This story of one of the miracles of Jesus (based on Mark 2.1-12), vividly demonstrates the power
of faith. Your students will like the turn in the plot where the disabled man’s friends carry him
up on the roof, remove chunks of the roof to make a big hole, and lower him down into the room
where Jesus is. They will enjoy the dramatic moment when the man who had been paralyzed is
able to stand, then rolls up the mat he was lying on and walks off with it under one arm.

General Comments
The ongoing plot action for this story, and its illustrations, make it a “rattling good read.”
Your students will be motivated to keep reading to find out what happens. Because neither the
vocabulary nor the structure is difficult, you should have plenty of time for a lively discussion
and for presenting phonics information.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. The illustrations show the plot so clearly that it will be easy for the
students to predict what’s going to happen and to talk about it. This story is one of the best for
providing opportunities for your students to practice their English conversation skills.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The hardest word in this story for the student is probably still the little word “do,” which has to
be memorized. Students have seen it in earlier stories, but may still hesitate when they come to it.
Point out that “do” follows the same pattern as “to.” Other words that should be treated as sights
words are “friend/friends, some, didn’t, walked.” The student already knows “said,” and may have
trouble with “praise” as a result; point out that “praise” follows the same sound pattern as “afraid.”
Many students, especially younger ones, will have only the vaguest understanding of what the
word “sin” means and won’t understand what it means when Jesus tells the sick man that his sins
are forgiven. Explain by reminding them of the story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden,
which has a very clear “child-sized” example of sinning. God said not to eat the fruit from that tree;
Adam and Eve knew that, but they ate the fruit anyway. That was disobeying God, and it was a sin.
Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
Students may have trouble understanding the sentence, “Your sins are forgiven,” even after
they’ve been helped to understand the meaning of the word “sin.” “Your sins are forgiven” isn’t
a structure that people encounter in their daily lives. Explain that another way Jesus could have
said this would be “I have now forgiven your sins.” The meaning difference between the two
ways of saying this is that “Your sins are forgiven” focuses on the sins, while “I have forgiven
your sins” focuses on the one who does the forgiving. This isn’t something students need to be
concerned about at this stage. However, if a student asks, “Why didn’t Jesus just say, ‘I have
forgiven your sins’?” you should explain the difference.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find all the words in the story that spell the vowel sound of “see” with the
letters EA and write them down. (This will include “healed, pleased,” and “teachers.” Ask if the
students can think of more words to add to the list (for example, “beach, meat, speak”). Explain
that this EA pattern turns up in many English words and that it’s an important pattern to remember.
Add the word “sea” to the students’ list as another example. Then write down the word “see” for
the students, pointing out that it sounds exactly like “sea” but has a different spelling and a different
meaning. Say, “We’ve been looking at two different ways that English spells that sound. Do you suppose that’s all? Can you think of any other ways to spell that E sound?” Help the students remember
that they’re also been this sound spelled with only one E, as in “be,” and with Y, as in “baby.”
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2. Call the students’ attention to the sentence, “They lowered him down,” which has two different
pronunciations for O-W. Ask the students, “Could you get mixed up reading this sentence out
loud? What happens if you start to read ‘lowered’ with the O-W sounding the way it sounds in
‘down’? What would you think when you heard yourself say it that way?” Ask the students to
think of other words that use each of these two ways to sound out O-W. Say, “Suppose you had
the word ‘grow’ ... G, R, O, W. Let’s write that one down. What if you put an L on the end of
it; would you have a new word? Can you sound out that word for me?” Have the students write
down “how.” Say, “What happens if you put an L on this one? What word does that make?” Help
the students understand that although all this seems very hard to remember, we would always
know the right way to say the word when we’re reading it as part of a story or other material. It
would only be hard to figure out if the word was all by itself. Say, “Suppose the story was about
a growling dog. Suppose you started to say ‘growl’ as if it rhymed with ‘bowl.’ You’d know right
away that that couldn’t be right.” Remind the students that when a word that’s being sounded out
doesn’t make sense in a story, it’s good strategy to try a different pronunciation for the vowel (or
vowels) in that word.
Writing strategies and activities
Have the students make a chart of some different ways that English spells the vowel sound in
“see” (the /i/ phoneme). Explain what a chart is; explain that charts help us see information clearly
and remember it more easily. Help the students write a title for the chart, set up columns for the
different spellings, and list examples in each column. For instance, the chart might look like this:
Ways to Spell the Vowel Sound in “See”
E
EE
EA
Y
be
see
healed
baby
the
Work with the students to write the story of the miracle in Chapter 4 as a brief news story. Say,
“Suppose there had been a newspaper in that town where the man in the story was healed. Probably
the story of the miracle would have been on the front page of that paper, and because the man
was from the town, the story would have been more about him. Let’s see if we can write a news
story like that together.” Help the students think of an appropriate headline (for example, “Local
Man Healed!”). Explain that news stories focus on the exact facts of what happened—the who,
what, when, where and how of what happened. When the story is finished, have the students take
turns reading it aloud.
Other strategies and activities
Act out a skit with the students. Set the scene by talking about how amazed the disabled man’s
family would have been when he came walking in the front door carrying his mat under his arm.
Remind the students that in biblical times there were no telephones, no radios, no television; the
event would have come as a complete surprise. Suppose the man’s parents were there when he
walked into the house; what would they have said? What would the man who had been healed
have said in reply? Help the students choose a biblical name for the man. Then do the skit, with
students taking the parts of family members sitting inside the house as the man—also played by a
student—walks through the door.
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Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “Why didn’t the teachers like what Jesus had said?”
Explain that the teachers believed that only God could forgive sins, and that they didn’t understand
that Jesus was God’s Son whom God had given power to do these things. Ask the students to
think for a minute about how hard it would be to look at somebody you had known only as a
child from a local family, somebody you’d seen doing the things that children and teenagers do,
and then trying to understand that you were looking at someone with the power to forgive sins
just as God forgives sins. It couldn’t have been easy. It seemed to the teachers that Jesus was
a human being claiming to have powers that only God could have, and that made them angry.
Point out that that is why Jesus told them he would demonstrate that he could forgive sins, right
then and there, on the spot. And that’s why people said that this was something new, something
they hadn’t seen before.
Obviously you won’t want to become involved in a discussion of the theological concept of the
Trinity. If a students asks a questions along the lines of “How could Jesus be both Mary and
Joseph’s son and God’s Son as well?” or “How could Jesus be a man and God at the same time?”
respond by explaining that the question is a very complicated one, and suggest that the student
discuss it with their clergy.
2. “If Jesus can make people well just because they believe in him, how come he doesn’t do that
for everybody that believes in him?”
Explain that we don’t know the answer to this question and that it is a puzzle for everyone, whatever their age and experience may be. Remind the student that sometimes the answer to a prayer
is going to be no instead of yes.
3. “What does forgiving the man’s sins have to do with making him well?”
This is a difficult question. It’s awkward, because you don’t want students to get the idea that
people get sick or become disabled because of their sins, or that people who are healthy haven’t
committed any sins. This is a complicated theological question, and it’s best to suggest that
students discuss it with their clergy instead of taking it up in the Reading Session. Students often
have a knack for raising the most intricate and awkward questions; the better they understand a
story, the more likely such questions become. You don’t want them to think that you’re avoiding
their questions; on the other hand, the purpose of the literacy program is to teach literacy. Just
explain to the students that you are all there to work on reading skills, that your time together is
limited, and that it’s important to devote the time to that task.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 12 and page 27.
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has O for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘oak,’ and it’s the name of a tree like the tree that we see in the picture. There were lots of oak
trees in Bible times, just like there are today. Say the word, please, and listen to the first sound.
... Good! O is for ‘oak.’ Now, let’s look at the word carefully. Notice that there’s an A right after
the O. We don’t say that A by itself; we don’t sound out the word and say ‘O-Ake.’ Right? This
is another time when we have more than one way to spell just one sound, and O-A is one of the
ways we spell the /o/ sound. O is for ‘oak.’ Let’s say the word one more time.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 4
This miracle happened in Capernaum, a town on the northern shore of Lake Galilee near the
mouth of the Jordan River. Capernaum was the “home base” for Jesus’ ministry in Galilee. Most
of the houses there were one-story houses built of stone. Their roofs were frame with sturdy
wooden beams, but the wide spaces in between the beams were filled in only with sticks and
brush held together with dried mud. The friends of the man Jesus healed in the story would have
found it easy to break through that material and make a hole in the roof.
The events in the story took place in between two other important events in Jesus’ life.
Before Jesus healed the man who couldn’t walk, the Bible tells us (in Mark 1.40-45) that he had
healed a man with leprosy, and had ordered that man not to tell anyone. But the man ignored that,
and verse 45 tells us that he talked about it so much that “Jesus could no longer go openly into a
town. He had to stay away from the towns, but people still came to him from everywhere.”
And after the miracle, we learn in Mark 2.13-17 that Jesus did something that was surprising to
those around him: He called Levi—a tax collector sitting beside the road to collect taxes from
people who were taking goods or livestock to market—to be one of his twelve disciples, and later
went to have dinner at Levi’s house. The reason this was surprising was that the tax collectors
were hated. They were working for the Romans, usually becoming wealthy from the cuts they
took of the taxes, and were so despised by the taxpayers that they were forbidden to go into the
synagogues and barred from serving as witnesses in the courts. When Jesus was criticized for
associating with tax collectors and other “sinners,” he responded to the criticism (in Mark 2.17)
by saying, “Healthy people don’t need a doctor, but sick people do.”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 5

JESUS AND THE STORM
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Jesus had been with his men at the lake
all day, teaching.
“Let’s get the boat ready
and go back across the lake,”
he said to them.
They all got into the boat.
Jesus went to the back of the boat
and lay down and went to sleep.
Suddenly a big storm came!
There was a big wind, and big waves!
The boat was filling up with water,
and the men were scared.
So they woke Jesus.
“Wake up!” they said.
“The boat is sinking!”
Jesus got up.
He said to the wind, “Be still!”
He said to the waves, “Be still!”
And the storm went away!
“Why were you scared?” Jesus asked.
“I am here with you.”
The men were amazed. They said,
“Even the wind and the waves
do what he says!”

Introduction
Most of us feel uneasy during severe storms. We understand the utter helplessness of human
beings against wind and thunder and lightning and turbulent water. The miracle in this story
(based on Mark 4.1, 35-41) in which Jesus tells all these powerful weather forces to be still and
they obey him, can be immediately appreciated and respected. There’s nothing obscure about it
in any way. Your students will have no trouble understanding why the disciples who were on the
boat with Jesus in the storm are awed and amazed by the miracle.
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General Comments
This story is another confidence builder. Students will find it a pleasure to read. It has an exciting
plot, and a lot of patterned language, but with a simple vocabulary and structure. Students will
enjoy the illustrations, which are filled with action. You will have plenty of time to talk about the
story and to reinforce some of the phonics information that your students need to learn.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. Because the illustrations will make it easy for the students to describe
what’s happening and make predictions, the discussion should be a lively one.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
A few words in the story aren’t easy for emergent readers, but the students have already seen and
heard most of them in earlier Reading Sessions. The only new words that are best treated as sight
words are “ready” and “why.”
Your students may not have a clear understanding of the meaning of “even” in “Even the wind
and the waves do what he says.” If there seems to be confusion, explain by saying something like
this: “For wind or waves to do what they’re told is something that we would think of as impossible.
To say ‘even the wind and the waves do what he says’ is one way of talking about how very
miraculous that is.”
There’s a great deal of confusion today about how to use the verbs “lie” and “lay,” perhaps because
both are in the process of changing their forms. As a result, the student may read “He lay down”
as “he laid down.” You will need to discuss this briefly. Not because a usage error of this kind is
a serious issue in literacy, but because letting it pass without comment would mean behaving as
if L-A-Y could be sounded out with a D at the end. It’s one thing to have silent letters in words;
that’s a fact about English, and a student has to learn that even though there’s an E at the end of
“ate” no E sound is intended. But English doesn’t have “invisible letters” to be sounded out, and
you wouldn’t want to encourage any such idea. Just say something like this: “When we’re talking
about lying down and it has already happened, we say ‘I lay down on the couch yesterday’ or
‘he lay down on the couch yesterday.’ When we’re talking about putting something else down
somewhere—putting a book down on a table, for example—we say, ‘I laid the book down on the
table’ or ‘she laid the book down on the table.’ It’s easy to mix up ‘lay’ and laid,’ but you can tell
that the word in the story isn’t laid’ because it doesn’t have a letter D at the end.” Your goal in
this case isn’t to correct the student’s grammar, but to be sure the student is aware that no D
appears on the page in the word “lay.”
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Point out the set of words “lake, day, lay,” explaining that the set is a word family because all
the words have the same vowel sound. Ask the students to think of some other words that rhyme
with each one, to make the family bigger. Then have the students find other one-syllable words in
the story that use the same vowel sound, such as “wake” and “waves.” Ask the students to compare
all these words with the word “says.” Point out that anyone who tried to sound out “says” as if it
rhymed with “plays” would know right away that that couldn’t be correct. Then, if time allows,
have the students look for another set of one-syllable words in the story that is a family because
every member of the set has the same vowel sound; for example, “had, back, am, and, at” or “it,
big, is, wind, still.”
You may have some students who think that “when” should be in the set with “it, big, is, wind,
still.” For many dialects of American English, that is in fact correct: The vowel that many American
English speakers use in “when” is the same as the I sound in “its.” The only time these speakers
actually say “when” with the E sound of “bed” and “get” is when they’re saying it by itself and are
essentially “performing” the word. This is a potential source of trouble, because most textbooks
and tests ignore these facts. If the students are confused, that confusion is justified. Nothing good
can come of trying to pretend that students—especially students who are not native speakers of
English—should hear one sound when it’s really another sound; that only makes them lose
confidence in their ability to sound out words. If the problem arises, handle it by saying something
like this: “Some people say the E sound in ‘when’ like the E sound in ‘get,’ and some say it like
the I sound in ‘big.’ Most books and tests say it should be like the E sound in ‘get’. This is
something you just have to memorize and remember.”
2. By this time the student has seen a lot of words containing O followed by W; in the Reading
Session for Chapter 4, you discussed the difference between “lowered” and “down.” This story
uses several such words, and a discussion would be useful. Point out to the students that you can
take the syllable “-ing” away from “filling” and still have a real word. Then ask, “Can you take
the L away from ‘fill’ and still have a real word?” Explain to the students that a word part such
as “-ing” is called a “suffix.” Then say, “If a word ending is called a suffix, what do you suppose
a prefix would be?” Help the students think of a prefix—for example, the “un-” in “unhappy.”
Then help the students discover the difference between a word and a prefix or suffix: A word
can be used all by itself, but you can only use a prefix or suffix by adding it to a word. Explain
that prefixes and suffixes are morphemes, and that a morpheme is a sequence of letters that has
a meaning of its own. You don’t need to spend a lot of time on this; you’ll be coming back to it
many times during Reading Sessions.
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Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write a letter to a relative or friend from one of the disciples who saw this
miracle happen. Prepare for the writing by talking about what things the writer would be likely to
include in such a letter, and helping the students make a list of them to work from. Ask, “Where
do you think you would start? Would you begin with ‘While we were on the lake today the most
amazing thing happened’? Or would you start by talking about the long day you spent helping
Jesus at the lake?” Discuss the students’ reasons for keeping things in or leaving them out, mentioning
that when different authors write about the same event they often make different decisions about
what to include. (However, if the student says something like “I don’t want to put that in because it’s
too hard to write,” say, “You don’t need to leave it out for that reason. I’ll be glad to help you do it.”
When the task is finished, have as many students read their letters to you as time allows, and then
read your own letter to the students. Discuss some of the differences between the letters.
2. Have ready enough supplies for each of the students to be able to make a paper chain; you’ll
need tape or glue, and some narrow strips of construction paper. Pass out the materials to the
students. Have them write plot elements from the story on as many strips as they need, one item
to a strip. The students may write only a few words on each strip (“in the boat,” “big storm,”
“scared,” “Jesus fixed it”); that’s fine. Provide all the help that’s needed. When the writing is finished, have the students put their strips in the right narrative order—the order in which the events
happened in the story—and then tape or glue them together in a paper chain.
Other strategies and activities
This is a good time to introduce information about maps. Have ready a small and simple map of
the Holy Land in New Testament times for each student. Help the students find and label items
on the map such as Bethlehem (“Jesus was born here”) and Nazareth (“Mary and Joseph lived
here”) and Jerusalem (“This is where the devil and Jesus were up on the temple roof.”) Help the
students add a label for Lake Galilee, to go with Chapter 5.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “How did Jesus make the storm stop?”
With this question, as with all questions about miracles, the only answer is that we don’t know
exactly how it was done. We know how electricity works; we don’t know how miracles work.
We do know that miracles demonstrate the power of God, by contrast with human power or the
power of nature.
2. “Why didn’t the storm wake Jesus up, too?”
Explain that Jesus had been working hard the whole day, from very early in the morning until
very late in the day, and was terribly tired. Explain also that he wasn’t afraid of the storm or of
the boat sinking. These two things together meant that he was sleeping soundly and peacefully.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 7 and page 32
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has G for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘girl.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! G is for ‘girl.’ The picture shows us a
girl from Bible times, in the town where she lived. Let’s say the word one more time.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “This picture shows us a family from Bible times, sitting down to eat
together. And the word on the page tells us that they’re eating ‘lunch.’ [Put your fingertip on the word.]
The sound in ‘lunch’ that we want to learn is the /uh/ sound. [Draw a line under the letter U with your
fingertip.] Can you say it for me? ... Good. The letter is U; the sound is /uh/. Can you think of some
other words that use that sound? ... [Help the student think of words like ‘bus’ and ‘umbrella’ and ‘up’
and ‘bug.’ Point out that in the word ‘Adam’ the second A is used as a way to spell the /uh/ sound.]
Now let’s look at the story again and see how many words we can find in it that use that sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 5
In the Holy Land, there are usually two seasons—a rainy wintertime, and a dry summer. Early
rains come in the autumn, followed by heavier rains from December through March; the rains
that are associated with the harvest come in April or May. Because the hills around Lake Galilee
are so high, from 1200 to 1500 feet, and the lake itself is roughly 700 feet below sea level, large
variations in temperature can occur. And when very cold air from the hills meets much warmer
air down near the lake, there can be sudden violent and dangerous thunderstorms with fierce
winds and astonishingly high waves. The average temperature in the area around the lake ranges
from 57 degrees in January to 88 degrees in August, but the lake itself is famous for its storms.
Galilee was part of the Kingdom of Israel, not the Kingdom of Judah, and it has a complicated
history. From the 8th to the 2nd centuries B.C. it was controlled in succession by the Assyrians,
the Babylonians, the Persians, the Macedonians, the Egyptians and the Seleucids. This brought
a constant flood of immigration, with foreigners moving into the region and mingling with the
Jewish population. In the time of Jesus, the effects of immigration were so strong that Galileans
could be identified immediately by their accent (as Peter is identified in Book 25). Galilee didn’t
have a Jewish government until around 80 B.C., and then not for long; in 63 B.C. all of the area,
including Galilee, fell under Roman rule. The most important period in the history of Galilee was
the lifetime of Jesus, especially the years of his active ministry.
Galilee was one of the most beautiful parts of Israel, famous for its wonderful subtropical climate, its many springs, and its lush land. In the springtime it was covered with wildflowers and
flowering trees; by March, it was covered with a carpet of green grass. Grapes and figs, olives
and pomegranates, even oranges, grew well in Galilee. But the native Galileans themselves were
not admired in Israel. Their image was much like the image of “hillbillies” today, leading to the
question in John 7.41, with its dubious tone: “Can the Messiah come from Galilee?”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 6

JESUS FEEDS A CROWD
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

One day, when Jesus was with his helpers,
they saw a big crowd.
It was many, many people
who had walked a long way to see Jesus.
Jesus spent all day healing them.
His helpers came to him and said,
“It’s getting late. The people need
to go buy food.”
“No,” Jesus said. “They can stay.
And you can give them food.”
“How?” they said. “We only have
a little bread and fish!”
“Bring me the food,” Jesus said.
He took the food and blessed it.
He gave it back to his helpers,
and they gave the food to the people.
“This won’t work,” they were thinking.
But it did work!
The people ate all they wanted.
With a little bread and fish,
they had fed thousands of people!
And the leftover food
filled twelve big baskets!

Introduction
This story (based on Matthew 14.13-21) speaks to us clearly. We all know what it’s like to be hungry; a
student may know from personal experience what it’s like to be worried that there won’t be enough food
to go around. It’s an interesting story, and not particularly hard to read. It should be a pleasure to teach.

General Comments
Students can understand the numbers in this story—a huge crowd of people and only five loaves of
bread and two fish. The students will easily understand how amazing it would be to put your hand in a
basket of food over and over, taking food out each time to give to someone, and never finding the
basket empty. The students will also understand what a marvel it was that not one of the helpers
refused to try to feed the crowd of people with so little, for fear of looking foolish when it didn’t work.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. The students aren’t likely to understand exactly what’s happening in
the pictures, because there’s no way to know from just looking at them that the bread and the fish
are the same food that the men are handing out. The students will almost certainly think the men
got more food from somewhere else. That’s all right; it makes a plausible story line to discuss. It
will then come as quite a surprise when the students read that all the big baskets of food left over
started out as only those five small loaves of bread and the two fish.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
This story can easily be presented using the phonics approach. The different phonics patterns
in pairs such as “healing” and “bread,” or in “took” and “food,” are the sort of things emergent
readers may stumble over, of course. But by this time the students will be used to the idea that
English often uses different spellings for a single sound. The students will also be comfortable
with the new-word decoding strategy of trying different patterns to find out which one works in
the context of the material being read. Reinforce this strategy by pointing out to your students
that if someone who didn’t know the word “took” tried to pronounce it with the vowel sound in
“food,” it would be obvious right away that that couldn’t be correct. The only new word in the
story that is best taught as a sight word is “many,” which can’t be easily sounded out.
Make sure that all the students—especially those who are not native speakers of English—understand what “leftovers” are.
Finally, in this story the plural of “fish” is “fish.” Your students may find this puzzling; in some
dialects of English the singular is “fish” and the plural is “fishes.” If this question comes up, take
the opportunity to introduce the word “dialect.” Dialects are different ways of speaking a single
language, but are not so different that they can’t all be recognized as the same language. Explain
that all languages have dialects, and that everybody speaks some dialect. Ask the students, “Do
you know somebody who speaks English in a way that’s different from the way you speak it?”
Explain that some dialects of English say “two fish” and others say “two fishes,” and that both
are correct. Explain that this story uses “two fish” because the Contemporary English Version of
the Bible (from which the story was adapted) does it that way.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
Do some phoneme additions, deletions, and substitutions. Begin with the word “walked.” Say,
“Suppose we took the first W-sound away from this word. Would we still have a real word?”
When the students say no, say, “That’s right. Can you think of a sound we could put where the
first W-sound was, to make a new word?” (For example, T, to make “talked.”) Ask the students if
they can think of a sound that could go where the D-sound of “walked” was and make yet another
word. If the students seem baffled, suggest trying a few letters of the alphabet to find out what
would happen. Say, “Hmmm. We took the D away. Could we put a B-sound there? Is ‘walkeb’ a
real word?” If time allows, move on to another word.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have ready enough sheets of paper for you and for all the students, and enough colored markers,
colored pencils, or crayons for everyone. Pass out the materials, telling the students that you are
all going to make a Story Hand. Tell them to start drawing around one of their hands on a sheet
of paper. Tell them next to write a few words about the things that happened in Book 16 on the
thumb and on each of the fingers, starting with the thumb and keeping the items in the same
order as in the story. Explain that the words they write on the Story Hand don’t have to tell the
whole story. For example, it would be okay to write “a big crowd; Jesus said to sit down; Jesus
blessed some food; they gave the people food; people ate a lot.” When the writing is finished,
have the students decorate their Story Hands and then pass them around so that everyone can see
them. Pass your own Story Hand around as well.
2. Help the students write a haiku about this story, working together as a group. [You will find
instructions for writing haikus in this Handbook.]
Other strategies and activities
Have enough Word Bingo cards ready for all the students, and enough buttons or pennies to use
as markers. Play at least two games of Word Bingo. For the first game, you read the words and the
students play the cards; then switch roles and let a student read the words while you and the other
students play a card. [You’ll find instructions for making the Word Bingo game in this Handbook.]
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Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “What did they do with all the baskets of leftovers?”
Explain that the Bible doesn’t say anything about this, so we don’t know for sure. We do know
that people in those days would have been unlikely to waste food, so we can be pretty certain
that it was put to good use.
2. “Why didn’t the people who were there bring their own food with them?”
Explain that the people probably didn’t realize that they would be gone all day. They didn’t know
that thousands of people would be there, with so many people wanting Jesus to heal them that it
would take a very long time. If they had known that would happen, they would have brought food.
3. There will be the usual questions about exactly how the miracle was done. As always, the
only answer we can give is that we don’t know.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 39
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “What do you see in this picture? ... Good. There are some people,
with a donkey, and we can see some houses and buildings, and a road. This is a picture of a little
town in Bible times. Let’s look at the word at the bottom of the page. [Put your fingertip on the
word ‘town.’] The word is ‘town,’ and the sound in it that we want to learn is the /au/sound.
[Draw a line under the letters O-W with your fingertip.] Say the sound for me, please. ... Good!
The word is ‘town’ and the sound we’re learning is /au/. Can you think of some words that rhyme
with ‘town’? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘down’ and ‘clown’ and ‘frown.’] Good.
What are some words that don’t rhyme with ‘town’ but still use the /au/ sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘round’ and ‘tower’ and ‘house.’] Good. Now, let’s go back to the story
and see if we can find any words in it that use that sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 6
The feeding of the five thousand happened shortly after two sad events in Jesus’ life.
First, he had gone to the synagogue in his own hometown of Nazareth and done some teaching
there, only to be flatly and openly rejected by the people who were listening to him. Because they
had known him all his life, and had known his family, they couldn’t bring themselves to believe
the things that he was saying to them. Jesus responded by saying (in Matthew 13.57), “Prophets
are honored by everyone, except the people of their hometown and their own family,” and he went
away from Nazareth to continue his ministry in Capernaum and on the shores of Lake Galilee.
In the time of Jesus, each town or village in Galilee had at least one synagogue. We don’t know
whether they were buildings constructed specifically to be synagogues; they may not have been.
Nevertheless, by the time of Jesus, they were an important part of Jewish life. They were used
for public worship, for schools, and as sites for civic functions. Everyone went there on the
Sabbath for prayers, for preaching, and to hear the Scriptures read aloud.
The second misfortune was the horrible death of John the Baptist, imprisoned by Herod after rebuking the king for divorcing his wife, Phasaelis, and then marrying his brother’s wife, Herodias.
At a celebration for Herod’s birthday, his daughter danced for him and the guests, and Herod was
so pleased by her performance that he swore an oath to give her anything she wanted, up to half
of his kingdom. The girl went to her mother for help in deciding what she should ask for, and
Herodias told her (in Matthew 14.8) to say, “Here on a platter I want the head of John the Baptist!” When Herod heard her words he was sorry for what he had done, but because he had made
the promise in front of his guests he kept it; he had John beheaded by one of his guards, and had
the head brought to the girl on a platter as she had requested.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 7

JESUS WALKS ON THE WATER
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.

Jesus had been talking to big crowds all day long.
His helpers were there too; they were very tired.
“Go back across the lake,” Jesus told them.
“I will stay here.”
The men left in the boat,
and Jesus sent the crowds away.
As Jesus went to pray,
the boat was far out on the lake.
Because it was heading into the wind,
it was hard for the men to make the boat go.
And then, suddenly, they saw Jesus,
walking on the water! They were scared!
“It’s a ghost!” they yelled.
“No, it’s me!” Jesus said.
And Peter said, “If you are Jesus,
tell me to come to you!”
“Come on!” Jesus said.
Peter started walking, but he was too scared.
He started sinking! “Help!” he yelled.
Jesus helped Peter stay on top of the water.
“Peter,” he asked, “why did you get scared?”
Peter and Jesus got into the boat.
And the wind stopped blowing!
The men had seen all of this.
“You are the Son of God!” they said to Jesus.

Introduction
Students will enjoy this story (based on Matthew 14.22-32). First there is the miracle of Jesus walking
on the water, something they are well aware that neither they nor grownups can do. There’s the scary
moment when the disciples don’t recognize Jesus and think they’re seeing a ghost. Then there’s
Peter’s challenge: “If you are Jesus, tell me to come to you!” There’s the suspense as Jesus tells him
to come to him, and as Peter starts out. And just for a minute Peter can actually do it; he can actually
walk on the water. But then he gets scared and he starts sinking in the lake. Students will almost certainly
have had an experience when they thought they could do something and started out confidently, only
to lose confidence later. They can all identify with Peter and learn the lessons that he learned.
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General Comments
This is an exciting story, with exciting illustrations, and it presents few problems for the reader.
The phonics approach is appropriate for teaching it.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Activating background knowledge; predicting
Begin with a Picture Walk. Prepare the students by talking about the word “miracle.” If you are
reading the series of thirty chapters in sequence, say something like this: “We’ve read three stories
now about Jesus doing something that seems impossible. Do you remember what they were?” Help
the students remember. Then remind them that our name for these amazing acts—healing a man
who had been paralyzed, calming a storm, feeding thousands of people with just a little bread and
fish—is “Miracle.” Spell the word for the students and write it for them on the chalkboard or on a
piece of paper. Tell the students that Chapter 7 is a story about another miracle that Jesus performed.
If you’re not reading the stories in sequence, say, “There are quite a few stories in the Bible
about Jesus doing something that seems impossible. Our name for that is ‘miracle.’” Spell and
write the word for the students, and tell them that Chapter 7 is also a story about a miracle. This
will help the student understand what’s happening in the book’s illustrations.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Only two words in this story might cause problems. One is “ghost,” with its silent H. Students
are usually interested enough in the concept of ghosts that they learn this word easily, in spite
of its spelling. The other problem is “sinking,” especially since students reading the books in
sequence have so recently learned the word “sin” and adding a K-sound to “sin” doesn’t get you
to the word “sink.” Provide as much help with these words as is needed.
Note: “Ghost” looks like one more example of a word that once had a pronounced GH, like
“light,” but it’s not. It comes from an earlier English word that began with only a G, but at some
point in its history a completely unnecessary H was added to it by mistake.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Talk about the -INK word family that “sink” belongs to. Have the students think of some
other words in the same family, such as “blink” and “think” and “shrink,” and write them down.
Then ask, “What if we changed the vowel in ‘sink’? Is there a vowel we could use instead of
the I to get another word?” The students will find that E and O won’t work, but that one of the A
sounds will give them “sank” and one of the U sounds will give them “sunk.”
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2. Say to the students, “Now we’re going to work on dividing some words into their separate
meaningful sounds—their separate phonemes—and you get to pick the words. You don’t have
to pick a word from this story; you can pick any word you like. Let’s do ‘elephant’ first, so you
can see how we do this, and then each of you can have a turn to pick a word.” Write “elephant”
for the students and say, “Okay. Let’s figure out all of the separate sounds in this word and draw
a line under each one.” Help the students discover that they would underline E, then L, then E,
then PH, then A, then N, then T. Don’t worry about explaining any of the sounds, but be sure to
say that PH in this word spells out the F sound. Then let the students take turns picking a word to
work with, and repeat the exercise.
Finish the activity by saying, “Remember that we call the separate sounds in words phonemes.
Let’s see if we can find all the phonemes in that word!” Spell the word for the students so that
they can write it down, and give whatever help is needed for dividing it into PH, then O, then N,
then E, then M, and then Z. Point out that this is another word with the phoneme /f/ spelled as
PH; be sure the students understand that the silent E at the end wouldn’t be listed as a phoneme,
because it isn’t pronounced.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write a book report for “Jesus Walks on the Water.” Explain that a book report
should tell enough about the book so that other people can decide whether they would like to read it.
Explain that a book report doesn’t have to be only about the story; it’s all right to write about
other features of the book such as the illustrations, the way the book is put together, and the like.
Do cooperative writing if necessary, with you writing one sentence and the students taking turns
writing the next one, alternately. Otherwise, encourage the students to work independently while
you do the same task. Have the students read their book reports aloud to you, and then read yours
aloud in turn. If time allows, discuss the book reports.
2. Ask the students, “Can you think of a time when something happened to you like what happened
to Peter? A time when you thought you could do something scary, and you tried, but then you found
out that you couldn’t do it after all?” If a student says “yes,” have that student tell the group what
happened, and then discuss the experience with the group. Then have all the students write that
experience as a story and read their stories aloud to you; read your own version aloud to them as well.
Other strategies and activities
1. Help the students make a “Favorite Bible Story” award badge. For each student, and for yourself,
have ready one circle of white construction paper, a larger circle of red construction paper, scissors
and glue (or tape), and a half-sheet of blue construction paper. Talk to the students about the Bible
stories that they have enjoyed so far; help them choose a favorite, if help is needed. Have the students
draw a picture from their favorite story on the white circle and then glue (or tape) the white circle
to the red circle. Tell the students to write “Favorite Bible Story” on the red circle at the top of the
picture, and to write their story’s title on the red circle underneath the picture. Then have the students
cut out two or more “blue ribbons” from the blue construction paper and glue or tape them to the back
of the badge at the bottom. (If you have students who are not yet able to use scissors safely, cut out the
blue ribbons for them in advance and pass them out with the rest of the materials for the badge.)
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2. Have the students find the suffixes in the story, writing down each one as they find it. (This
will include “-ing, -s, -ed.”) Then discuss their findings. Talk with the students about the way that
suffixes change the meaning of words. Ask the students what happens to the meaning if you take
away the S suffix from “crowds” (more than one crowd becomes just one crowd) or the ED suffix
from “yell” (past time becomes present time).

A Question You Can Expect to Hear
“Why did the helpers think Jesus was a ghost?”
Explain that this happened while it was dark, with a strong wind blowing and making big waves. The
men wouldn’t have been able to see Jesus except as a dim and fuzzy outline coming across the water
through the darkness and the windy weather. It’s not surprising that they thought he was a ghost.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 40
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “What do you see in this picture? ... Right! There’s a man and a little
boy, and they’re making a wall out of big rocks. That looks like pretty hard work, doesn’t it? When
they get through they’ll have a stone fence that will keep their sheep from running away, and keep
animals from getting in and eating their plants. Let’s look at the word on this page. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘wall.’] The word is ‘wall,’ and the sound in it that we want to learn today is the /aw/
sound. [Draw a line with your fingertip under the letter A.] Let’s say that sound together. ... Good!
What are some other words that use that sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘lawn’ and
‘draw’ and ‘fall’ and ‘straw.’] Good. Can you think of some words that rhyme with ‘wall’? ... [Help
the students think of words like ‘hall’ and ‘all’ and ‘fall.’] Good! When a word rhymes with ‘wall’ it
will always end with the /aw/ sound and then the /l/ sound, just like ‘wall’ does. Now, let’s go back to
the story and see if we can find some words in it that use the /aw/ sound.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 7
Today there are only a handful of small ports around Lake Galilee. In Jesus’ time, however, there
were at least sixteen large and busy harbors with stone breakwaters and protected anchorages;
one of these harbors was at Capernaum. In those days, the lake was a trade “hub.”
The fishing boats in Jesus’ time were small, only large enough to be comfortable for about four
men (although it took only two men to handle one). Their small size made them very dangerous in
a storm. They were steered with a single large oar that was at the head of the boat; they also had a
large triangular sail on a wooden mast near the center of the boat that could be used when there was
enough wind, and additional smaller oars on each side. The boat that Jesus and the twelve disciples
used would have been of the same kind, but much larger to hold all thirteen men.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 8

JESUS IN THE TEMPLE
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.

One day Jesus went to the temple
in Jerusalem.
He saw people selling oxen there.
He saw people selling sheep and doves.
He saw moneychangers
sitting at their tables.
This made Jesus angry.
With a whip he made of rope,
he chased away the people selling oxen.
He chased away the people selling sheep,
and all the animals.
He turned over the tables
where the money was.
“This is the House of God!” he said.
“Don’t turn it into a store!”
But he didn’t hurt people.
He could have, but he didn’t.
Some men said, “How can you show
that it was okay for you to do this?”
Jesus said, “If you tear down this temple,
I will fix it in three days!”
The men didn’t believe him.
But later his helpers understood
what he had said.

Introduction
This story (based on John 2.13-22) is a very important story about Jesus, because of the great
confusion today about anger. The story shows that anger is an appropriate emotion when there is a
just cause and when the anger isn’t excessive. It shows Jesus justifiably angry at finding that people
are selling animals and changing money in a place of worship, turning his Father’s house into a
kind of marketplace. It shows him expressing that anger very clearly and forcefully. But it also
shows that his anger is measured and controlled. Jesus had the power to do severe and permanent
harm to the greedy and disrespectful merchants, but he didn’t. He made them top selling for profit
in the temple, he made them leave, and he messed up their sales displays. But he did none of the
violent and damaging things that he certainly could have done. This teaches a valuable lesson.
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General Comments
This is the most complicated story in the literacy series so far, not because of its vocabulary or
structure but because of its ending. The story uses lots of patterned language, and the vocabulary
is reasonably simple; you can rely on the phonics approach. Up to the point when the men
challenge Jesus about his authority to do what he did, the plot is also simple. The challenge is
understanding the ending of the story, which depends on this complicated metaphor: “My body
is a temple.” The most important lesson the story presents is that anger for a just cause is acceptable,
but that it must always be controlled. If the students have trouble understanding the way that
Jesus drew a comparison between a temple and his body, there’s no need to worry about that
or spend a great deal of time discussing it. Point out to the students that even his helpers didn’t
understand what Jesus said at the time when these events happened.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. Because the pictures show the action so clearly, the students should enjoy
the discussion and have quite a bit to say. Use the Picture Walk to provide background information
that will help with understanding the story; be sure to explain the role of the moneychangers. When
you come to the page where Jesus is being challenged to prove his authority, say, “Those men talking
to Jesus must be important men. How do you think they feel about what he did?”

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Emergent readers are likely to need help sounding out “turned, hurt, money, moneychangers, and
tear.” However, they have already seen most of the vocabulary in this story before. Students will
probably hesitate at “understood” because it looks like a long hard word, but will find that it’s
easy to sound out.
Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
As already stated above, the metaphor at the end of the story will be a challenge. Explain that
what Jesus did in the temple would have created quite a commotion, just as if somebody were
to go into a big store today and start turning things over and chasing people out of the store into
the parking lot. The men in the temple, who were important men in the community, immediately
demanded that Jesus do something to prove that he had the authority to do what he had done.
Jesus could have responded by doing a miracle on the spot, or he could have simply claimed to
have that authority as the Son of God. Instead he answered the men indirectly, telling them that if
they were to tear the temple down—a temple that had taken decades to build—he would be able
to rebuild it in three days. He was making a comparison to link together two parts of a metaphor:
the temple at Jerusalem, where he was speaking; and the temple of his body, which would be
raised in three days after he died on the cross. Everyone was puzzled by his words; it was only
after the resurrection that the disciples understood what he had said to the men in the temple.
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Explain that Jesus often had to choose his words very carefully, because the authorities were
always trying to trick him into saying or doing something that would let them arrest him or make
him stop teaching. They considered him a threat, so he had to be careful. He couldn’t always just
say directly and openly what he wanted to say.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. This is a good time to review the concept of the syllable. Have the students take turns and
find five one-syllable words in the story, and then five two-syllable words. Then say, “Are there
some words with more than two syllables? Can you find them?” The students should find “understood,” with three syllables, and “moneychanger,” with four. Ask the students which words from
all these words are the hardest to learn and remember. Help the students understand that just
because a word is short doesn’t mean that it’s an easy word, and vice versa. Point out that “one”
is a harder word to read than “understood.”
2. In the Reading Session for Chapter 4 the students made a chart of different ways to spell the
E sound in “see” (the phoneme that is written as /i/. Have the students get that chart from their
Reading Journals and add all the words in Chapter 8 that use that same E sound. Be sure the students notice that “people” has to have a column all of its own; explain that E-O is a very unusual
spelling for the /i/ sound.
3. Have the students choose three two-syllable words from the story, write them down, and
underline each of their phonemes. Work with the students, moving from one student to another
and providing as much help as may be needed. This will give you an opportunity to discover any
sources of confusion or misunderstanding and clarify them for your students.
Writing strategies and activities
Help the students work as a group to write a short skit for two people, a man or woman who had
been selling sheep in the temple and was stopped by Jesus from doing that, and a friend who
didn’t see it happen and is asking about it. Dictate the title and the first two lines for the students.
“What Happened in the Temple”
Friend:		
“I hear that you got run out of the temple this morning! Is that true?”
Merchant:
“Yes! Let me tell you what happened!”
Then have the students continue the writing, explaining that you’re going to give as much help as is
needed. Say, “First we’ll talk about what the two people in the skit should say. You can tell me what you
think that ought to be. And then you can write it down, and I’ll help you with any words that you don’t
know.” Don’t hesitate to write down words (or whole lines) for the students when that seems appropriate;
don’t let them struggle. This is important, because you don’t want the students to suggest only dialogue
with very simple short words that they’re sure are “safe.” Unless it’s clear to you that the students are
comfortable doing this task independently, treat it as a cooperative project and work with them.
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When the skit is finished, have the students take turns reading it aloud to you. If they were able to
work independently, so that you were able to write a skit of your own, read your skit aloud as well.
Other strategies and activities
1. Act out the skit for “What Happened in the Temple,” with the students taking turns playing
the roles; then switch roles and act it out again. Afterward, talk with the students about whether
the skit could be revised to make it more interesting or improved in other ways. Help the students
make any revisions that they decide are needed.
2. Introduce the term “metaphor” and discuss it. Say something like this: “We use metaphors as
a way to compare two different things when we see that there are some important things about
them that are alike. For example, we say ‘time is money.’ That’s a metaphor. Time is one thing
and money is a different thing, but there are lots of ways that they’re alike. You can spend time
and you can spend money. You can save time and you can save money. Writers like to use metaphors because they make writing more interesting and often make it easier to understand. Metaphors are one of our most powerful ways to use language.” Encourage the students to think of
another metaphor. If they seem to be stuck, say, “Suppose you hear one person say that another
person is a snake. What do you think that would mean?” Your goal isn’t to teach complicated
ideas about metaphors at this point; you just want to introduce the word and the concept and help
the students understand its meaning.

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “What was Jesus doing in a temple?”
This may puzzle your students. Quite reasonably, they will assume that Jesus was a Christian,
and they will associate the word “temple” with other religions. Explain that Jesus was in fact a
Jew, for whom worship in a Jewish temple was normal and appropriate, and that the Christian
religion really didn’t get started as a religion until after he had died.
2. “What does that mean—that people ‘sacrificed’ animals? What does sacrificing animals mean?”
There’s no way to avoid this question, and it’s best to be completely frank and open about it. Explain that to sacrifice an animal means killing it, and that animal sacrifice was part of the Jewish
religion in biblical times. Remind the students that people today kill animals for food, for sport,
and for other purposes; however, we no longer sacrifice animals in our places of worship.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 24
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word is different from the other words that we’ve been looking
at in this book. The letter is X, but it’s not the first letter in the word or the first sound. This time
the word has X for its last letter. Say the word, please, and listen to the way it ends. ... Good! X is
for ‘ox.’ People in Bible times were very glad when they had an ox like the one in the picture to
help them plant their food and to pull a wagon for them. Let’s say the word one more time.”
Then help the students discover that the letter X is one of the ways that we spell out the /k/ sound
followed immediately by the /s/ sound. Say, “This is another example of one letter that spells out
two sounds.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 8
In New Testament times, Jewish people from the entire country of Israel sacrificed animals in the
temple at Jerusalem as part of various religious ceremonies. It was very convenient for them to
be able to buy the animals at the temple instead of having to bring animals with them all the way
from their homes. People came to Jerusalem from parts of the country where a number of different kinds of money were used, but only certain kinds of money could be used in the temple. They
could give the money changers the money they had, and the moneychangers would exchange it
for the kind of money that was required by religious law. Like bankers, they charged a fee to do
that. All of this, as well as the selling of animals, was allowed only in the outer court that surrounded the temple, never in the inner courts.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 9

JESUS PRAYS TO HIS FATHER
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.

Jesus knew he soon would die.
He went to pray about it,
taking three of his helpers.
He went a little way away from them.
“Father,” Jesus prayed, “please don’t
make me do this.”
“Still, I will do what you want.”
When Jesus went back,
he found his helpers sleeping.
He went away again
and prayed.
“Father,” he prayed,
“it’s hard, but I will do
what you want.”
Twice he went to pray,
and twice he went back
and found his helpers sleeping!
He didn’t scold them.
He didn’t wake them.
The next time he came back
he said, “Get up now!
My time has come.”
He was still talking
when the mob came
to take him away.

Introduction
This story (based on Matthew 26.36-45) shows Jesus praying that God will not make him go through
with the crucifixion—but then, despite the dreadfulness ahead of him, ending his prayer with “Even if
it’s hard, I will do what you want” and getting up off his knees to go on bravely with whatever is to come.
This teaches that there will be times in life when something truly horrible has to be faced and endured,
and that there will be times when even someone who loves you is going to expect you to be brave and
see the trouble through. And this story teaches another lesson: When Jesus finds that his disciples can’t
stay awake with him while he prays, he is understandably annoyed and disappointed. But he shows
compassion, not anger, because he knows that they are trying hard and are failing in spite of their best
efforts. He doesn’t punish his disciples; he doesn’t call them names or shame them. He understands that
although they haven’t done what he asked them to do, they have done the best they could.
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General Comments
This story is a challenge to teach because there isn’t a great deal of action to motivate the students
to keep reading, and because what happens in the story raises many difficult questions. However,
these two things are in many ways blessings in disguise, because they offer opportunities for
much useful discussion.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a modified Picture Walk. Many of the illustrations show only Jesus praying or the
disciples sleeping, making it hard for the students to predict the story’s events from the pictures.
Look at some of the illustrations and discuss them in the usual way, so that students understand
that the basic plot goes like this: (a) Jesus goes somewhere to pray, taking Peter and James and
John with him; (b) Jesus is distressed about what he knows is going to happen; (c) a mob comes
to take Jesus away. Explain that the setting for the story was a garden-like place, perhaps much
like a park, but that the Bible doesn’t tell us exactly where it was. Explain that this is a story about
something that happened just before Jesus was arrested and a few days before he was put to death.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Words that have to be treated as sight words include “would” and “knew.” It will help students to
know that “knew” is an example of another consonant cluster (KN) that long ago was pronounced
in English. The K of KN is a silent letter today, but we’ve kept it in the written form of the words.
Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
Students are almost sure to be puzzled by Jesus’ statement, “My time has come.” It’s not a structure
that they’re likely to have encountered before. Explain that Jesus knew what was going to happen
to him. He knew that he was going to be arrested, that he was going to be mistreated and abused,
and that he was going to be put to death. Explain that when he said “my time has come” he meant
“the time when all these things are going to happen to me has come.”

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find all the sets of rhyming words in this story and write them down in
separate columns on a sheet of paper as they are found. (This will include “pray, away; die; I; he,
me, the; make, wake.” Help the students think of more words that could be added to each set of
rhymes and write them in the appropriate columns.
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2. Have the students look for one of these three word families in the story and write down all the
words that belong to that family:
(a) words that use the phoneme /I/, which will include “it, his, little, will, it’s, still, didn’t and him.”
(b) words that use the phoneme /e/, which will include “pray, prayed, make, wake, away.”
(c) words that use the phoneme /ai/, which will include “die, I, time.”
Writing strategies and activities
1. Ask the students, “Can you think of a time when your parents or teachers made you do something
that really hurt, because they knew it was for the best?” [Examples: a child needs surgery, followed
by painful recovery and rehabilitation; a child has to undergo a painful medical or dental procedure;
a teacher requires a student to give a speech in spite of the student’s terror.] If the students have had
no personal experience of this kind, say, “Okay, let’s think about something like that that might have
happened to somebody else,” and suggest a similar situation that your students can relate to. Discuss
the experience, and then have the students write about it, while you also write about it. When the
task is finished, have the students read their work aloud; then read your own work aloud. Discuss
and compare some of the writing.
2. Have the students write a short poem titled “I Am So Sorry,” written from the point of view of
one of the helpers who couldn’t stay awake. Discuss with the students whether they want to use
rhyme in this task or not, and have them make that decision before they start working on the poem.
3. Work with the students to revise a piece of writing chosen from each student’s Reading Journal.
Other strategies and activities
Play the memory game “Concentration” with the students, using the cards for the one hundred
most common words in written English. (You’ll find instructions for making the cards and playing
the game in this Handbook; the word list for the most common one hundred words is in the instructions for “Word Bingo.”)

Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. “How did Jesus know that he was going to die?”
Explain that Jesus knew this because he was the Son of God, and because of the prophecies in the
Scriptures of the time (which would eventually become part of the Old Testament). And he was, of
course, very much aware that the authorities were eager to arrest him and put an end to his teaching.
2. “What does that mean—the mob came to take him away?”
Explain that the authorities sent men to bring Jesus in for questioning, and that a lot of people
were following and hanging around, just as people do today when something interesting is going
on in public. Explain that the next story in the series will tell more about what happened.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 4
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has D for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘drummers.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! D is for ‘drummers.’ The girls
in the picture are practicing playing their drums together; the older girl is probably teaching the
two younger ones something new. The picture shows us more about how people lived in Bible
times. Now, let’s say the word one more time.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 9
Harper’s Bible Dictionary, page 343, identifies Gethsemane as the site “where Jesus prayed in
lonely anguish just before his public betrayal and subsequent arrest there,” and tells us that “its
precise location is not known.”
At the end of the story in Chapter 9, a mob of people carrying swords and clubs arrived. They
had been sent by the officials who were conspiring to capture Jesus. Judas was with them, and
he had told them in advance that he would identify Jesus by kissing him. When he did that, Jesus
was arrested and taken away.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 2
Chapter 10

JESUS DIES ON THE CROSS
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

Some men took Jesus to the high priest,
who questioned him.
Then they took him to Pilate.
Pilate questioned him too.
The crowd yelled, “Kill him! Kill him!”
So Pilate let his soldiers take Jesus.
They made fun of him.
They pretended to bow down to him.
They spat on him and hit him.
They put a crown of thorns on his head.
Then they took him to Golgotha
and nailed him to a cross
between two criminals.
They gambled for his clothes.
And then they sat down to guard him.
Everybody going by made fun of Jesus.
At noon, Jesus shouted to God,
“Why have you forsaken me?”
He shouted one more time,
and then he died.
Pilate let a rich man
put Jesus inside a tomb
closed with a stone.

Introduction
This grim story (based on Matthew 26.57-62, 27.1, and 27.11-65) is included because it must be:
We have the story of Jesus’ birth and his resurrection; we must also have the story of his death.
The only positive thing about the story is that we know Jesus did not have to go through all that
agony. He could have refused. When he was on the cross, he could have called down angels to
help him; he didn’t do that. He knew what crucifixion would be like, and yet he voluntarily went
through this terrible death for the sake of humankind and in obedience to God. That’s positive.
And of course this terrible story has a gloriously happy ending, in the Easter story that students
will read next in the series.
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General Comments
This story introduces quite a few new words, and it isn’t easy to read; some of the new vocabulary
items are difficult to sound out. There is no way this story could have been written that would
have made it easy to read or to understand, while still remaining faithful to the biblical text.
However, the plot and the illustrations are so gripping that students will be motivated to keep
reading in spite of the difficulties. The story is full of painful details. Students’ questions are best
directed to clergy; do your best to make clear the solemnity and seriousness of the story, and
maintain your focus on reading skills.
Because you will need to do so much explaining for this story, you will have less time available
for activities than usual. That’s all right; it’s important for the story to be understood. Answer the
students’ questions in as much detail as is necessary.
It’s important to be sure the students understand that the events in the story happened thousands
of years ago and that we no longer crucify criminals. This means that it could not happen to
anyone they know. Explain also that in the time of this story the Romans ruled the country, and
that Pilate was the Roman governor of the area (the province of Judea). Tell the students that
the priests, and especially the “high priests,” were involved officially in many things that today
would be reserved for our legal system to deal with.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk. Use it to introduce the biblical names, as well as terms like “high
priest” and “tomb.” Say, “This is a picture of Pilate, who was then the governor of Judea. Why
do you suppose the men took Jesus to the governor?” At page 140, say, “Do you know what the
soldiers are doing here?” and if the students don’t know, explain that they’re gambling—playing
a game for money. Ask if the students have ever seen a tomb, and explain the difference between
a tomb and a more typical grave. Remind the students of Chapter 9, in which Jesus prayed such
sad prayers about what was going to happen to him; explain that he was referring to the events of
Chapter 10—being arrested and questioned, being mocked and beaten, and being crucified.
You may want to do the first reading of this story with your students as an echo reading or choral
reading before having them try to read aloud on their own. If you start with the students reading
alone and it becomes clear to you that the reading is a struggle for them, just say, “You know,
I think we should start over. Let’s read this story together the first time, and then you can take
turns and read it to me by yourselves.”
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During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The first problem will be the biblical names “Pilate” and “Golgotha.” Just pronounce them for
the students; you might explain that “Golgotha” means “the place of the skull.” Words that have
to be memorized and treated as sight words include: “tomb,” with its silent final B; “soldiers,”
with the D pronounced as J and the IE spelling in the second syllable; “priest,” with its unusual
spelling for the vowel sound; and “high,” because of the GH that was pronounced long ago but is
now silent. The word “questioned” may cause trouble, as may the word “put.” Give students all
the help they need with this set of vocabulary items.
Some students may not be familiar with the meaning of the word “forsaken.” Explain that to
forsake someone is to desert that person, to abandon the person and leave him or her alone and
without help or support.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Point out the set of words “lake, day, lay,” explaining that the set is a word family because all
the words have the same vowel sound. Ask the students to think of some other words that rhyme
with each one, to make the family bigger. Then have the students find other one-syllable words in
the story that use the same vowel sound, such as “wake” and “waves.” Ask the students to compare
all these words with the word “says.” Point out that anyone who tried to sound out “says” as if
it rhymed with “plays” would know right away that the couldn’t be right. Then, if time allows,
have the students look for another set of one-syllable words in the story that is a family because
every member of the set has the same vowel sound; for example, “had, back, am, and, at” or “it,
big, is, wind, still.”
You may have one or more students who think that “when” should be in the set with “it, big, is,
wind, still.” For many dialects of American English, that is in fact correct: The vowel that many
American English speakers use in “when” is the same as the I sound in “it.” The only time most
people actually say “when” with the E sound of “bed” and “get” is when they’re saying it by itself
and are essentially “performing” the word. This is a potential source of trouble, because most
textbooks and tests ignore these facts. If the students are confused, that confusion is justified.
Nothing good can come of trying to pretend that students—especially students who are not
native speakers of English—should hear one sound when it’s really another sound; that only
makes them lose confidence in their ability to sound out words. If the problem arises, handle it
by saying something like this: “Some people say the E sound in ‘when’ like the E sound in ‘get,’
and some say it like the I sound in ‘big.’ Most books and tests say it should be like the E sound
in ‘get.’ This is something you just have to memorize.”
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2. By this time the student has seen a lot of words containing O followed by W; in the Reading
Session for Chapter 4 you discussed the difference between “lowered” and “down.” This story
uses several such words, and a discussion would be useful. Point out to the students that you can
take the syllable “-ing” away from “filling” and still have a real word. Explain to the students
that a word part such a “-ing” is called a “suffix.” Then say, “If a word ending is called a suffix,
what do you suppose a prefix would be?” Help the students think of a prefix—for example, the
“un-” in “unhappy.” Then help the students discover the difference between a word and a prefix
or suffix: A word can be used all by itself, but you can only use a prefix or suffix by adding it to a
word. Explain that prefixes and suffixes and words are all morphemes.
3. Have the students find all the words in the story that have the same vowel sound as OW in
“cow” (the phoneme /au/) and write them down, sorting them into lists by the way that the sound
is spelled. (This will include “crowd, crown, down, bow” and “shouted.”) Help the students think
of some more words they can add to each of the lists.
Writing strategies and activities
Have the students make a list of all the words in the story that use the “-ed” suffix. (This will
include “questioned, yelled, pretended, nailed, gambled, shouted, and closed.”) Explain to the
students that this “-ed” is called a suffix, and that “-ing” is another example of a suffix. (This has
already been suggested as an activity for an earlier Reading Session; if you didn’t use the activity
at that time, explain it now).
The list should also include “died,” but the students may not realize it because of the spelling
changes in that word. Explain that “died” is the way we spell “die” plus the “-ed” suffix. Explain
that this is a spelling pattern that readers will see often, and ask, “Can you think of any other
words that might use this pattern?” (For example, “cried” and “spied.”) If the students seem to be
stuck, suggest thinking of words that rhyme with “tried” and “died.”
Ask the students, “What do you think the ‘-ed’ suffix means?” Help them understand that it
means that whatever is being talked about happened in the past. Then have the students find
some words in the story that also talk about past events but don’t use this suffix. (For example:
“made” or “spat” or “sat.”_ Explain that these words are called “irregular” for this reason, because the way they’re spelled doesn’t include that “-ed” suffix. Help the students understand that
if “sat” were regular it would be spelled “sitted.” Point out that this is why toddlers often say
things like “taked” and “sitted.” (If the students already know that these words are verbs, use the
term “irregular verbs” as you talk about them.)
Other strategies and activities
Have the students choose an episode from the stories they have read about the life of Jesus and
draw a picture to illustrate it, writing a title for the picture at the bottom of the page.
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Questions You Can Expect to Hear
1. Be prepared for unpleasant questions about exactly how crucifixion was done, why it took so
long for someone being crucified to die, how much it hurt, why it was done out in the open where
everybody could see, why people were allowed to make fun of someone dying in this terrible
way, and much more of the same. The questions are natural and to be expected. You don’t want
to let students wallow in this kind of thing; on the other hand, you don’t want to make it even
more fascinating by treating it like forbidden fruit. Answer the questions briefly and with as little
gory detail as possible; then insist on moving on. Tell the students that your time in the Reading
Sessions is too short to spend on such matters, which is the truth.
2. “Why didn’t God help Jesus? How come God just let him go on hurting and hurting? What
kind of a father is that?”
Explain that the Bible says God knew Jesus’ death was something that had to happen, for the
sake of all the rest of the world, and that his crucifixion was part of God’s plan for humankind.
3. “But I don’t get it? What had Jesus done to get arrested for?”
This is a very hard question. In the most simplistic sense, Jesus was arrested for saying that he
was God, which, if false, would be the crime of blasphemy. And he was arrested because the
authorities thought he was a trouble maker. He talked to people about things that the authorities
didn’t want him to talk about. He argued with the authorities in public and made them look foolish.
He spent much of his time with people that society disapproved of. He performed miracles that
had everybody talking about him and following him everywhere he went. The penalties for
crimes were very harsh in biblical times; people could be put to death for things that today would
get them only a fine or a jail sentence. The idea that a crowd shouting at Pilate could have Jesus
crucified seems impossible to understand; still, it was the custom of the time.
The hardest part of this question revolves around the fact that when Jesus claimed divine status
he was not blaspheming, he was speaking the truth, which leads to a discussion of the doctrine
of the Trinity. It would be best to explain that the arrest and questioning took place because
religious officials were able to make it appear that Jesus had broken a law of the time, and that
things went downhill from that point on. Then suggest that additional questions should be taken
up with clergy.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity
For this Reading Session, review the letters and sounds that have been learned up to this point. You
can also use this opportunity to teach any material that you’ve had to postpone for lack of time.
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A Bible Context for Chapter 10
The cross as an instrument for execution was at first just a stake, but in Roman times a crossbar
was added. Sometimes the cross had the form we see most often today; sometimes it had the
shape of a T or an X. A person who had been sentenced to die by crucifixion had to carry the
crossbar to the execution site, where the upright stake would already be in place. The condemned
person would be stripped, beaten, and then attached to the cross. Death often took as long as
several days, and it happened only after terrible suffering.
This word is used in the story as meaning past tense. However, “spat” is also a correct past tense.
“Spit” may come up as a question as to why it is not used in the same irregular way as sit/sat.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 1

JESUS IS ALIVE
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

The Sunday after Jesus died, two women
from his followers went to the tomb.
The ground shook,
and an angel came!
The angel rolled the stone away
from the tomb, and sat down.
The angel said to the women,
“Don’t be afraid!”
“You are looking for Jesus.
He isn’t here.”
“God has made him alive again!”
the angel said.
“Now, go tell his disciples
that Jesus is alive!”
As the women went away,
they were afraid, but very happy.
And then, suddenly,
Jesus was there, telling them hello!
They kneeled down at his feet.
“Tell my disciples to go to Galilee,”
Jesus said. “They will see me there.”
And that was the very first Easter.

Introduction
This story (based on Matthew 28.1-10) begins after Jesus’ death. The two women in the story have
mourned him through the night. But when they go to his tomb in the early morning to tend to his
body in the way that the dead were honored in those days, an angel arrived and rolls the stone
away from the tomb—and the women see that the body of Jesus is gone. Students can understand
the grief that all Jesus’ followers felt after the horror of the crucifixion. They can understand the
shock and fear that the two women felt when the angel showed them that the tomb was empty.
They can marvel that although the women haven’t yet seen the risen Lord themselves, they have
faith enough to obey the angel and start off down the road with the joyful message for the disciples.
And they can marvel again when Jesus meets the women on the road and they recognize him and
see that it is really true—that he has indeed been resurrected. This is truly a story with a happy
ending, and will be a welcome change from the sadness of Reader Book 2, Chapters 9 and 10.
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General Comments
This story is relatively easy to read, in terms of vocabulary and structure. Because of the events
that it describes, however, it’s not easy to understand.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Begin with a Picture Walk, identifying the characters for the students as you discuss the illustrations
and talk about what might be happening. As was true for the Creation story, it would be impossible
for students to predict the events in this story. Students may be bewildered by the pictures of Jesus
with the women, and may say something like, “But how come Jesus is in the story? They already
killed him!” Say, “That’s pretty amazing, isn’t it? Let’s read the story and find out what happened.”
Point out to the students that this is the story of the very first Easter, and ask, “What do you and your
family usually do for Easter?” Discuss the Easter holiday, explaining that the holiday celebrates
the resurrection of Jesus, when God caused him to be alive again after his death on the cross.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Words in the story that should be treated as sight words include “tomb, disciples, here, first, isn’t,
Easter, and Galilee.”
If time allows, explain that “isn’t” is like “didn’t” and “don’t” (which the students have already
learned) and that all these words are made the same way. Show them how it’s done by writing
“is not,” crossing out the O in “not” and replacing it with an apostrophe, and then drawing a line
to link “is” to “n’t.” Then have the student write “did not” and “do not” and go through the same
steps to get “didn’t” and “don’t.”

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find all the words in the story that use the /ae/ phoneme (the vowel sound in
“cat”). This will include “after, an, sat, and, happy, that, and Galilee.”
2. Have the students find all the words in the story that use the /E/ phoneme (the vowel sound in
“get”). This will include “went, then, tell, them, very, hello, there, telling, and suddenly.”
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Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write from dictation and then add original writing to the dictated items. Say,
“I’m going to dictate some beginnings of sentences for you to write down on your sheet of paper,
and then I want you to finish them any way you like. Be sure you leave plenty of room after each
one for writing.” Then dictate the set of sequences below.
(a) On the first Easter morning...
(b) The angel told the women to...
(c) The women saw...
(d) Jesus was going to...
2. Have the students write an Easter haiku. Tell them to write their haiku down as a first draft and
revise it; then have them copy the final haiku on a sheet of paper and draw a picture to illustrate it.
Ask them to read their work aloud, and read your own as well.
Other strategies and activities
Have ready a sheet of construction paper and some crayons, colored pencils, or colored markers.
Help the students work together to make a Word Poster, using the word “Easter.” For a Word
Poster the students write the word over and over in different places on the sheet of paper, in
various colors, sizes, and styles. Help the students discover as many ways as possible to make
the word decorative. When the sheet is almost full, suggest to the students that they finish their
poster by adding a decorative border.

Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. Students may ask you to explain the Resurrection. They’ll want to know how Jesus could be
dead and then “come to life” again; they’ll want details. Tell them that the Resurrection was a
miraculous event, and that (as is true for any miracle) the Bible tells us the story but doesn’t
give us any sort of explanation. Tell them that others find it just as awe-inspiring, and just as
mysterious as they do.
2. “Was Jesus a ghost when the women saw him?” Students may come to this conclusion.
Explain that Jesus had been dead but was alive again. Tell them that the definition of “ghost” is a
person who has died and is still dead; that’s what the word “ghost” means.
3. “Why did the women want to see Jesus’ body in the tomb?”
Tell the students that in biblical times there were certain things it was customary to do to bodies
before they were put into tombs, and that the women wanted to be sure these things had been
done properly. If they want details, explain that bodies would be rubbed with fragrant ointments
and then wrapped in clear white linen. You might add that the ointments usually had a base of
olive oil, with spices—for example, frankincense and myrrh—added to that base.
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4. “I don’t get it. If Easter is about Jesus, what do rabbits and eggs have to do with it?”
Explain that rabbits and eggs are symbols of life, which makes them appropriate for the
Easter celebration.

A Bible Context for Chapter 1
Jewish law had very strict requirements for proper burial of the dead. Normal procedure for treatment
of the body of Jesus after his death would have been to wash and perfume the body, and then to
bind it in a precise manner. This process was long hard work, and it could take as long as twentyfour hours to do it correctly. However, the Bible tells us that Jesus died on a Friday afternoon.
That meant that there wasn’t enough time to prepare the body for burial before Saturday began,
and Saturday was the Sabbath, when no work could be done. The only choice the women had
was to wait until sunrise on Sunday morning to go back to the tomb.
After his resurrection, Jesus appeared a number of times, and to a number of different people. The
appearances took place over the course of forty days, after which he was taken up into heaven.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 2

A STORY OF TWO SONS
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

A rich man had two sons.
The youngest said to him,
“I want my share of the money now!”
The father gave it to him,
and the son left home.
He did bad things.
Soon his money was gone.
He had no food.
He got a job looking after pigs.
They had food, but he didn’t!
So he went home.
When his father saw him coming,
he ran to meet him.
“Father,” said the son,
“I have been so bad.”
But the father told his servants
to prepare a feast,
and soon the celebrating began.
When the older son saw that,
he was angry.
“I work hard!” he said.
“This isn’t fair!”
“I love you,” his father said.
“Everything I have is for you.”
“But your lost brother has come home!
Be glad!”

Introduction
In this story (based on Luke 15.11-32) the students see the greedy younger son wheedle his
inheritance from his father and go off into the world to waste it. They see the dutiful son stay and
help his father, not asking for either money or leisure. And then they see the rebellious son, after
being reduced to homelessness and abject poverty, welcomed home by the father he has so badly
mistreated—with open arms and a feast in his honor! The students will understand perfectly
when the dutiful and obedient son reacts with anger and resentment, refuses to join the party,
and tells his father that it’s not fair.
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What they may not understand is the father’s behavior. This is a teaching challenge, but it’s also
an opportunity to introduce the concept of unconditional love, love that’s not based on “keeping
score.” And another lesson is there for the learning: Even when you have done grievous wrong, if
you are sorry from the depths of your heart and soul, if you are truly repentant, you will be given
another chance. This is welcome news, and news that will be treasured.

General Comments
Few stories are as useful as this one for leading students in worthwhile discussion about moral
values, about family, and (when it’s part of their experience) the mean-street code of honor.
Students will debate the question the Bible leaves open: Does the older son join the homecoming
feast, as his father asks him to do, or does he stay outside sulking? They’ll talk about what they
would do if they were the older brother. And they will struggle with the question of whether
the father is right in what he does when the younger son comes home or is merely a parent who
spoils his child. The discussion is especially important for youngsters who are growing up in a
culture that says getting even is the only acceptable response to being disrespected. Be sure
students understand that it is very significant for the father to run to meet his son; it was something that simply was not done at the time, and it clearly demonstrates both the father’s love for
his son and the joy he felt at seeing him again.
The way this story opens will be difficult for many students, who are unlikely to be familiar
with the concept of inheriting an estate, dividing an inheritance among the heirs, and so on. The
younger son’s demand for his “share of the money now!” will puzzle them. When they read that
line, stop and take time to explain, so that they’ll understand the rest of the story. Explain that
when someone dies, his or her money and property are usually divided among family members,
but that the younger son in the story wasn’t willing to wait. He was saying that even though his
father was still alive, he wanted his share of the inheritance right that instant. Students will realize
that this was selfish and disrespectful behavior. Explain that the reason the illustration shows the
older son getting more than the younger is that under the laws of inheritance in biblical times,
older sons always inherited a larger share than younger sons.
Considerable confusion could be created by this story, since it can seem to students (especially
younger ones) that it shows somebody being rewarded for doing wrong. Remind them that the
younger son did suffer the awful consequences of his actions, for a long time. He had to do hard,
dirty work taking care of pigs; he was treated unkindly by his boss; he had to go hungry. He had
to suffer through the time when he was learning that he had made a mistake, all while he was
coming around to feeling ashamed and sorry. And then he had to face the family he had betrayed,
without knowing how they would react. Explain that when he says, “Father, I have been so bad!”
he is prepared to hear his father say that he can stay, but only as one of the servants. He understands
that he deserves that kind of treatment, and he has no way of knowing that anything else will happen.
If time allows, explain that this story is an example of a story form called a parable, and is one of
a number of parables that Jesus told as a way of teaching important lessons.
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Pre-Reading Strategies
At this point in the Reading Sessions, your students may have improved their reading skills
substantially enough that pre-reading strategies are no longer as necessary as they were before.
If so, begin by having the students look at the book’s cover and glance inside while you introduce
the story very briefly. Say something along these lines: “Today we’re going to read this book,
which is called “A Story Of Two Sons.” It’s a story that Jesus told as part of his teaching, and I
think you’re really going to enjoy it. Do you have any questions before we get started?” Answer
any questions that are asked; then move on to having the students read the book aloud to you.
Some students will reach this point quickly; others will need more time.
Some students, especially very young ones, will need the Picture Walk for reasons that have nothing
to do with their reading abilities—for example, just because they value it as part of the Reading Session
experience, or because they need it to build their self-confidence. Use your own good judgment. If
your students aren’t yet ready for the change, begin with a Picture Walk as in previous sessions.

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The vocabulary in this story includes a number of words that look difficult and long (for example,
“celebrating”), but most of them can be easily sounded out and are appropriate for teaching with
the phonics approach. The new words that must be learned as sight words include “brother,
coming, lost, love, servants, and youngest.” The problem with “brother” and “coming” is the
pronunciation of the letter O; point out that “brother is almost exactly like “mother,” a word the
students already know, and that “coming” is the way we spell “come” plus the “-ing” suffix. In
“lost, love, servants, youngest” the problem in each case is the spelling of a vowel sound;
provide as much help as is needed.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find all the words in the story that use the /uh/ phoneme (the vowel sound in
“just”). They include “sons, son, youngest, but, coming, brother, love, and servant.”
2. Take the opportunity to introduce the word “exception.” “Love” is an exception to the pattern
that says a vowel followed by followed by a consonant and a silent final E always says its name.
Explain to the students that this is an exception, and help them find other exceptions of the same
kind. (For example, the words “come” and “done.”) Ask, “Can you think of another exception like
that from one of the other stories?” If necessary, suggest thinking about the story of Jesus in the
temple; this should remind the students of the word “dove.” Point out that all of these exceptions
are spelled with an O that’s pronounced like the vowel in “just,” which makes them a word family.
Ask the students if they can think of any more words that might be part of that word family. (For
example, “above” and “glove” and “shove.”)
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3. Ask the students, “What do you think the three hardest words in this story are? You can pick
them, and then I’d like you to write them down.” Let the students choose; then have them find
and underline each of the phonemes in the three words they’ve chosen.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write a letter from the older son to one of his friends, telling the story and
telling his friend how he feels about what happened.
2. Discuss with the students the question the Bible doesn’t answer, the question of whether the
older son did finally join his family’s celebration or not. Then have the students work together to
write a short essay with the title, “Why I Think the Older Son Did/Didn’t Go to the Party.”
3. Ask the students, “Can you think of a time when you did the wrong thing and somebody was
good to you anyway? Or a time when that happened to somebody else you know?” Discuss the
experiences the students bring up. Then help the students choose one or more of the experiences
to write as a story. Have them read their stories aloud, and read your own story to them as well.
Other strategies and activities
1. Help the students add some more words to their personal dictionaries.
2. Introduce the grammar term “verb” at this point. Explain that many verbs (like “jump” and
“work” and “hug”) are words that tell us about an action. Other verbs (for example, “know” and
“like”) can’t be described that way. Tell the students that there is a reliable way to check and
find out if a word is a verb: If you can add the suffix “-ing” to a word, it’s a verb. Then have the
students find three verbs in the story, writing them down as they’re found.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 25 and page 21
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has Y for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘yoke.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! Y is for ‘yoke.’ Remember the ox
that we saw in the picture on the page for the letter X? In this picture we see two of them—two
oxen—and they’re fastened together with a yoke so that they can work together. The yoke goes
across their necks, and we can see it in the picture.
Step B2. Say to the students, “Now let’s look at the page for the letter U. The word on that page is ‘Uriah’
[yoo-RY-uh], and it’s a man’s name. Uriah was a high priest in Bible times, and we can see him in the
picture, looking at some writing, wearing the special clothes that high priests wore. Let’s say ‘Uriah’
together and listen carefully to the way that word starts. ... Good! Can you tell me what the first sound in
the word ‘Uriah’ is? ... [Help the students discover that the first sound is the /y/ sound.] Good! The first
sound in that word is the /y/ sound, just like the first sound in ‘yoke.’ U is just one letter, but its name
has two sounds in it—first the /y/ sound and then an “oo” sound. Let’s say both words one more time.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 2
This story of the two sons (often called the story of the Prodigal Son), like the story of “The
Good Samaritan,” is a parable. We recognize parables by three characteristics: they always tell a
story; they are always short; and they always have two layers of meaning. One layer is the narrative
itself, the story about fishing or farming or having a party, with its plot and characters. The other
layer is the deeper meaning—the lesson that the story teaches.
At http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/jesus/ministry.html#parable, John
Dominic Crossan says: “Jesus is most famous, I think, for parables and aphorisms. And both of
them are really ways of teaching ordinary people. Now, if you read them in the New Testament,
it might take a minute to read; I imagine them as maybe an hour-long interaction between Jesus
and an audience, who are probably talking back to him, and interrupting him and debating with
him and disagreeing with him and fighting with him. And the parable is a way, really, of getting
them to think. It’s a way of provoking people to think for themselves....”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 3

THE GOOD SAMARITAN
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

This is a story
that Jesus told
at a time when most Jewish people
looked down on Samaritans.
He told it to answer the question,
“Who is my neighbor?”
One day, as a man was traveling,
some robbers came.
They took all his things.
They beat him up.
They left him lying in the road.
Soon a priest came along. He saw the man,
but he walked on by.
A temple helper came along. He saw the man,
but he walked on by.
Then a Samaritan came along, on a donkey.
He saw the man, and went to help him.
He put oil and wine on his wounds.
He put him on the donkey
and took him to an inn.
He looked after the man at the inn.
When he had to leave,
he gave the innkeeper money
to take care of him.
This story shows us
that the Samaritan was a good neighbor.

Introduction
We live today in a world torn with ethnic conflict; America is not the Balkans, but it isn’t free of
that stain. Although we allow no wholesale “ethnic cleansing” here, we are often torn and divided
by issues of race and heritage and class. This story (based on Luke 10.30-37) speaks to those
issues, because Samaritans were at the bottom of the social and economic ladder in the time of
Jesus. Many Jewish people were deeply prejudiced against Samaritans, and the culture supported
that prejudice. You could push a Samaritan around all you liked, and get away with it.
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This exciting story teaches two essential lessons. First, that the victim (whom students will
understand has been mugged and left to die) is not to be treated as a stranger, but as our neighbor.
And second, that all good people should offer to strangers the same compassion and kindness
that they would offer to someone in their own circle.

General Comments
This story should be a pleasure both to read and to teach. The vocabulary and structure aren’t
difficult, and there’s quite a lot of language patterning. Mention to the students that this is another
parable—another of the stories that Jesus used to teach lessons. He told the parable of the Good
Samaritan to make it clear that the concept of “neighbor” should not be restricted to just family
and friends and colleagues, or even just to those who happen to live near you. “Neighbor” in
the commandment to love your neighbor as you love yourself, includes all of humankind, even
people who are very different from you—even people who are your enemies.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the book by saying, “This story is called The Good Samaritan. It’s about something
that happened to a man when he was traveling to the city of Jericho.” Set the scene for this story
by explaining why Jesus told it. A man had asked him, “Who is my neighbor?” (with respect
to the commandment to love your neighbor as yourself), and Jesus told the story of the Good
Samaritan to answer that question. (As always, begin with a Picture Walk if that’s appropriate for
your students and you feel that it’s needed.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The words “Samaritan” and “Jewish” are new, and may cause problems; pronounce them for the
students and give whatever help is needed. Except for those items, the only word likely to be difficult
for emergent readers are “wounds” and “neighbor.” Those two are best treated as sight words.
Students may not be familiar with “looked down on” in the sense used in the story. Explain to
them that to “look down on” someone is to be prejudiced against that person, and to believe that
you’re better than that person.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. This is a good opportunity to do a review of the system of phonemes that the students have
been learning, as a way to find out if they understand the concepts and terms and whether any
particular areas remain unclear. Have the students find pairs of words in the story that are
examples of five different vowel phonemes. Explain it like this: “The words in this story use a
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lot of different sounds that you’ve been learning. For instance, you’ve been learning about the
vowel sound that’s in the word “keep,” and this story has two words, ‘beat’ and ‘priest,’ that use
that phoneme. Another sound you’ve been learning is the vowel sound ‘sit,’ right? Let’s see if we
can find two words in the story that use that phoneme.” After the students find those words, say,
“Good! Now what’s another vowel sound that you’ve been learning?” [Some example sets from
the story are: “as, man; some, but, one, was; who, wounds; told, road; wine, lying, by; on, along,
walked; one, money; day, take, came.”] If the students have trouble doing this task, offer as much
help as is needed. Say, “What about the word ‘road’? What vowel sound do you hear in ‘road’? ...
Right! It’s the O sound. Now, can you find another word in the story that uses that same sound?”
Continue until five different pairs have been found. Be sure the students understand that the way
to do this is to look at the text of the story to find the word, not to try to just remember them.
2. If time allows, repeat activity #1 for five consonant phonemes.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write another installment in the story of “The Good Samaritan,” making
just one change. Say, “Suppose that when the Good Samaritan told the innkeeper to look after the
injured man, the innkeeper said no. Suppose that when the Good Samaritan said, ‘If you have to
spend more money, I’ll return it to you when I come back again,’ the innkeeper had said no, he
wasn’t willing to do that. Then what do you think would have happened?” Have the title and the
beginning of the story already written on a sheet of paper for each of the students, like this:
“More About the Good Samaritan”
The Samaritan gave the innkeeper some money.
“I have to go away,” he said. “Take care of him for me.
If you need more money, I will give it to you when I come back.”
The innkeeper didn’t like that. He said, “...
Have the students write the rest of the story and read their work aloud to the group. Then read
your own story aloud to them.
Other strategies and activities
Play the word game “Follow the Rule” with the students. Say, “In this game, the rule is that
every word has to start with the last letter of the word that came before it. I’ll write a word to
get us started.” You write a word and tell the students what it is; the students take turns writing
a word that starts with the last letter of the word you wrote; and so on, alternately. After six or
seven words, say, “Okay, now let’s make a new rule. Do you want to make it, or shall I?” (For
example: every word has to start with the first letter of the word that came before it; or every
word has to rhyme with the word that came before it.) If the students have trouble thinking of a
new rule, do that task yourself, and then continue playing.
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Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. “Why did the Samaritan take the man to a hotel? Why didn’t he take him to a hospital?”
Explain that in biblical times people who were sick or hurt were ordinarily taken care of in their
homes and by their families. Because the robbers in the story took everything their victim had,
and left him unconscious, there was no way the Samaritan could find out where the man’s home
was, and no way to notify the family. Instead, he had to take him to the closest place where he
could be put to bed and looked after.
2. “Why did the Samaritan put oil and wine on the places where the man was hurt? What good
would that do?”
Explain that in biblical times people didn’t have antibiotics or the kinds of medicines we have
today, and that they used things like olive oil and wine instead.
3. “The Samaritan didn’t even know that man, and there were robbers around! Wasn’t it kind of
stupid for him to stop and help?”
Agree that it was certainly dangerous for the Samaritan to stop and help; no question about it.
For all he knew, the robbers were hiding somewhere close by, just waiting for someone to come
along and do that. The fact that he was willing to help anyway, and willing to help someone who
wasn’t a friend or a relative, is a major point of the lesson this parable teaches. Mention also that
there was no “highway patrol” in those days that helped travelers in trouble; when you traveled,
you were on your own.
4. What was wrong with the Samaritans? Why did people think they were bad?”
This question will give you an opportunity to point out that when one group of human beings
is prejudiced against another, it’s not because there’s anything wrong with the second group.
That’s inherent in the meaning of “prejudice”—prejudice means having negative feelings about
someone for no good reason. In this story it was the people of privilege who didn’t want to get
involved and weren’t willing to help, while the despised Samaritan was the one who obeyed the
commandment and helped the wounded man lying in the road. That Jesus chose to make the
Samaritan the hero of the story teaches the lesson that prejudice is wrong.
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Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 30 and page 35
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This is a picture of a father with his two children. We can see him
in the picture, sitting outside under a tree, holding one child in his lap and listening to the other
child. The picture tells us more about what life was like in Bible times. And the word on the page
is ‘father.’ [Put your fingertip on the word.] Can you find the letter A in that word? ... Good. The
first letter is F, and then comes an A. It’s an A like the A in ‘angel’ and the A in ‘Adam,’ but it
spells a different sound. Can you tell me what sound the A in ‘father’ makes? ... Good! It sounds
like ‘ah.’ Let’s say it together. ... The word is ‘father,’ and the sound we’re learning about in that
word is /a/. [Draw a line under the letter A with your fingertip.] Can you think of some other
words that use that same /a/ sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘got’ and ‘hot’ and
‘bother.’] Good. Now, let’s go back to the story and see how many words we can find in it that
use that sound.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “The men in this picture are making olive oil. They have to crush
the olives to get the oil from them. People in Bible times used a lot of olive oil. Let’s look at the
word on this page. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘oil.’] This word is oil,’ and the sound that we
want to learn about in the word is the /oi/ sound. [Draw a line under the letters O-I with your
fingertip.] Let’s say it together. ... Good! Can you think of some other words that use the /oi/
sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘boy’ and ‘joy’ and ‘noise’ and ‘toys.’] Good.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 3
Quotation from the Harper’s Bible Dictionary
Page 898: “Basically, the Jews regarded the Samaritans as a people foreign to themselves, in
spite of an obviously shared heritage: the term ‘foreigner’ used by Jesus of the thankful Samaritan
leper in Luke 17.18... is the term used in the Jerusalem Temple inscription excluding non-Jews
from the court of Israel.”
The religious disagreement between the Samaritans and the Israelites in New Testament times
was based primarily on two factors. First, the Samaritans recognized only the first five books of
the Hebrew Bible as Scripture and rejected the rest of the Old Testament. Second, the Samaritans
rejected the idea that God should be worshipped at Jerusalem, and insisted instead that the proper
place for worship was Mount Gerizim, a mountain in the central highlands.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 4

JESUS AND THE RICH YOUNG MAN
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

One day a very rich young man
went to talk to Jesus.
“Teacher,” he asked, “how can I
get into God’s kingdom?”
“Follow God’s laws,” Jesus said.
“Do not murder. Do not steal.
Do not lie.”
“Respect your parents
and your wife.”
“Love other people
the same way you love yourself.”
“I do all that,” the young man said.
“Is there more?”
“Yes,” Jesus said. “Go sell all you have
and give the money to the poor.
Then, come follow me.”
When he heard Jesus say that,
the young man went away sad.
Jesus said, “For rich people,
getting into God’s kingdom is like
a camel going through the eye of a needle.”
“Then how can anyone ever do it?”
his helpers asked him.
“There are things people can’t do,” Jesus said.
“But God can do anything.”

Introduction
This story (based on Matthew 19.16-26) raises issues that are critically important, especially when we
are living in a culture focused so tightly on making money and piling up possessions and displaying
them. When Jesus tells the rich young man that to enter God’s kingdom and have eternal life he has
to give up his wealth, and the young man isn’t even willing to try, students begin to think about
how they would feel if they were told that they had to give up their things. As they think about that,
they will understand why Jesus says that it’s easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than
it is for a person obsessed with riches to get into God’s kingdom. Students may like that image of the
camel and the needle. And then there is the comforting statement from Jesus at the end of the story
that as hard as all this is for human beings to do alone, with God’s help all things are possible.
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General Comments
This story may be a bit unsettling to students. People are exposed to a flood of media messages
that glorify wealth. They hear all the stories on the news about “welfare reform” and “campaign
reform” and how to save for retirement and how to make money on the stock market. (They may
have heard far less about charitable giving and volunteering.) With this as a background, they may
find it upsetting to read that Jesus told the rich young man he could only get into God’s kingdom
by giving away all his wealth to the poor. It’s not surprising that they would be upset by this; it’s a
natural reaction. It’s best to affirm that this story does pose a problem, and that although you can’t
solve the problem you do understand and share their uneasiness about it.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by explaining that it’s a story Jesus told one day when he was talking to his
disciples and to other people who had come to listen to his teaching. Explain that there was a
very rich young man in the audience, and that the story tells us about the dialogue between the
young man and Jesus, and about the disciples’ reaction to what was said. (If appropriate for your
students, begin with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Although there are some unfamiliar words in the story—for example, “kingdom, camel,” and
“needle”—they aren’t words that are hard to sound out. The only words that must be treated as
sight words are “through,” “eye,” and “murder.” The students will by now be used to the problems
created by such sets as “cheat/steal/heard” and will know to try all the E-A patterns until they
find the one that works in the story they’re reading.
The phrase “God’s kingdom” (or “kingdom of God”) has much potential for causing confusion,
because students’ previous experience with “kingdom” will involve kings and queens and their
palaces and lands and so on. Explain that the Bible uses “the kingdom of God” to refer to a time
when God’s will would be done on earth. According to the Harper’s Bible Dictionary, Jesus
taught his followers to pray for the coming of the kingdom of God; “when it came, God’s will
would be done on earth” and “only those who, in the meantime, lived in accordance with God’s
will might hope to enter it.” If the students want more details, suggest that they take up the
question with clergy.
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Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
Students may be a little confused by the way Jesus goes straight through the list of commandments.
Explain that it is a list, and that the form it takes is correct for a list. The students have already
encountered terms such as “story,” “skit,” “letter,” and “parable”; explain to them that a list is yet
another kind of speaking or writing. Remind them that they have been making many different
kinds of lists themselves, in the Reading Sessions.
Note: It’s possible that the students will have some difficulty understanding what’s happening in
the illustrations for pages 52 through 54, which are illustrations of the commandments. Provide
whatever help and explanation is necessary. For page 52, you might talk about how hard it
would be to draw a picture of someone not doing something.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find all the words in the story that end in consonant clusters (that is, words
that end with two or more pronounced consonant sounds in a row) and write each one down as it
is found. (This will include “asked, respect, yourself,” and “things.”) Help the students identify
the phonemes in some of the consonant clusters; for example, the students would identify the
phonemes /f/ and /t/ at the end of the word “left.”
Be sure the students understand that “thing, everything, anything” and “hearing” end with two
letters but with only one sound. If necessary, demonstrate the difference between saying the /ng/
phoneme aloud and saying first /n/ and then /g/ aloud; have the students echo your demonstration
to help make the information clear by direct experience.
2. Have the students write down the three words “sell, like and same.” Then say, “Now we’re
going to do some phoneme substitutions with those three words. Let’s see if we can change every
single one of their phonemes, one at a time, and get a real new word every time.” Show the students
what you mean by demonstrating the complete set for “sell,” like this:
(a) Substitute W for the first phoneme, to get “well”
(b) Substitute T for the last phoneme, to get “set”
(c) Substitute the vowel sound in “sick” for the middle phoneme, to get “sit”
Then have the students work with the other two words in the same way. (Possible results: “like/
bike; like/line; like/lake”; “same/game; same/save; same/some.”)
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3. Have the students take their list of all the words that end in consonant clusters and divide it
into two parts: words ending in clusters that are just sequences of sounds, such as “just,” and
words in which the final consonant sound is a separate morpheme. Explain that a morpheme is
any sequence that has a meaning of its own, even if it’s not a whole word and cannot be used by
itself. Help the students understand the following facts:
(a) “Asked” and “puzzled” end with the morpheme “-ed” that refers to past time
(b) “God’s” ends with the possessive morpheme “-’s,” which refers to ownership
(c) “Things, ones, disciples” end with the plural morpheme “-s,” which indicates that
there’s more than one of whatever is being referred to
(d) All three of these morphemes are suffixes
Point out to the students that “left” belongs in the second list because “left” is the way we spell
“leave” plus the past-time suffix.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write an essay with the title “Why I Like This Story” or “Why I Don’t Like
This Story.”
2. Have the students choose one of the laws that Jesus lists for the rich young man in the story
and write a short essay about it.
3. Help the students work on revising a piece of writing done in a previous Reading Session.
4. Have the students write a haiku about a camel trying to get through the eye of a needle, from
the point of view of the camel.
Other strategies and activities
Discuss with the students what “Respect your parents” and “Respect your wife (or husband)”
mean. Talk about what “disrespect” would mean. Help the students make a chart that lists things
that would show respect and disrespect either for their parents or wife/husband, or other person
in authority. For example:
Respecting Parents
Say “thank you” when they do something for you
Do what they tell you to do
Say “Yes, Father” or “Yes, Mother” when he or she tells you to do something
Disrespecting Parents
Don’t answer when they talk to you
When they give you something, don’t say anything
Interrupt them when they’re talking
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Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. “What happens to people that don’t get into God’s kingdom?”
“What happens to people who don’t give all their stuff away?”
You will almost certainly get questions like these. They’re theological questions, and are beyond
the scope of your tutoring task. Just say, “That’s a very good question, and a hard one to answer.
I’d suggest that you talk to your parents (your pastor; your priest; your rabbi) about it.”
2. “What does that mean—don’t cheat on your wife?”
You may get this question from children. Explain that a man is cheating on his wife when he
does things with other women that he should do only with his wife.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 18 and page 41
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has R for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘Ruth,’ and it’s a woman’s name. Say the word, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! R
is for ‘Ruth.’ There’s a story about Ruth in the Bible. In the picture we can see Ruth picking up
wheat in a field; she’s going to tie that wheat together and take it home with her. Let’s say the
word one more time.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “Now this picture is a little harder to figure out than some of the
others. Nothing is happening in the picture; it’s just teaching us some more about life in Bible
times. If you were telling somebody about this picture, what could you say? ... [Help the students
discover and explain that the picture shows a room in a house that belongs to someone who has
a lot of money. Help the students describe the things they see in the picture and understand that
for biblical times they’re very fancy and elegant.] Good. Now let’s look at the word on this page.
[Put your fingertip on the word ‘wealth.’] This is a special word that we use to name all of the
things that belong to somebody who is rich. If we want to talk about somebody’s money and cars
and big houses and so on, we can say that we’re talking about their wealth. The sound in ‘wealth’
that we want to learn about is the /th/ sound. [Draw a line under the letters T-H with your fingertip.] Can you say that sound for me? ... Good! It’s /th/. The word is ‘wealth’ and the sound is /
th/. Can you think of any words that rhyme with ‘wealth’? [Help the students think of ‘health’
and ‘stealth’; if necessary, explain what ‘stealth’ means.] Good. And can you think of some other
words that don’t rhyme with ‘wealth’ but do use the /th/ sound? [Help the students think of words
like ‘throw’ and ‘thing’ and ‘thread.’] Good. Now let’s look at the page for R one more time.
What is the last sound in the word ‘Ruth’? ... Right; it’s /th/. Good.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 4
In the Bible (at Matthew 19.30), this story ends with Jesus saying, “But many who are now first
will be last, and many who are last will be first.” And in the very next chapter, at Matthew 20.16, in
the parable of “Workers in a Vineyard,” Jesus ends his telling of that parable with something very
similar, and just as puzzling: “Everyone who is now first will be last, and everyone who is last shall
be first.” The parable tells the story of a man who goes out five times in one day to hire workers for
his vineyard, always making an agreement with them to pay them what’s fair. But when the time
comes for the man’s foreman to pay the workers, all of them are paid the same amount of money.
The workers who were hired earlier in the day and have worked more hours aren’t pleased by this,
and they complain about it. But the owner of the vineyard reminds them that he has paid them what
he agreed to pay, and says, “Why should you be jealous, if I want to be generous?”
Again and again in the parables, the lesson is that we should be happy about the good fortune of
others in exactly the same way that we are happy about our own good fortune. This is a terribly
hard lesson to learn. Remember the older brother, in the parable of the Two Sons, who protested
that it wasn’t fair for the son who had behaved so badly to be rewarded with a celebration? The
workers in the vineyard didn’t think it was fair for men who had worked only an hour to be paid
just as much as men who had worked an entire day. The rich young man in Chapter 4 didn’t think
it was fair for him to be required to give all his riches away to the poor. But Jesus makes it clear
that in the kingdom of heaven “what’s fair” is not going to be defined in the same way that
humankind defines it now.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 5

PETER BREAKS A PROMISE
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

The night Jesus was arrested,
he said to Peter...
“Before the rooster crows,
you will say three times
that you don’t know me.”
“I will never do that!”
Peter said.
Peter followed Jesus and the mob
to the high priest’s house.
As he sat down with the guards,
a servant girl came out.
“You were with Jesus!” she said to him.
“No, I wasn’t,” Peter said.
He went over by the gate,
and another servant girl came out.
“This man was with Jesus!”
she told the people by the gate.
“No!” Peter said. “I don’t know him.”
But they said, “You were with Jesus!”
Peter yelled, “I don’t even know him!”
And just then, a rooster crowed.
Peter remembered what Jesus had said.
It had happened just that way!
Peter was so sorry.
He was so sorry
that he sat down and cried.

Introduction
This sad story (based on Mark 14.27-31, 66-72) is a very important one. The students will easily
understand why Peter would swear to Jesus that he’d never deny him and then, because he was
afraid of being arrested and mistreated, lose his courage and do that very thing. They will understand how sick at heart Peter is after it’s over, and how he would give anything to take back his
cowardly words. You’ll want to be sure they also understand that what Peter did is an example
of weakness, not wickedness; it wasn’t like the betrayal of Jesus by Judas. They will realize that
Peter failed to live up to his own principles, but that he was deeply sorry, so sorry that he wept
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bitterly, and that this did not keep him from going on to be one of the great men of Christianity.
They will also be aware that even though Peter’s denials of Jesus were cowardly, he did a very
brave thing when he followed the mob that took Jesus away.
This story teaches a sense of proportion. It points out that even repeated failures don’t have to
mean a whole lifetime of failure. It teaches than even a truly good man can fail now and again,
that he may even fail those he loves most, but that there is still hope for him.

General Comments
As has been explained earlier, the stories in the literacy series that tell about Jesus’ life and ministry
are not always presented in chronological order. The events described in Reader Book 3, Chapter 5
actually took place after those described in Reader Book 2, Chapter 9 and before those presented
in Reader Book 2, Chapter 10. This story has been put last because Reader Book 3, Chapter 5 is
a far more difficult story for emergent readers to read.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by setting the scene and providing some background. Tell the students that
Chapter 5 is the story of something that happened on the night when Jesus was arrested. Explain
that the disciples all knew that because they were followers of Jesus and were his close associates
they could be taken away and arrested, too. They knew that this was a real danger, and that’s why
they ran away when the mob came to arrest Jesus. Say, “But Peter didn’t run away. The story
tells us what he did instead.” (As always, if it’s appropriate for your group of students, begin
with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The problem posed by this story is not its vocabulary. Except for “another” (which is like
“mother” and “brother,” two words the students have already worked with) and the sight word
“guards,” the vocabulary isn’t especially hard. What’s hard is that both the story’s plot and the
structure of its sentences are very complicated. Be sure the students don’t get confused about
what’s happening. Be sure they understand that each time Peter lied and said he didn’t know
Jesus, he was lying because he was so terribly afraid.
It’s possible that the phrase “the rooster” may be confusing for emergent readers. Explain that
when Jesus says, “Before the rooster crows...,” he isn’t talking about any specific rooster, he’s
talking about just any rooster at all. Remind the students that they saw the same kind of phrase
in Chapter 4, “Jesus and The Rich Young Man,” when Jesus told the young man to give everything away to “the poor.”
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Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
The time sequences in this story are complicated for emergent readers. First there is the opening
sequence, “On the night when Jesus would be arrested,” followed by Jesus’ prediction of what
Peter will do at a future time. Next come the events of the night: Jesus is arrested and taken
away; Peter follows; Peter denies Jesus three times as predicted. Next Peter remembers the past,
hearing again in his mind the words Jesus said to him before being taken away by the mob. And
then the narrative closes with Peter back in present time, weeping about what he has just done.
It may be hard for the students to understand exactly what happens when. Be sure three things
are clearly understood: That before Jesus was arrested he predicted what Peter would do after the
arrest; that the arrest took place and Peter proceeded to do exactly what Jesus had said he would
do; and that Peter was so sorry that he sat down and cried.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find and write down all the words in the story that use the /u/ phoneme, the
vowel phoneme in “soon.” (This will include “to, rooster, and you.”) Help the students think of
more words to add to the list.
2. In the Reading Session for Chapter 3 you began reviewing the vowel phonemes of English. Continue
the review, having the students find and write down words with vowel sounds you haven’t yet discussed.
Note: The complete set of vowel phonemes for English is: /i/ (as in “police”); /I/ (as in “sit”);
/u/ (as in “soon”); /e/ (as in “say”; /E/ (as in “bed”); /uh/ (as in “just”); /o/ (as in “go”); /ae/
(as in “cat”); /a/ (as in “father”); /aw/ (as in “gone”); plus the three diphthong phonemes /ai/
(as in “tie”), /au/ (as in “cow”), and /oi/ (as in “boy”).]
Writing strategies and activities
1. Discuss with the students what the second servant girl’s reasons might have been for behaving
the way she did; the Bible doesn’t tell us, and there are several possibilities. Have the students
write a letter from that girl to her mother, explaining why she caused Peter so much trouble and
put him in danger.
2. Have the students write a short essay with the title, “Why Peter Cried,” and draw a picture
to illustrate it.
Other strategies and activities
1. Introduce the terms “noun” and “pronoun.” Explain that nouns name things, and that pronouns
can be used in the place of nouns as a way to keep from saying the same thing over and over.
Say, “Suppose we’re talking about Tracy. ‘Tracy’ is a noun, and we use it to talk or write about
her. But we wouldn’t want to say, ‘Tracy is my friend. Tracy lives in Kansas City with Tracy’s
parents.’ Instead, we use pronouns and say, ‘Tracy is my friend. She lives in Kansas City with her
parents.’ ‘She’ and ‘her’ are pronouns, and they help us not to be boring when we talk or write.”
Help the students find some nouns and pronouns in the story.
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Explain that one way to find out if a word is a noun is to see if you can make it plural and put a
number—or, if that doesn’t work, the phrase “a lot of”—in front of it. Say, “Is ‘house’ a noun?
We can say ‘two houses’; that tells us that it’s a noun. Is ‘rice’ a noun? We can say ‘a lot of rice,’
and that tells us that it’s a noun.”
If the student tries this with a proper name, the name of a town, for example, and has trouble,
point out that names are different from other nouns. Explain that it’s perfectly okay to say or
write a sentence such as, “There aren’t two Kansas Cities in Missouri.”
2. Play a game of “Word Concentration” with the students, using the deck of cards from the
list of most common words of English. You’ll find instructions for making and playing the
game in this Handbook.

A Question You Can Expect To Hear
“How did Jesus know that Peter was going to say he didn’t know him three times before that
rooster crowed?”
Students will understand that Jesus might have expected Peter to get scared and pretend he
wasn’t associated with him. But they’ll wonder how he could have known that Peter would deny
knowing him three times before the rooster crowed. Explain that Jesus knew many things in
ways that we can’t understand; explain that it’s much like the stories of the miracles. We have the
stories, but the Bible doesn’t give us information that would make it possible for us to understand
how these things were done.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 31 and page 43
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “In this picture we can see a woman from Bible times, working at a
loom. She’s using the loom to make cloth. Then she can use the cloth to make clothes for her family,
or blankets, or whatever they need. Have you ever seen a loom? ... [If the students say no, explain
briefly how a simple loom like the one in the picture is used.] The word on this page is ‘loom.’
[Put your fingertip on the word ‘loom.’] And the sound we want to learn about is the /u/ sound. In
‘loom,’ we spell that sound with a double O. [Draw a line under the OO with your fingertip.] Let’s
say it together. ... Good! What are some other words that use that sound? [Help the students think
of words like ‘loop’ and ‘soon’ and ‘true’ and ‘moon.’] Good. And just one more thing: Remember
when we looked at the page for the letter U and talked about how that letter spells out two sounds?
The first sound that letter spells out is Y, and the second one is the /u/ sound that we’re learning
about today. Let’s say the letter U together and listen to those two sounds. ... Good. Now, let’s go
back to the story and see how many words we can find in it that use the /u/ sound.”
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Step B2. Say to the students, “This is a picture of some men in Bible times moving through a
field of wheat, getting ready to cut the wheat down. They’re carrying sickles—sharp tools for
cutting the wheat. Let’s look at the word on this page. Put your fingertip on the word for me,
please. ... Good. That word is ‘wheat.’ Let’s say it together. ... Good! What we want to learn from
this page is a little bit different from what we’ve been learning. This time we want to learn two
sounds together in the word, and it’s a bit confusing. What are the first two letters in ‘wheat’?
... Right! First W, and then H. But let’s say the word together and listen carefully. ... [Help the
students discover that the first sound is /h/ and the next sound is /w/. Right! It’s backwards, isn’t
it? We write a W and then an H, but when you say the word you say an H sound and then a W
sound. This is really strange, but there are lots of English words that work this way, and we just
have to learn it. When you see the letters W-H at the beginning of an English word, it’s almost
always going to spell out first the H sound and then the W sound. Okay? Good. Now, let’s go
back to the story and see how many words we can find there that follow this same pattern.”
Note: In some dialects of English, words like “wheat” don’t follow this pattern; instead, they
just have /w/ as their first sound. In those dialects, “which” and “witch” are pronounced exactly
alike. If you have a student who speaks one of those dialects, your explanation about WH will be
very confusing to that student. Don’t let the student worry about it; just explain that it’s a dialect
difference, that both ways of pronouncing those words are correct, and move on.

A Bible Context for Chapter 5
Peter, whose name means “rock” in Greek, was one of Jesus’ twelve disciples, and was among the
first that Jesus called; his birth name was Simon. He is said to have owned a house at Capernaum,
and that house, as well as his fishing boat, was always available for Jesus to use. He was a leader
among the disciples, and often served as their spokesperson. We know that he died a martyr’s
death in Rome, but the Bible doesn’t tell us how or why that happened. We know, from the fact
that people in Chapter 5 say they can tell he was with Jesus from the way he talks, that he spoke
with a Galilean accent.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 6

PAUL AND SILAS GO TO JAIL
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Paul and Silas were followers of Jesus.
One day they got in trouble.
They were beaten and put in jail.
That night they prayed and sang.
The other men in the jail were listening.
Suddenly, there was an earthquake!
It shook all the doors open.
It shook all the chains off.
The jailer woke up, and he thought,
“The prisoners will all get away!”
He got out his sword.
He was going to kill himself.
Paul shouted, “No! Stop!
We’re all still here!”
The jailer let Paul and Silas
tell him about Jesus.
He took them to his house.
The next day, men came
and told the jailer to let them go.
But Paul said “No!
Your bosses had us beaten in public.
They have to come here and say we can go.”
After the bosses did what Paul had said,
he and Silas left.

Introduction
This is a rip-roaring good story (based on Acts 16.16-38). Paul and Silas are abused and jailed,
without having done anything wrong. When an earthquake opens the jail’s doors and tears away
the prisoners’ chains, they could run away—but they don’t. And when the embarrassed city
officials send a message saying that they’re free to go, they refuse, insisting that their release
be as public and as official as their unjust imprisonment was. Students will enjoy reading this
story. They will respect Paul and Silas immensely for their refusal to take the cowards’ way out
of trouble, and for their insistence that everything be done honorably. There is also an excellent
lesson here in the fact that Paul and Silas scrupulously obeyed the law by not trying to resist or
escape, neither when they were arrested nor afterward.
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General Comments
You will need to explain to the students why Paul reacted the way he did when the jailer told him
he and Silas were free to go, and why the local officials did what he asked. Explain that Roman
citizens living in the area had legal rights that other people didn’t have. Because Paul and Silas
were Roman citizens, they were entitled to a trial before they could be jailed or punished in any
way. The officials hadn’t realized that they were citizens, and were very embarrassed when they
discovered their mistake.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by saying that Paul and Silas were two of the followers of Jesus. Explain that
Paul was one of the most important men in early Christianity, and that Silas was one of his close
associates. They traveled together as missionaries, spreading the word of Christianity, teaching
and preaching as they went. Remind the students that in those days it was dangerous to do the
work that Paul and Silas did; explain that that’s what this story is about. (If it’s appropriate for
your group of students, begin with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Although this story has quite a few words that will be unfamiliar, it has very few that are hard to
sound out. “Public,” for example, is new, but students who have a reasonable grasp of English
phonics will have little trouble figuring it out and sounding it out. The only words likely to cause
hesitation are “doors” and “listening”; provide help with those if it is needed.
Young students may be unfamiliar with some of the words in the story even if they’re able to
sound them out; they may not know the meanings of “jailer” and “public.” Don’t let them struggle
to figure out the meaning of those words; provide all the help necessary.

Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. The students have done a number of activities that involved finding rhymes for short words,
usually words of one syllable. For this session, have them think of rhymes for four long words
from the story: “listening, followers, earthquake, suddenly.” Have the students write down the
words and their rhymes. For example:
listening/glistening
followers/swallowers
earthquake/cupcake/daybreak
suddenly/bumblebee/apple tree
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Point out to the students that a rhyme doesn’t have to be just one word; we can rhyme “bumblebee”
with “suddenly,” but “apple tree” is also possible.
2. Have the students find and write down all the words in the story that use the vowel phoneme
in the word “good.” (This will include “put, shook, and took.”) Help them think of more words
to add to their lists.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Dictate the following sentences for the students to write down and finish:
(a) When the earthquake hit the jail...
(b) The jailer was afraid that...
(c) While they were in the jail, Paul and Silas...
(d) Paul and Silas left after...
2. Have the students write a short essay with the title, “Why Paul and Silas Wouldn’t Leave.”
Discuss the topic with the students before they start writing, to be sure that Paul’s reason for
refusing to leave is clear to them.
3. Have the students write a letter from the jailer to a friend, telling the friend what happened.
Have the students read their finished letters aloud; then read your letter aloud as well.
4. Discuss the two verbs “refuse” and “agree” with the students, emphasizing the fact that the
words are called “opposites.” Help them think of at least three more pairs of verbs that are
opposites. Then have the students write a sentence using each of those verbs. For example:
(a) The boys arrived at noon.
(b) The boys left at three o’clock.
(c) I took a book to school.
(d) I brought a book home.
(e) The class won the game.
(f) The class lost the game.
Other strategies and activities
Have the students start drawing a comic strip that tells the story of Paul and Silas going to jail.
Help the students decide how many panels the comic strip will need to have by leading a discussion
on dividing the story into the smallest number of separate scenes. Then help the students block
out the panels on a sheet of paper.
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Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. “Why was the jailer going to kill himself? I don’t get it!”
Explain that in those days a jailer whose prisoners got away would have been severely punished.
At minimum he would have been made to serve many years at hard labor, perhaps as a galley
slave. He might even have been executed, perhaps crucified, by the Roman officials. Considering
the brutality of the legal system at that time, it’s not surprising that he might have preferred a
quicker death by his own hand.
2. “When the doors came open and all the chains fell off, why didn’t the prisoners leave?”
Explain that if they had left they would have been committing a crime, the crime of escaping
from jail. Then if they were caught again they would have been in worse trouble than they had
been in before they escaped. Explain also that the prisoners were following the good example
that Paul and Silas were setting for them.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 16 and page 28
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has P for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘Paul,’ and it’s a man’s name. Say the word, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! P is for
‘Paul.’ Paul was a man from Bible times, and in the picture we can see him preaching, with some
other people listening to him. Let’s say the word one more time.”
Step B2. Say to the students, “What do you see in this picture? ... Right! You can see two men
with bows and arrows. The picture shows us how things looked when men went hunting in Bible
times. There’s a special word for people who use bows and arrows, and it’s ‘archers,’ the word
on this page. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘archers.’] The sound we want to learn about in this
word is the /ch/ sound. [Draw a line under the CH with your fingertip.] We spell it with the letters
C-H, and the sound it makes is /ch/. Let’s say it together. ... Good! Can you think of some more
words that use the /ch/ sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘cheese’ and ‘chin’ and
‘chair’ and ‘church.’] Good. [Help the students notice that ‘church’ has a /ch/ for both its first and
its last sound.] Good. Now let’s go back to the story and see if we can find any words in it that
use the /ch/ sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 6
Quotation from Harper’s Bible Dictionary
Page 951: (After identifying Silas as “a leader in the early church and an associate of Paul,” and as
“an important figure in the churches of Macedonia...”) it goes on to say that his “early connections
with the church in Jerusalem were no doubt helpful in giving added theological legitimacy to the
Pauline mission. Silas’s Roman citizenship, reported in Acts 16.37-38, would also have been of
considerable personal help to Paul on his travels.”
At first only people who had been born in Rome could be considered Roman citizens, but later
citizenship was also given to those who had done some extraordinary service for the Roman
empire, and the law allowed that status to be passed on to their children. Eventually it became
possible to simply buy Roman citizenship.
Roman citizens had special rights and privileges. For example, they could not be punished or
imprisoned without having first been given a trial; they could not be tortured; and, if convicted,
they had the right to appeal their conviction and demand a new trial before the Roman emperor.
The Bible doesn’t tell us how Paul and Silas became Roman citizens, but it’s probable that
citizenship had been granted to their families at some earlier date. In Acts 22.28, after a Roman
commander who was questioning him claims to have “paid a lot of money” for Roman citizenship,
Paul says, “I was born a Roman citizen.”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 7

PAUL AND THE SHIP THAT SANK
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.

Once Paul was a prisoner
on a crowded ship.
It was crowded with prisoners
and with Roman soldiers.
Suddenly, there was such a big storm
that the men sailing the ship were afraid.
They put ropes around the ship.
They took down the sails.
They threw things into the sea.
But the storm went on and on.
For days they couldn’t see
the sun or the stars.
Everybody was giving up hope.
Then Paul said to them,
“God sent an angel to me.
The angel says the ship will sink,
but we will all be saved!”
One day they saw land.
They put up the sails.
The wind was pushing the ship
toward the land.
But then it got stuck!
The soldiers wanted to kill the prisoners,
but their captain stopped them.
“If you can swim,” he told everybody,
“swim for the land!
If you can’t swim, hold on to some wood!”
And everybody got to the land safely,
just as the angel had told Paul.

Introduction
This story (based on Acts 27) is another page-turner, packed with suspense and action. The students
will be thrilled by this adventure at sea, especially when it looks as though Paul will escape shipwreck
only to be killed by soldiers. They will be delighted when he, and all the others on this perilous
journey, survive and reach land safe and sound. They will respect the captain who will not allow
the soldiers to commit murder. This is a story of a hero and his adventures, a story of good men
winning in the end, and of an angel who tells Paul beforehand how it will all turn out.
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General Comments
This story should be a pleasure to teach. The action and the illustrations will motivate the
students—even those who may find the story difficult—to keep reading.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by providing a setting and a context, and by telling the students that this is
another story from the life of Paul. Explain that Paul had been arrested primarily for being a
troublemaker—saying things in public that the Roman government didn’t want him to say,
arguing in public about religious laws, teaching people things the Romans didn’t want him to
teach, and similar behavior. The Roman government was opposed to the message of Jesus, which
is what Paul was preaching. But the officials had all been unwilling to convict him of any offense.
The ship in the story was sailing to Italy, where Paul would have been taken to Caesar, the
emperor, for a new trial. Paul had advised against making the trip at that time of year, warning
that it would be dangerous, but he had been ignored. The story’s action begins with the terrible
storm at sea that proved him right. (If it’s appropriate for your students, include a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The words “prisoner” and “around” are a bit difficult, but can be sounded out without too much
effort. The words “soldiers” and “captain,” on the other hand, must be learned as sight words,
and you may need to explain what captains and anchors are. You may also need to explain to
younger students what “giving up hope” means.
Helping with structure that may cause difficulties
The students may hesitate over the word order in “For days they couldn’t see the sun of the
stars.” In ordinary conversation we would be more likely to say, “They couldn’t see the sun
or the stars for days.” Take the opportunity to discuss the difference between daily speech and
literary language. Have the students write down the sentence both ways and then read each one
aloud, listening carefully. Help the students understand that the spoken rhythm of the version
that starts with “For days” is better for reading aloud as part of a story. Talk about the difference
between the way people use language when telling a story and the way they use language when
just having a conversation or reporting facts.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find and write down six two-syllable words and all the three- and foursyllable words in the story. (This will include “crowded, Roman, soldiers, sailing, afraid” plus
“prisoner, prisoners,” and “everybody.”) Help the students divide each of the words into syllables
by taking turns saying the syllables aloud, reminding them that every syllable will have a vowel
sound of its own. Don’t worry about whether they say “crow...ded” or “crowd...ed,” and don’t
suggest that any divisions be made in writing. You just want to be sure that the concept of the
syllable is well understood.
2. Have the students find ten different consonant phonemes at the beginnings of words in the
story, write down the words, and underline those phonemes. If the students’ lists don’t include
any word that starts with two consonant letters that are only one consonant phoneme, like “ship”
and “that,” bring up one of those examples yourself. You want to be certain that the students
understand the difference between English consonant letters, which will always be only one letter,
and English consonant phonemes, which will always be only one sound but may sometimes
be spelled with more than one letter. If there seems to be any confusion about this, review the
information to reinforce it. Have the students say the word “hat” aloud and pronounce each of
its phonemes: /h/, /ae/, /t/. Then have them say the word “that” aloud and pronounce _its_ phonemes. Demonstrate that if they tried to pronounce the /t/ and the /h/ of “that” separately they no
only wouldn’t have the same word, the result wouldn’t be an English word at all.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write a letter telling the story from the point of view of the ship’s captain.
Explain that the Roman officer who ordered the ship to sail in spite of Paul’s warnings did so because he trusted the judgment of the ship’s captain, and he must have regretted that decision. Discuss with the students some of the possible ways that the captain might have presented the story.
Did he try to blame his troubles at sea on the Roman officer? Did he take the blame himself and
feel sorry about what had happened? Did he blame “bad luck”? Just how did he explain what he
had done? Help the students decide among the various possibilities and choose one before they
start writing. When the letters are finished, have the students take turns reading them aloud, and
read your own letter aloud as well.
2. Help the students work as a group to write a skit that is a dialogue between the Roman officer,
the captain of the soldiers, who was called a “centurion,” and one of the other soldiers, arguing
about whether or not to kill the prisoners to keep them from escaping. Have the students take
turns reading the skit aloud.
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Other strategies and activities
1. Have the students act out the skit that was written in activity #2 above; then have them switch
roles and act it out again, until every student has had a chance to take one of the parts. Then talk
about the results with the students and discuss possible revisions.
2. Ask the students, “Can you think of a time in your life when you felt like giving up hope? Or
can you remember a time when that happened to somebody you know?” Discuss their experiences
and the way they turned out in the end.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 29
For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the Teaching Notes
for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “Let’s look at this picture and talk about it. What do you think is
happening? ... [Help the students understand that the sheep has gotten tangled in a thorny bush
and can’t get loose by itself, and that the man running is the shepherd, hurrying to help the
sheep.] If the sheep tries to get loose, the sharp thorns on the bush will hurt it, so it has to wait for
the shepherd to come and help. The shepherd can use that big stick he’s carrying, with the curvy
part at the top—see it?—to pull the branches and thorns away from the sheep. Now let’s look at
the word on this page. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘bush.’] The word is ‘bush.’ Let’s say it
together. ... Good! The sound we want to learn about in the word is the /U /sound. [Draw a line
under the letter /U/ with your fingertip.] Let’s say that sound together. ... Good. Can you think
of some other words that use that /U/ sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘push’
and ‘foot’ and ‘put’ and ‘look.’] Good. Now let’s go back to the story and see if we can find any
words in it that use that sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 7
After Paul had used his rights as a Roman citizen and demanded a new trial before the Roman
emperor, he and some other prisoners, with the Roman captain Julius in charge, boarded a ship
that was taking grain to Italy. Paul objected to the voyage; the usual season for such trips was
April to October, and that season was past. He was right, the ship was wrecked near the island of
Malta, and it was several months before another ship could take them on to Italy, but his warnings
were ignored. Luke was also a passenger on the ship, and was the author of the detailed account
of the voyage in the book of Acts.
We know that the cargo ships which were used to carry grain at the time were dangerous in
storms. They were large, and instead of having a rudder, they were steered with two huge paddles, one on each side of the stern. They had only one mast and one large square sail. This design
made them very hard to control, especially in bad weather.
Paul finally did arrive in Rome. We don’t know very much about what happened to him there.
Luke doesn’t provide any information about a new trial. The book ends (in Acts 28.30, 31) with
these two sentences: “For two years Paul stayed in a rented house and welcomed everyone who
came to see him. He bravely preached about God’s kingdom and taught about the Lord Jesus
Christ, and no one tried to stop him.”
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 8

CROSSING THE RED SEA
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.

God had sent plagues to Egypt
to make the king let the Hebrew slaves go.
God had sent Moses
to ask the king to free them.
The king kept saying, “No!”
Finally, God sent one more plague...
and the king said, “Yes.”
But when the people left,
the king was sorry.
He went after them with his army
to bring them back.
When the Hebrews saw the army coming,
they were very scared!
They blamed Moses for everything.
God said, “Moses, hold out your hand!
Divide the sea to make a road!”
Moses held out his hand over the sea.
God made a dry road in the water.
The Hebrews walked safely across.
But the army drove into the sea
right after them!
Moses held out his hand over the sea
one more time.
The water came rushing back!
Egypt’s army drowned in the sea.
And the Hebrews sang a song
praising God.

Introduction
This story (based on Exodus 7.1–12:31, 14.5–15.21) is one of the most exciting of all the Bible
stories in the series. Students love to hear the tale of the Hebrew slaves fleeing from their Egyptian
masters with Moses leading them. They’re awed by the faith and courage of the Hebrews when
they walk straight into the sea as God parts the waters. Students will hold their breaths wondering
if everyone will make it across the strip of dry land without the waters roaring back. And then
comes the ending, as the chariots of the cruel Egyptian masters are swallowed up by the waves.
It’s a good adventure, and it shows the “good guys” winning. The story also speaks to the issues
of slavery and oppression, and is a testament to the power of faith.
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General Comments
A lot happens in this story, and the plot is complicated. Fortunately, the illustrations provide
a very useful scaffolding for the emergent reader, making clear many details that could not be
included in the text.
Be sure the students understand the meaning of the line “the king was sorry.” He wasn’t sorry for
his cruel and wicked behavior in the past. (Remind the students that in Reader Book 1, Chapter 7,
“Moses Is Born,” an earlier Egyptian king had given an order that every Hebrew baby boy had
to be drowned in the Nile River at birth.) The kind was only sorry that he had agreed to let the
people go, because the Hebrews were so valuable to Egypt as slaves.
Point out, if the students don’t notice this, that God and Moses go right ahead with God’s plan to
save the Hebrews, even though the people become cross and ungrateful and start complaining.
The people were frightened, and they had good reason to be frightened. It’s not easy to have faith
and behave well when you’re really scared and everything seems to be going wrong. But the
patience that Moses shows toward the people is the mark of a wise leader.
Finally, you might want to mention that this king is one of the kings who were called “Pharaoh.”
The students may remember having discussed the word “Pharaoh” with you after reading Reader
Book 1, Chapter 7. They may have seen films or heard stories about Pharaoh, and they may
know the spiritual, “Go Down Moses,” in which the word “Pharaoh” appears.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by reminding the students of the other stories about Moses from previous
Reading Sessions (Reader Book 1, Chapters 7 and 8); encourage the students to review what they
remember about Moses from those stories. Explain that at the time when this story begins, the
Hebrew people had suffered terribly for many years as slaves in Egypt. (If appropriate for your
group of students, begin with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
Although the vocabulary in this story is large and varied, almost all the words (or closely-related
words) have already been used in earlier stories in the series; almost all can be sounded out with
relative ease. The only word that has to be learned as a sight word is “plague.”
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
Have the students find and write down the words from the story that include the /th/ and /TH/
phonemes (“the, them, they” and “with.”) Help the students discover that these are two different
phonemes spelled with the letters T-H; help them divide their words in two sets (“the, them,
they” in one set and “with” in the other) according to their sounds. Have them write down the
words as two lists, side by side. Then ask the students to try to think of at least three more words
that could go in each set and write them down.
Note: The difference between the two TH phonemes is that the /th/ of “this” is voiced, while the /
TH/ of “think is not. You can check this in the usual way, by putting a fingertip over your throat
as you say aloud and hold each of the TH sounds. You will feel a vibration only when you’re
pronouncing the /TH/ phoneme of “this.”
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write a letter from one of the Hebrews to a friend, telling what it was like to
walk through the sea on the dry sea bed.
2. Help the students work as a group and write a haiku to go with this story.
3. Ask the students to write a short essay starting with the dictated sentence, “My favorite part
of this story was...” Have the students choose a title for their finished work and write it above the
essay. Then have them read their work aloud; read your own essay aloud as well.
Other strategies and activities
1. Introduce the term “adjective,” explaining that adjectives give us information that describes
nouns and pronouns and gives us more information about them. Say, “When I write or talk about
a yellow house, ‘yellow’ is an adjective that tells me how the house looks and helps me describe
it to other people.” Have the students find and write down some adjectives in the story. (This will
include “one, sorry, scared,” and “dry.”) The students may want to include “safely” in the list;
explain that “safely” doesn’t describe anything referred to by a noun or pronoun but gives us
extra information about a verb (in this case, the verb “walked).
2. Sing the spiritual “Go Down Moses” with the students, and encourage them to make up a new
verse to add to it, based on the story.
3. Play an adjective alphabet game with the students, taking turns. Begin the game by saying, “I
saw Amy, and she was angry.” Help one of the students say, “I saw Bill, and he was busy.” Then
have another student take the letter C, and so on through the alphabet.
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Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. “What is a plague?”
Explain that today we usually use the word to mean a disease that strikes very large numbers of
people, often very suddenly. In this story, however, a plague was a dreadful event sent by God to
punish wicked people or for some other purpose of God’s. It might be a disease, or it might be
something else. It’s not necessary to go through the entire list of ten plagues, but you could
mention two or three of them to make the meaning more clear.
Note: The nine plagues inflicted on Egypt by God were: the Nile River turning to blood; an infestation of frogs; a plague of lice, for both people and animals; swarms of flies; the death of all Egyptian
livestock; a plague of boils, on both people and animals; a deluge of hail; swarms of locusts; and
three days of total darkness. The tenth plague was the death of all the Egyptian firstborn sons.
2. “Why was God so cruel to the Egyptians?”
Students may feel sorry for the Egyptians because of the many plagues God imposed on them,
and the terrible scene of the Red Sea swallowing up the soldiers and their chariots and drowning
them. Explain that these are indeed horrifying events; however, we do know that the Egyptians
weren’t “innocent victims.” They had abused the Hebrew people mercilessly for many, many
years, and had treated them with great cruelty and brutality.
3. “How could God make a dry road in the ocean like that?”
As always with miraculous acts in the Bible, the answer is that we don’t know. The Bible tells us
what happened in such cases, but not how it happened.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 17 and page 19
Page 17: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has Q for its first letter, but not for its first sound. It’s the
word ‘quail,’ and it’s the name of the birds in the picture. People in Bible times sometimes ate
quail, and we still do that today. Say the word, please, and listen carefully to the first sound. ...
Good! Q is for ‘quail.’ You know that Q is the first letter in this word. Can you tell me what the
first sound_ is? ... Right! The first sound is K. Now you know three different ways to spell the
/k/ sound: with a K, with a C, and with a Q. Now let’s say ‘quail’ one more time, and see if we
can find out anything else about the way it starts.” ... [Help the students discover that there is a
/w/ sound right after the /k/ sound. Explain that the letter Q in English is always followed by a U,
and that the Q-U letter sequence always spells out a /k/ sound followed by a /w/ sound.]
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Page 19: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has S for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘sea,’ and it means the same thing as the word ‘ocean.’ Say the word, please, and listen to the first
sound. ... Good! S is for ‘sea,’ and it spells out the /s/ sound. The picture shows us the Hebrew
people walking into the sea, and the Bible tells us that God has made the water move back to let
them go safely across. Let’s say the word one more time.”

A Bible Context for Chapter 8
Quotation from Biblical Literacy
Page 109: “Many people, under the impression that Moses lifts his rod and the sea immediately
divides, see this as a virtually unparalleled supernatural miracle. But a reading of the text reveals
that God wishes this particular event... to appear more natural than supernatural. The splitting
of the sea does not occur instantaneously, but over the course of an entire night. ... God causes
an enormous wind to divide the sea in half by forcing the waters to both sides. Because God has
made the sea’s splitting occur in a seemingly natural manner, Pharaoh and his troops, who are
obsessed with overtaking the runaway slaves, fail to perceive the miracle occurring before their
eyes...”
The main purpose that chariots served was to carry archers, soldiers armed with bows and arrows. They were light two-wheeled wooden vehicles with a floor made of rope. Pouches were
attached to the inside framework to hold a supply of arrows. Usually two horses would be yoked
to the chariot to pull it, with a third horse allowed to run free beside it. The Israelites began using
chariots in their military campaigns in the time of David.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 9

BALAAM AND THE DONKEY
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.

The king of Moab sent some men
to hire Balaam the prophet to curse the Israelites.
Balaam left for Moab
riding his donkey.
Suddenly, the donkey saw an angel!
The donkey went right off the road.
So Balaam hit the donkey
to make it go back on the road.
But soon the donkey saw the angel again,
between two walls.
The donkey went on, but stayed away from the angel.
Balaam hit the poor donkey again.
The next time the donkey saw the angel,
it couldn’t get by.
So it lay down in the road!
When Balaam hit the donkey again,
God let the donkey talk to him.
“Why did you hit me?” the donkey said.
Now God let Balaam see the angel...
and Balaam bowed down.
The angel said, “If your donkey had passed me,
I would have punished you!”
Balaam said, “I didn’t see you!
If you want, I will go home right now!”
“No,” said the angel. “But in Moab
you must say only the words
God puts in your mouth.”
And it turned out that those words
blessed the Israelites.

Introduction
In this appealing story (based on Numbers 22.2–24.25), the prophet Balaam sets off on a journey,
riding his donkey, and is completely unaware that an angel is also making the trip. The donkey
can see the angel, but Balaam can’t. Each time the donkey stops because of the angel, Balaam
hits the poor animal. Balaam is so angry that he doesn’t even pay attention when the donkey
actually speaks to him and asks why he is mistreating it so badly. Only when God opens Balaam’s
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eyes and the prophet at last sees the angel for himself does he realize his error and listens to the
divine warnings and instructions. The story teaches a lesson about uncontrolled and unjustified
anger. It’s a story about failing to pay attention, failing to control one’s emotions, and failing to
think before acting. The story also offers an opportunity to discuss treating animals with kindness
instead of cruelty; Balaam was very much in the wrong about this.

General Comments
Students will enjoy this story and its illustrations; it should be a pleasure to teach.
You will need to offer a little explanation about the matter of blessing and cursing in the story.
Remind the students that you’ve already talked about the importance of blessings in biblical times,
when you read the story of Jacob and Esau (Reader Book 1, Chapter 10). Explain that just as blessings had a tremendous importance to people in biblical times, so did curses, which are the opposite
of blessings. Cursing didn’t means just using swear words; it meant saying words that would do
real damage. When the king sent for a prophet to curse the people, it was because he wanted something awful to happen to them; he wanted Balaam’s words to do the people serious harm. But it
didn’t work out that way. God saw to it that when Balaam spoke he blessed the people instead of
cursing them.
Be sure the students understand that the angel is angry with Balaam for hitting the innocent
donkey, and that he rebukes Balaam for doing that.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by explaining that it’s another story about a prophet, one named Balaam,
and about the King of Moab. Explain that the Moab kingdom was an area east of what we now
call the Dead Sea. Explain that at this time the Israelites had no territory of their own, but were
traveling in a large group with all their livestock. When the government of Moab learned that the
Israelites were coming toward Moab they were afraid that the people and animals would eat all
their crops. They wanted to keep that from happening. They also wanted to avoid having to fight
a war against the Israelites. And so the king sent for Balaam to curse them. (If appropriate for
your group of students, begin with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties
The first problem is the three biblical names: “Moab,” “Balaam (pronounced BAY-luhm”), and
“Israelites.” Don’t let the students struggle with these words; provide all the help necessary.
Explain that “Israelites” is another name for “Hebrews”; they were the same people. Also hard to
sound out are the words “curse, donkey, and punished”; give plenty of help with those words.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Have the students find and write down some words from at least three word family sets in the
story. For example, words could be chosen from these sets: “sent, men, left, went, again, next, let,
said, blessed”; “king, will, Israelites, hit, it, if, didn’t, in”; “to, you, soon, two, your”; “the, those.”
2. Take this opportunity to discuss and review the concept of the phoneme, to be sure that it’s
clear to your students. The two basic facts the students need to understand are (a) that a phoneme
is not the same thing as a letter of the alphabet, and (b) that changing a phoneme will either
change the word’s meaning or give you a sequence that’s not a real word of English. When you
substitute the phoneme /m/ for the phoneme /b/ in “bad,” you get another word, “mad,” with a
different meaning. If you tried to substitute the phoneme /n/ for the phoneme /b/ in “bad,” you
wouldn’t have another word, because “nad” isn’t a word in English. But the meaning has still
been changed, because the sequence no longer means “not good.”
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write this story from the point of view of Balaam’s donkey.
2. Help the students work together to write a poem about the story from the point of view of the
donkey. Before writing begins, discuss the question of whether it should or should not be a poem
that rhymes, and let the students make that decision.
Other strategies and activities
1. Have the students figure out and write down the opposites of these words: “come [go], curse
[bless], left [arrived], on [off], down [up].” Talk about what “opposite” means; be sure the concept
is clear. Ask the students, “Could there be such a thing as an opposite of ‘donkey’?” Talk about
why that’s not possible.
2. Introduce the grammar term “adverb.” Explain that adverbs describe and give more information
about verbs, in the same way that adjectives describe and give more information about nouns and
pronouns. Help the students find the adverb in the story (“suddenly”); talk about the extra information that it gives the reader about the verb “saw.” Then have the students go through the story
and think of some other adverbs that could have been used. For example:
(a) “The donkey went on quickly.”
(b) “Balaam hit the donkey angrily.”
(c) “Balaam hit the donkey fiercely.”
(d) “The angel spoke to Balaam crossly.”
3. Play an adverb alphabet game, taking turns. You begin the game by saying, “I was talking
angrily.” Help one of the students say, “I was swimming badly”; then (if necessary) help another
student say, “I was watching curiously.” And so on through the alphabet. As always, tell the students that it’s okay to skip the letter X.
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A Question You Can Expect To Hear
“Why was it that the donkey could see the angel and Balaam couldn’t?”
We don’t know the answer to this question, and the Bible doesn’t explain it to us.

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 22 and page 38
Page 22: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has V for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘vines.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! V is for ‘vines.’ The picture shows
us rows of grapevines growing, with bunches of ripe grapes on them. People in Bible times used
grapes for both food and drink, and grapevines were very important to them. Let’s say the word
one more time.”

Page 38: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This is an interesting picture, isn’t it? Do you know what the man
in the picture is doing? ... Right. He’s taking care of the sheep. And there’s something else
happening. He’s using a sling and getting ready to throw a rock at that wolf that wants to hurt
his sheep. See how he’s whirling the sling around in the air with his hand? It’s different from a
slingshot. He puts a rock in that little piece of leather at the end of the two strings and whirls it
around, and when he lets go of one of the strings, it makes the rock fly through the air. Now let’s
look at the word at the bottom of the page. [Put your fingertip on the word ‘sling.’] This word is
‘sling,’ and the sound that we want to learn about in the word is /ng/. [Draw a line under the
letters N-G with your fingertip.] It’s hard to say that sound by itself, isn’t it? That’s because
English words never start with that sound. But we can do it if we try. Let’s say it together. ...
Good! The word is ‘sling’; the sound is /ng/. Can you think of some words that rhyme with
‘sling’? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘ring’ and ‘thing’ and ‘string.’] Good. Can you
think of some other words that use the /ng/ sound but don’t rhyme with ‘sling’? ... [Help the
students think of words like ‘rung’ and ‘gong’ and ‘clang.’] Good. Now, let’s go back to the story
and see if we can find any words in it that use that sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 9
At the time of this story, the Hebrews were in the plains of Moab, nearing the end of their forty
years of wandering, and were just about to cross the Jordan River. They had already defeated two
kings in battle, and Balak, the king of Moab, was very worried. He sent some elders from Moab
and Midian to the prophet Balaam to try to get him to come to him and then to curse Israel.
Balaam refuses, sending word to Balak that God has told him in a dream not to go, and that he
has to do what God commands. Balak tries again, sending higher-ranking priests and promising
to pay Balaam very well, and this time God tells Balaam that he may go to Moab, as long as he
does only what God says to do.
When Balak and Balaam meet, nothing goes the way Balak wanted it to go. Three times, at three
different locations, Balak builds seven altars and sacrifices a bull and a ram on each one, only to
have Balaam speak a prophesy that blesses Israel. The king is furious, and he tells Balaam that
he’s not going to pay him anything at all. Balaam only reminds him that he had said from the
beginning that he would say only the words God told him to say, and leaves him with a warning
(in Numbers 24.17) that “someday, a king of Israel will appear like a star. He will wipe out you
Moabites...”
The story of Balaam and the donkey is one of only two occasions in the Bible when an animal is
given the ability to speak; the other is when the snake speaks in the Garden of Eden.
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Teaching Notes for Reader Book 3
Chapter 10

A STORY ABOUT ESTHER
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

The king of Persia was powerful.
Nobody could go to him
without being asked.
One day a man who hated Jews
talked the king into ordering
that all the Jews in Persia must be killed.
The king didn’t know Queen Esther was a Jew.
When Esther heard about the order,
she went to the king, even though
she was afraid he would have her killed.
But he was glad to see her.
And when she invited him to a dinner,
he said “yes.”
At the dinner, the king said,
“What can I do for you? Just ask!”
“My king,” Esther said, “you have
ordered all my people killed.
Please save them!”
“I can’t take back my order,” said the king,
“but I can let you make a new law
to save the Jews.”
Esther sent her cousin to the king’s clerks
to tell them what to say in the new law.
The law said the Jews could fight back
when they were attacked.
The Jews did fight back,
and they won.
Queen Esther had saved her people.

Introduction
The story of Queen Esther (based on Esther 3.1–9.19) is complicated. King Xerxes had married
Esther without knowing that she was Jewish, and he had agreed to a wicked proposal that all the
Jewish people in his kingdom should be killed. When Esther is asked to persuade her husband to
change his mind about this, she is terrified, because going to the king without being invited is an
offense for which the penalty can be death. But she goes all the same, and the king doesn’t punish
her. However, there is still a serious problem: Royal decrees can’t be cancelled, not even by
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the monarch responsible for them. The solution Esther and her cousin Mordecai come up with,
with the king’s permission, is a new law that lets the Jews have weapons and defend themselves
against their attackers. And when they are attacked, they are the winners in the battle. The story
has many subplots: ethnic cleansing; helping people to help themselves; a grave crisis created by
a foolish law; a woman willing to risk her own life for her people; a cruel and powerful king; and
good triumphing over evil.

General Comments
This story is difficult—appropriately so, since it is the final one in the series of thirty. There are
things you will need to explain as background for the story so that the students will be able to
understand it. Explain that the king in this story had a kind of power that no king of a modern
country would have, that he could order people killed without any kind of trial or hearing, and
without any good reason. He could and would have people killed just for coming into a room
where he was present, simply because they hadn’t asked for permission ahead of time; even his
own wife faced that danger. This means that what Esther did was an act of extreme courage; she
literally risked her life for her people.
You will also need to explain what it means for the royal decree to go out saying that the Jews
were “allowed to fight back” when they were attacked. Ordinary people in the country, including
the Jewish people, were forbidden to have any weapons. Only those citizens who had received
special permission from the king were allowed to have weapons. If the Jews had been attacked
with swords and spears, they would have been helpless. They would have had no way to defend
themselves. The new law gave them the right to arm themselves, so that they could fight back.

Pre-Reading Strategies
Introduce the story by discussing the plot elements and using the biblical vocabulary. (If still
appropriate for your group of students, begin with a Picture Walk.)

During-Reading Strategies
Helping with words and phrases that may cause difficulties.
The biblical names “Esther” and “Persia” are difficult, and should be taught as sight words.
“Clerks” must be treated as a sight word.
If the students are younger children, some may not understand the concept of “talking someone
into” doing something. Explain that this means the man who talked to the king, asking him to
order that all the Jews should be killed, kept on asking and asking until the king finally agreed.
As an example, explain that youngsters might try to “talk their mothers into” letting them stay up
late to watch a television special.
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Post-Reading Strategies
Phoneme awareness strategies and activities
1. Point out the word “Queen,” reminding the students that English uses the letters Q-U to spell
out the K-W sequence. Have the students make a written list of five more words that begin with
Q-U. (For example: “quick, quickly, quiet, quail, question.”)
2. Your students will already have discussed the hissing/buzzing phonemes /sh/, /ch/, /s/, and
/z/ in earlier Reading Sessions. Say, “This story has another phoneme that sounds like something hissing or buzzing, one that we haven’t talked about yet. Can you find it for me?” Help the
students discover that the phoneme is /zh/, spelled as S in the word “Persia.” Have the students
write down “Persia” and sound it out carefully; then have the students think of and write down
some more English words that use the /zh/ phoneme. (For example: “pleasure, measure, treasure,
television,” and, in some dialects, “garage.”) Give the students as much help as they need for
spelling these words.
Writing strategies and activities
1. Have the students write an essay with the title, “Why I Think Esther Was a Hero.” As preparation
for the writing, discuss with the students the brave things Esther did, and their possible consequences.
2. Ask the students to write about a personal experience when they were very afraid to do something,
but they did it anyway. Have the students read their work aloud, and read your own aloud as well.
3. Help the students revise some work written previously.
Other strategies and activities
1. Have the students make a chart with four columns: “Nouns and Pronouns; Verbs; Adjectives;
Adverbs.” Then have them fill in the chart with words that appear in the story, listing them under
their proper grammatical names. Because they may not find any adverbs, say, “The writer didn’t
put many adverbs in this story, so let’s see if we can think of some that would work. Then we can
put them in the Adverb column on your chart.” For example:
(a) “Esther quickly...”
(b) “The law clearly said...”
(c) “The Jews fought back bravely...”
(d) “She invited the king politely...”
2. Help the students bring their maps of the Holy Land up to date.
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Questions You Can Expect To Hear
1. “Why didn’t the king know Esther was a Jew, when she was his own wife?”
Explain that in biblical times, especially in a royal household, people often got married without really
knowing much of anything about one another. It was the custom of the times, and it wasn’t unusual.
2. “Why is ‘being allowed to fight back’ a good solution to the problem of Esther and her people?”
Tell the students that being allowed to fight back wasn’t the best solution to the problem. The best
solution would have been to change the Persian law so that the king could take back his order
for all the Jews to be killed. Since the opinion at the time was that there was no way to make that
change, it was better to let the Jews fight back than to have them be forced to stand helplessly,
without any weapons for self-defense, and let themselves be killed. (And point out to the students
that even in modern times it sometimes takes many years for a bad law to be changed.)

Alphabet & Phonics Book Activity; page 14 and page 33
Page 14: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “This word has N for its first letter and its first sound. It’s the word
‘net.’ Say it, please, and listen to the first sound. ... Good! N is for ‘net.’ That’s a really big net in
the picture, don’t you think? The men are using the net to catch fish. Fishing with a net was part
of getting food in Bible times. Let’s say the word one more time.”

Page 33: For Steps A/C/D/E: Follow the lesson pattern for the letter W that appears in the
Teaching Notes for Reader Book 1, Chapter 1.
Step B. Say to the students, “The word on this page is ‘mirage.’ [Put your fingertip on the word
‘mirage.’] Do you know what a mirage is? ... Sometimes when you’re riding in a car in really hot
weather, it may look like there’s water on the road ahead of you. But there really isn’t any water.
That water that looks real, but isn’t, is a mirage. And out in the desert where the weather in the
daytime gets blazing hot, people sometimes see what looks like lakes and mountains and cities
ahead of them, but like that water on the highway, those things aren’t really there. They’re only
mirages. This picture shows us how a mirage might have looked when people were traveling
across the desert in Bible times. All right? Now, the sound in ‘mirage’ that we want to learn about
is the /zh/ sound, spelled here with a G. [Draw a line under the letter G with your fingertip.]
‘Mirage.’ Say the /zh/ for me, please. ... Good! Can you think of any other words that use the /zh/
sound? ... [Help the students think of words like ‘measure’ and ‘treasure’ and ‘television.’] Good.
Now let’s look at the story again and see if we can find any words in it that use that sound.”
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A Bible Context for Chapter 10
The Israelites had suffered under empire after empire, ruler after ruler. In the time of Esther, the
empire was Persian, and the ruler was Xerxes. Before the story in Chapter 10 begins, Xerxes has
made several serious mistakes. First, while very drunk after a huge party, he sends some of his
servants to demand that his wife, Vashti, come and let his guests see how beautiful she is. Second,
when Vashti refuses, he calls in a group of his counselors to tell them what Vashti has done and
ask for advice about how he should react. And third, when the men tell him that Vashti’s behavior
is going to cause all the other women in the kingdom to treat their husbands disrespectfully, he
lets them persuade him to write a law forbidding Queen Vashti ever to see him again, and he
sends out a letter about that law to all of the provinces. The letter, we are told in Esther 1.21,
“said that husbands should have complete control over their wives and children.” Later, when he
begins missing Vashti, his servants advise him to bring beautiful young women to his court from
all over the country, and to choose a new queen from among those women. Xerxes takes their
advice, and that is how Esther became his queen.
The Book of Esther is the basis for the annual Jewish holiday of Purim which celebrates the Jewish
people’s survival of the plot to kill them which is described in Chapter 10.
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Reading Session Activities and Games
Additional Activities
Note: Remember that all work done in Reading Sessions should always be signed by the student,
dated, and put in the student’s Literacy Journal for safekeeping. The only exception would be
something intended specifically for another person, such as a greeting card or gift.

Games
1. Word Bingo
For the Word Bingo card, on a sheet of cardboard, draw a set of five squares horizontally. Draw
four more sets of five squares each and place them horizontally atop each other. This should form
a square or grid. Please refer to page 1.22 for a sample grid.
Keep this blank grid so that you can use it as a master for duplication. Make photocopies of the
grid for playing the game. For playing pieces, gather a supply of buttons or pennies, or cut out a
supply of small cardboard circles. Write or type the Bingo Word List below on a sheet of heavy
paper and cut it up into pieces with one word on each piece, so that the person reading the words
aloud can mix up the words in a box or bag or glass jar and draw them one at a time during the
game.
To play the game, make as many copies of the Bingo card as needed, one for you and one for
each student. Write a different word from the Bingo Word List below in each square of the two
grids. Now begin drawing a word from the bag or jar and reading it aloud. Whenever a word you
read appears on a student’s card, the student puts a marker on that word. The first person to fill
up a complete line of words—horizontally, vertically, or diagonally—says “Bingo!” and wins the
game. Then play a second game, with a student reading the words aloud this time.
Bingo Word List [a list of the 100 most commonly used English words, ranked by frequency of
use; see Fry, E., 1999.]
the, of, and, a, to, in, is, you, that, it, he, was, for, on, are, as, with, his, they, I, at, be, this,
have, from, or, one, had, by, word, but, not, what, all, were, we, when, your, can, said, there,
use, an, each, which, she, do, how, their, if, will, up, other, about, out, many, than, first,
water, been, call, who, oil, now, find, long, down, day, did, get, come, made, may, part, over.
Note: You can play Word Bingo with many different kinds of words lists. You could use a list
of all the biblical names in the stories you’re reading, or all the one-syllable verbs, or all the
adjectives. You could use a list of words needed for specific scenarios that would interest your
students, such as words needed for a trip to the dentist or doctor, words needed for a trip to the
grocery store, words needed for applying for a job, and the like.
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2. Word Concentration
To make the game:
Take twenty 3x5 inch index cards (or slips of paper the same size as index cards). Choose ten
words that your students need to recognize and remember—for example, the first ten sight words
that are needed for the stories. Write each word on two cards so that you have ten pairs. Mix up
the cards and lay them out, blank side up, in four rows of five cards each.
To play the game:
For each turn, the student picks up one card, turns it over to see the word written on the other side,
and then puts the card back where it was, still with the blank side up. [Explain to the students that
the goal is to remember what word is on the card and where the card is located.] The student then
picks up another card and looks to see what word is written on it, and then puts it back as it was.
Whenever the second card picked up matches the first one, the student can pick up the matching
pair and set it aside. If there’s no match—or if the student can’t remember where the first card
is—the second card is put back where it was, blank side up, and the turn passes to another student.
The person with the most pairs at the end of the game wins. [You can specify that the game is over
when all the cards have been picked up, or you can set a time limit after which play will stop. If
you decide to limit the game by time, be sure to allow at least fifteen minutes.]
This is an excellent memory game. It’s especially valuable because it can be tailored to the
specific needs of any student. As is true for Word Bingo, you can play it using many different
kinds of words lists, based on what is most helpful for your students. To make the game harder or
easier, just use more or fewer matching pairs of cards.
3. Wordmaker
To make the game: Make a deck of word-part cards for each of your students, using index cards
or slips of paper. Write down individual letters of the alphabet, consonant or vowel sequences
(like BL, EA, OA, OO) and affixes (like -ING, UN-, -ER, -ED), one to a card.
To play the game: Deal seven cards face down across from each other. Add another row to the
six on the right and continue down, eliminating one row in each turn until you place one card on
the seventh row. Flip the top card over in each row and keep the rest of the deck in your hand or
to the side--this is your draw pile. Draw three cards from the draw pile at the same time. The top
card has to be played before the other two cards are played. The students use the deck to make as
many words as possible, and earn one point for each completed word. This game can be played
as a Solitaire game, with the goal of making a good score, or it can be played in competition with
the other students, where the student who makes the most words before the deck runs out, wins!
Note: Be sure you try the deck yourself before using it with your students for the first time. You
need to be certain that enough words can be made with the deck to ensure that the game will be
interesting. Trying it out in advance will let you make adjustments to the deck if they’re needed.
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4. Sentencemaker
Set this up the same way as the “Wordmaker” game, but instead of using parts of words, write
a complete word on each card or slip of paper. The goal of this game is to use the cards to make
complete sentences. Write all the words entirely in capital letters, so that capitalization problems
don’t distract the student from the basic purpose of the game. Include a few cards that have on
them periods, question marks, commas, or exclamation marks. As with “Wordmaker,” try out the
deck yourself before using it with students for the first time, to be sure that it works well.
5. Word Ladder
Choose a simple word that your students know well, like “bad” or “ring.” (The game works best
with a one-syllable word that starts and ends in at least one consonant.) To play the game, make
as many words from your starter word as possible, changing just one phoneme with each turn. For
each new word, the student earns one point. A typical Word Ladder from “bad” might go like this:
bad
sad
sag
bag
big
fig
fit
Each student uses a separate sheet of paper, with the winner being the student whose list of
“rungs” on the Word Ladder is longest. It can also be played on a single sheet of paper with the
students taking turns, and the first player who can’t make a new word being the loser. Or it can
be played as a Solitaire game, with the goal being to make as high a score as possible.
6. Word Bee
For this game, you say a word aloud and one or more of the students, taking turns, must answer
with a word that has a particular characteristic decided on in advance. For example, the student
answers with a word that starts with the same phoneme as your word, or ends with the same
phoneme, or a word that rhymes. The game is timed; ten minutes is a good limit to choose. Make
a check mark on a scrap of paper as each word is spoken, so that the total number of words used
in the time allowed will be known. When the time is up, switch roles; now the students take turns
saying the words and you must respond. The winner is the player who responds with the largest
number of words in the ten minutes.
This game can be played as described above when the students’ skill levels are high enough to
make it enjoyable for them. For students whose skills are more limited, it can be played without
keeping track of the number of words used or trying to identify a “winner”; this is an excellent
way to practice phonemic awareness skills.
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Role-Playing Scenarios and Games
1. The Tower of Babel
A student takes the role of someone who lives in the town where the men tried to build the Tower
of Babel (Reader Book 1, Chapter 4), and who is trying to tell a friend from another town what
happened. You take the role of the friend and model that side of the conversation for the student.
2. Jonah and the Big Fish
A student takes the role of one of the men who threw Jonah overboard in the story (Reader Book 1,
Chapter 5), and who is trying to explain to a relative why he decided that it had to be done. You
take the role of the relative and model that side of the conversation for the student.
Note: This same role-playing pattern can be followed for most of the stories. When the role taken
isn’t that of a main character in the story, help the students use structures such as “I heard that
[something happened]” and “People are saying that [something happened]” and “Somebody
told me that [something happened].”
3. Skit: “I Have An Idea”
A skit is a mini play. Have two students decide which part they would like to play. At the end
of the skit ask the rest of the group if they understood what was going on. You may wish to use
another pair of students to re-enact the same skit or have then write their own skit.
Characters:
Reverend Martin [or Father Martin]; pastor or priest of a church
Rosa Lopez [or Jose Lopez]; a member of the church who is a native speaker of Spanish
Setting:
The clergyman’s office at the church; he is sitting at his desk, and Rosa (or Jose) is sitting across
from him. It’s a weekday morning.
Dialogue:
Reverend:

“Good morning, Rosa. How can I help you?”

Rosa:

“Good morning, Reverend Martin. I have an idea.”

Reverend:

“I see. Tell me about it, please.”

Rosa:

“Many people in our church don’t speak English well.”

Reverend:

“That’s true.”

Rosa:

“I’d like to start a Bible study group for them.”
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Reverend:

“A Spanish Bible study group?”

Rosa:

“We would read the Bible in English. But we could talk about it in Spanish and English.”

Reverend:

“Rosa, that sounds like a very good idea!”

Rosa:

“Thank you, Reverend Martin.”

Reverend:

“I’ll see about finding a room and a time for the group. And then I’ll be in touch with you.”

Rosa:

“Wonderful. I’ll wait to hear from you.”

Other Activities
1. Make a personal dictionary
Help the students make a personal dictionary. For older students this is an especially valuable activity,
because they will often need lists of vocabulary to use in specific daily-life situations—like making
an appointment with a doctor, applying for a job, asking for information about taking the GED exam,
enrolling a child in Vacation Bible School, or talking to a child’s teacher. Words that students need
for valid personal reasons will be more important to them than those chosen by someone else. They
will most likely learn these words quickly and use them more frequently. Explain what a dictionary
is, if necessary, and explain what the word “definition” means. Say, “Suppose I say or write that a
bird is a living creature with feathers. That would be a definition of a bird.”
Have the students take 26 sheets of ruled paper and write one letter of the alphabet at the top of
each one. Help the students make a cover page, with the title “Dictionary,” the student’s name,
and the date. All those pages will then go into the three-ring binder the students use for their
Literacy Journal, as a separate section.
Then say, “Now let’s write your first definition. What word would you like to do first?” Help the
students write a clear definition of that word, including its equivalent in the student’s native
language. Explain that in later Reading Sessions, whenever time allows, you will help the students
add more words to their dictionaries. An example entry on the R page might look like this:
“Report card—a paper or card that teachers send home to tell parents how a student is doing in
school. [Equivalent word or phrase in the student’s native language.]”
Note: If the student has access to a computer, suggest setting up a dictionary file there as well.
Explain that a paper dictionary tends to have space problems after a while; many pages of paper
will be needed for words starting with S, but only one page will be needed for words starting with Q,
and so on. A dictionary that’s in a computer has no problems of that kind. And retyping the work at
the computer outside the Reading Sessions provides valuable extra literacy practice for the student.
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2. Make greeting cards for special occasions
Students will typically have family members for whom they’d enjoy being able to make handmade greeting cards. All that’s needed for that project is construction paper (or any art paper) and
some colored markers. Help the students work out a design and a message for the card on scratch
paper first, to be copied onto the card itself. For a simple card, just fold the paper in half; a threefold also makes an attractive card. If the student doesn’t feel comfortable illustrating the outside
of the card, suggest using letters in decorative ways.
For example:
• Write a message in a spiral pattern on the front of the card with colored markers. Draw
the spiral first in very light pencil, then write the words—”Happy Birthday!” or “Happy
Easter!” or “Congratulations On Your New Baby!” or whatever is needed—along the
pencil line. Finish by gently erasing the pencil marks after the words written with the
markers are completely dry.
•

Make a shape with letters—for example, a shape that has one letter on the first line, two
on the next line, three on the next, and so on, will make the shape of an evergreen tree;
adding a trunk at the bottom with a brown or black marker will finish the image. Flowers
are easy to make this way; a house shape, or the shape of a truck or car, are also easy.

•

Write an appropriate Bible verse, with its reference, using brightly colored markers to
make large attractive letters. Or use the same technique to write a brief proverb or saying,
or a traditional blessing, on the card.

Variation: Have the students use the same sort of materials and techniques to make bookmarks,
either for personal use or for gifts.
3. Explore some English proverbs
Before a Reading Session, make a set of Proverb Cards from three-by-five cards or slips of
paper, writing one proverb on each card. Put the cards in a box or a paper bag or a glass jar; have
students take turns drawing one. Help the students read the proverb; then, as a group, discuss its
meaning, to make sure the students understand what it says. Ask if there is a similar proverb in
the students’ native culture; if so, talk about it to find out whether in fact the two proverbs mean
the same thing. Here are a dozen suggested proverbs that you could use.
An apple a day keeps the doctor away.
The early bird catches the worm.
A stitch in time saves nine.
You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink.
Grass is always greener on the other side of the fence.
A rolling stone gathers no moss.
He that would have fruit must climb the tree.
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
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As you sow, so shall you reap.
Every cloud has a silver lining.
A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
All that glitters is not gold.
A penny saved is a penny earned.
It’s the squeaky wheel that gets the grease.
4. Dictate basic sentences
Talk to your students to find out what they most urgently need to use English for. Maybe they
need to apply for a job, or make an appointment by telephone with a medical professional or a
social worker, or ask a salesclerk for materials to tile a kitchen floor, or ask a question at a PTA
meeting. Whatever the need may be, you can help the students prepare for it by dictating some
basic English sentences that would typically be used in that situation. Then you can go over the
dictated sentences with the students, have the students read them aloud, and discuss any problems
of meaning that may come up. For example here are some sentences you might dictate for
making a medical appointment.
•
•
•
•
•

“Hello. I’d like to make an appointment, please.”
“My little girl is sick.”
“When can I see the doctor?”
“My appointment is this afternoon at two, with Dr. Jones. Is that right?”
“Thank you for your help.”

And here are some sentences you could dictate for a church-related question.
• “Hello, I have a question.”
• “How do I have my son moved to a different church school class?”
• “I think he could do the work in Mr. Harper’s class.”
• “He can go to Mr. Harper’s class next week and try it. Is that right?”
• “Thank you for your help.”
Writing these sentences and reading them aloud demonstrates to students that literacy instruction
has immediate practical value in the real world of daily life; this motivates the students and
makes regular attendance at Reading Sessions more likely. It also provides useful practice in
reading and writing English, and teaches useful vocabulary.
Note: Don’t worry about polishing the students’ pronunciation of the dictated sentences unless it
literally becomes impossible for the word or words to be understood without change. In a case
like that, try to do the correction only by modeling the pronunciation for the student. Say, “Let’s
go over that sentence one more time, all right? ‘My little girl is sick.’ Read that one for me again,
please. ... Good! ‘My little girl is sick.’”
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5. Set up a personal weblog (blog) at LiveJournal
For students who have a computer and have access to the Internet, setting up a blog can be an
extremely valuable part of literacy instruction. A blog is a personal journal or diary, a record of
someone’s feelings or experiences that is kept on the web. One of the easiest of all blog sites
is LiveJournal, at http://www.livejournal.com. The blog is free, the site takes you step by step
through the instructions, and the blog can be created—and a first message posted to it—literally
in just a few minutes. There’s a “create your blog” link to be clicked on, and every step is presented
in a way that’s appropriate for beginners.
Explain to the students that the blog can be completely private, so that only the student can see
what’s written there. Or it can be set up so that it can only be seen by people who are on a list of
family or friends provided by the students. The students can also decide whether others will be
able to send comments and responses, or if only the students’ own writing will be displayed.
Explain that these are just a few of the ways a blog can be used:
•
•
•
•
•

to keep family members up to date on family events and news
to stay in touch with family members or friends
to keep a personal diary
to make a personal “library” where interesting materials from many sources can be stored
for later use
to keep a record of vocabulary (and other information) from Reading Sessions and provide
a place for practicing what’s being learned

Reassure the students that a LiveJournal blog doesn’t require any special knowledge of computer
language or technical terms, and that every step of the way has been made both quick and simple.
6. Do “Find The Words” puzzles
Following are several “Find The Words” puzzles that are based on the stories in this program.
Each of the puzzles is a grid of letters in rows, with words from the stories hidden among the
other letters. In some of the puzzles the words run only horizontally; in others, they are both
horizontal and vertical. Explain to the students that the goal is to find the words hidden among
the other letters and draw a circle around each one. Provide any help that may be needed.
The puzzles are repeated and ready for duplication in the “Games Templates” at the end of this handbook.
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•

For Reader Book 1, Chapter 1, “In the Beginning,” students will be asked to find the
following words: STAR, GOD, LIGHT, SUN, WATER

X
B
G
T
N
D
•

N
H
O
T
Y
E

O
G
O
D
E
W

O
I
N
N
U
R

W
L
E
O
N
W

F
I
S
H
D
L

O
J
T
Y
E
R

O
O
O
M
Y
E

G
N
R
D
A
W

O
A
M
A
R
Y

T
H
O
B
P
V

For Reader Book 1, Chapter 10, “A Story of Two Brothers,” students will be asked to find
the following words: SICK, ESAU, ANIMALS, BAD, SAW

J
B
W
T
N
A
•

S
T
A
R
S
H

For Reader Book 1, Chapter 5, “Jonah and the Big Fish,” students will be asked to find
the following words: FISH, STORM, JONAH, PRAYED, BAD

L
A
X
Q
W
U
•

R
W
X
R
U
T

R
A
X
R
U
N

S
I
C
K
S
I

N
H
D
R
Y
M

O
U
A
S
E
A

O
I
B
N
U
L

W
L
E
O
N
S

For Reader Book 2, Chapter 5, “Jesus and the Storm,” students will be asked to find the
following words: BOAT, JESUS, STORM, WAVES, LAKE, WIND

L
A
B
O
A
T

F
A
S
H
D
L

O
J
K
Y
E
W

O
O
E
E
Y
A

G
N
R
S
A
V

W
I
N
D
U
E

T
M
R
O
T
S
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•

For Reader Book 2, Chapter 10, “Jesus Dies on the Cross,” students will be asked to find
the following words: PILATE, PRIEST, THORNS, STONE

P
I
L
A
T
E
•

I
I
B
K
O
I

E
B
D
R
R
M

S
U
A
S
N
A

T
I
B
N
S
L

W
E
N
O
T
S

For Reader Book 3, Chapter 5, “Peter Breaks a Promise,” students will be asked to find
the following words: PETER, PROMISE, GUARDS, ROOSTER, MOB

P
I
L
A
G
R
•

R
A
X
O
H
N

R
E
X
O
G
E

O
I
T
K
U
T

M
B
D
E
A
S

I
O
A
S
R
O

S
I
B
N
D
O

E
E
N
O
S
R

For Reader Book 3, Chapter 10, “A Story About Esther,” students will be asked to find
the following words: PERSIA, KING, QUEEN, ORDER, SAVE

K
I
N
G
A
T

A
Q
S
H
D
L

I
J
U
Y
E
W

S
A
V
E
Y
A

R
O
R
D
E
R

E
I
N
D
U
N

P
M
R
O
T
S

Note: If the students enjoy these puzzles, you might want to create additional puzzles based on
other stories. Also, you can mention that grocery stores and drugstores usually have inexpensive
books of them for sale. Explain that before buying one the students should look at what’s inside
and choose a book that’s hard enough to be interesting and challenging, but not so hard that
working with it would be a struggle instead of a pleasure.
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7. Sing songs
There is much research demonstrating that information and rhymed and metered form is often
easier to learn and to remember; additional research tells us that songs are one of the best ways to
present such information. If your students are willing, sing some appropriate songs together. Choose
a hymn or spiritual or folksong that has a reasonably simple tune and uses simple vocabulary.
Songs like “Kum Ba Ya” are particularly valuable for this activity because they are “zipper”
songs—that is, the students can make up new verses for them and “zip” them in. For example:
•
•
•

“I like reading, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Thanks for tigers, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!” [And for zebras, horses, penguins, and any other
animals.]
“Thanks for roses, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!” [And for tulips and lilacs...]

A whole story can be reviewed and practiced using the “Kum Ba Ya” pattern.
Here’s a suggested set of verses for Reader Book 1, Chapter 3, “Noah and the Flood.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Long time ago, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“People were bad, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Noah was good, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Came a flood, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Noah built a boat, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Water was deep, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Flood was over, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”
“Saw a rainbow, Lord—Kum Ba Ya!”

Encourage students to add new verses without worrying about whether they fit the pattern exactly,
and feel free to do so yourself as well. If the suggested new verse is “Noah’s family got on the boat,
Lord, Kum Ba Ya!”, that’s just fine. The goal is to review and enjoy the story, and to reinforce the
information by singing it. That’s more important than having song lines that fit perfectly.
8. Make a comic strip
Students who like to draw (and perhaps especially teenage students) will enjoy making a comic
strip. Help the students, as a group, choose an exciting Bible story from the 30 ABS stories. Help
the students break the story up into short scenes and decide how many drawings will be needed
and how they should be arranged on the pages. Help the students decide what words will be
needed and make a list of them. Making a comic strip—even a short one—can take a lot of time;
tell the students not to feel rushed, but to be sure and share their comic strip with you when it’s
finished. Have the students read the text of their finished strip aloud to you when it’s done.
Note: One of the skills that is important for literacy is the skill of revising one’s work, so that the
final result is even better. Beginners tend to balk at making revisions because it’s so much work
for them to complete a literacy task that the idea of changing anything in that first effort is
horrifying. As they gain confidence and skill, however, that will usually change. Approaching
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a self-confident student who has made a comic strip and suggesting that it be revised, and then
helping with the revision, is often a good idea. The student can then compare the two versions
and the two of you can talk about which version is better, and why.
9. Write a haiku
The Japanese poetic form called “haiku” (pronounced “HIGH-Koo”) is easy for beginning students
to work with, and can be very rewarding. Haikus use only a few words, take only a short time to
write down, and can be written on any subject. They are not required to rhyme, or to follow a
specific metric pattern. As a bonus, they also teach the concept of the syllable, because every haiku
is made up of one line of five syllables followed by one line of seven syllables followed by another
line of five syllables. Here are two examples of basic haikus written about Bible stories.
“Adam and Eve”
Poor Eve and Adam!
They were happy in Eden.
Then they had to leave.
“Noah”
Noah made a boat.
Noah made it just in time...
just before the flood.
Start by having the students read one of the examples above aloud. Help the students identify the
syllables in each line and understand the five/seven/five pattern. If you feel that it’s necessary,
repeat the process for the other example. Then have the students work as a group to write a haiku
and then read it aloud to you; provide whatever help may be needed.
Note: For many students it will be helpful to have them choose a topic for their haiku and then
make a chart listing words that fit their topic, sorted by the number of syllables they contain.
They should put one-syllable words in one column, two-syllable words in another column, and threesyllable (or longer) words in yet another. For the story of Noah the resulting work might look like this:
One

Two

Three

flood
dove
deep
God
land
rain
dry

rainbow
water
children
monkey

animal
kangaroo
family
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10. Word Pyramid
This is a paper-and-pencil game that can be played almost anywhere. Recommend to your students
that they play it whenever they have time to fill—when waiting to be seen at a doctor or dentist’s
office, for example.
To play the game, you draw a pyramid on a sheet of paper, in four horizontal sections. Please
refer to page 1.23 in the Reading Games and Activities section of this handbook for a sample
Word Pyramid. You leave the top section alone, divide the second one into two parts, the next into
three parts, and the bottom one into four parts. Then you fill in the blanks with as many words
that are four letters long as you can, moving from the top to the bottom of the pyramid. Moving
diagonally is allowed, and each real English word used scores one point. Here’s an example that
has been filled in with the words “bake, bank, bang” and “boss.”

B
OA
SNK
SGKE
Variations to make the game more challenging:
•
•

Add another level to the pyramid, so that students are filling in five-letter words.
Add a rule that says you can never have a double letter in any horizontal row.

11. Native Speaker
Make a deck of cards with a letter of the alphabet written on each card. Make at least five cards
for each vowel and for the letter Y; make at least three cards for each of the other letters.
One student is chosen to be the Native Speaker. The Native Speaker thinks of a rule for making
words in an imaginary language, but doesn’t say what that rule is. Some example rules:
•
•
•
•

Every word has to be three letters long.
Every word has to start with a vowel and end with a consonant.
Every word has to have a double letter in it.
Every word has to start with the letter N.

The deck is shuffled and each student is dealt a hand of three cards; the rest of the cards are
placed in a stack face down so that cards can be drawn from it. The goal is for the other students
to use the cards to lay down a word that follows the Native Speaker’s rule.
The other students take turns drawing a card from the face-down pack and adding it to their hand;
then they lay down a trial word made from their hand. If it follows the rule, the Native Speaker
accepts it; if it’s rejected, the card is placed at the bottom of the pack and the other students try again.
Play continues this way for successive turns. As soon as one of the students lays down a word that is
accepted, the game is over and that player becomes the Native Speaker for the next game.
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12. Skit: “Asking About Story Hour”
Tell your students they are being asked to do a mini play. Ask for two volunteers. Tell them this
is a conversation in which one person is seeking information and the other is providing it. Let
them each read it through once by themselves to become familiar with the words. Ask the pair to
read it again as a skit so it sounds like active conversation.
Characters:
Tracy Lee; a librarian
Mrs. (or Mr.) Hernandez; parent of a small daughter, and a native speaker of Spanish
Setting:
Tracy Lee is standing behind the checkout desk at the library. Mrs. (or Mr.) Hernandez is standing
on the other side of the desk, waiting to get information.
Dialogue:
Tracy Lee:

“Good morning. How can I help you?”

Parent:

“Does your library have a Children’s Story Hour?”

Tracy Lee:

“Oh, yes. Every Saturday morning at 10 o’clock, in the children’s section.”

Parent:

“My daughter is only three years old. Is she old enough?”

Tracy Lee:

“Of course. It’s never too early to start reading aloud to children.”

Parent:

“Do I need to sign up for it, or put her name on a list?”

Tracy Lee:

“No. Just bring her to the children’s section on Saturday.”

Parent:

“Is there a charge for the Story Hour?”

Tracy Lee:

“No, it’s free.”

Parent:

“I see. Is there anything else I need to know?”

Tracy Lee:

“I don’t think so. But if you have any questions, I’ll be glad to answer them.”

Parent:

“That’s all right, then. Thank you for your help.”

Tracy Lee:

“You’re very welcome. I hope you and your daughter will join us on Saturday.”

Parent:

“We’ll be there.”
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Game Templates
Reader Book 1, Chapter 1, “In the Beginning”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
STAR, GOD, LIGHT, SUN, WATER

X
B
G
T
N
D

R
W
X
R
U
T

S
T
A
R
S
H

N
H
O
T
Y
E
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O
G
O
D
E
W

O
I
N
N
U
R

W
L
E
O
N
W

Reader Book 1, Chapter 5, “Jonah and the Big Fish”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
FISH, STORM, JONAH, PRAYED, BAD

L
A
X
Q
W
U

F
I
S
H
D
L

O
J
T
Y
E
R

O
O
O
M
Y
E
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G
N
R
D
A
W

O
A
M
A
R
Y

T
H
O
B
P
V

Reader Book 1, Chapter 10, “A Story of Two Brothers”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
SICK, ESAU, ANIMALS, BAD, SAW

J
B
W
T
N
A

R
A
X
R
U
N

S
I
C
K
S
I

N
H
D
R
Y
M
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O
U
A
S
E
A

O
I
B
N
U
L

W
L
E
O
N
S

Reader Book 2, Chapter 5, “Jesus and the Storm”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
BOAT, JESUS, STORM, WAVES, LAKE, WIND

L
A
B
O
A
T

F
A
S
H
D
L

O
J
K
Y
E
W

O
O
E
E
Y
A
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G
N
R
S
A
V

W
I
N
D
U
E

T
M
R
O
T
S

Reader Book 2, Chapter 10, “Jesus Dies on the Cross”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
PILATE, PRIEST, THORNS, STONE

P
I
L
A
T
E

R
A
X
O
H
N

I
I
B
K
O
I

E
B
D
R
R
M
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S
U
A
S
N
A

T
I
B
N
S
L

W
E
N
O
T
S

Reader Book 3, Chapter 5, “Peter Breaks a Promise”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
PETER, PROMISE, GUARDS, ROOSTER, MOB

P
I
L
A
G
R

R
E
X
O
G
E

O
I
T
K
U
T

M
B
D
E
A
S
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I
O
A
S
R
O

S
I
B
N
D
O

E
E
N
O
S
R

Reader Book 3, Chapter 10, “A Story About Esther”
Find the following words that were included in the story:
PERSIA, KING, QUEEN, ORDER, SAVE

K
I
N
G
A
T

A
Q
S
H
D
L

I
J
U
Y
E
W

S
A
V
E
Y
A
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R
O
R
D
E
R

E
I
N
D
U
N

P
M
R
O
T
S

B I N G O
FREE
SPACE
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